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ABSTRACT  

Determining plate boundary kinematics and fault slip rates is critical to gaining an 

understanding of the seismogenic nature of the faults. The kinematics of plate boundaries vary 

widely and are a reflection of plate boundaries history, current tectonic regime, geology, and 

crustal properties. Geodesy is a useful tool for probing the kinematics of plate boundaries, active 

fault identification, slip rates, and stress accumulation.  

This dissertation presents research on the faulting and kinematics of the western and 

southern Caribbean plate boundaries. Specifically, this research focuses on the 900 km long 

Caribbean-South American transform plate boundary and the Caribbean-Cocos plate convergent 

margin in Nicaragua. This dissertation is composed of four main chapters: (1) the interseismic 

strain accumulation and slip partitioning at the CA-SA transform boundary, (2) exploring 

bookshelf faulting in Nicaragua using upper-plate earthquakes, (3) modeling bookshelf faulting in 

Nicaragua using geodetic data, and (4) investigating the faulting of intra-caldera earthquakes 

during the 2018 eruption of the Sierra Negra volcano. 

We combined Global Positioning System (GPS) and Interferometric Synthetic Aperture 

Radar (InSAR) data to characterize the interseismic behavior (i.e., locked or creeping), and strain 

partitioning for the faults along the Caribbean – South American transform plate boundary. 

Interseismic strain is distributed mainly on three faults, the San Sebastian, El Pilar, and Central 

Range faults, but partitioning occurs across multiple faults in the west (San Sebastian and La 

Victoria faults) and east (Sub-Tobago Terrane, Central Range, and South Coast faults). In northern 

Venezuela, slip is partitioned on the San Sebastian (16.4 ± 1.7 mm/yr) and La Victoria (4.3 ± 0.9 

mm/yr) faults. In north-eastern Venezuela, the El Pilar fault accommodates slip at a rate of 18.6 ± 

1.8 mm/yr. In Trinidad and Tobago, slip is partitioned between the Sub-Tobago Terrane (3.0 ± 0.1 

mm/yr), Central Range (14.5 ± 2.0 mm/yr), and South Coast (3.0 ± 0.1 mm/yr) faults. The La 

Victoria, San Sebastian, the western El Pilar segment, and Sub-Tobago Terrane faults are locked 

to depths of 16 ± 4 km, 7 ± 5 km, 6 ± 2 km, and 8 ± 1 km, respectively. The eastern segment of 
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the El Pilar, the Central Range, and the South Coast faults all creep. Our new InSAR results 

indicate that the entire Central Range Fault is creeping. The locked western segment of this 

transform plate boundary is capable of producing a Mw 8 earthquake, which is a significant finding 

regarding seismic hazard and risk. 

Oblique convergence and strong mechanical coupling along subduction zones result in 

strain partitioning and the development of translating forearc terranes. Translation of the fore-arc 

relative to the over-riding plate is typically accommodated by strike-slip fault systems; for 

example, the Great Sumatran Fault, Indonesia. The Central American Fore-Arc (CAFA) is a 

northwestward translating (8 mm/yr to 14 mm/yr) fore-arc sliver, the result of oblique Cocos - 

Caribbean convergence, and Cocos Ridge collision. However, the CAFA in Nicaragua does not 

have the expected trench-parallel, strike-slip fault system to accommodate its relative motion with 

the Caribbean Plate. It has been proposed that CAFA-Caribbean dextral shear is accommodated 

by clockwise rotating tectonic blocks (bookshelf faulting), where faulting is characterized by NE-

trending left-lateral faulting. Using Global Positioning System data, and a Bayesian inversion 

approach, the kinematics and geometries of three moderate-magnitude upper-plate earthquakes in 

Nicaragua were determined. The April 10th, 2014 Mw 6.1, September 15th, 2016 Mw 5.7, and 

September 28th, 2016 Mw 5.5 earthquakes were investigated. It was found that the April 10th, 2014 

earthquake occurred on a NW-SE (313°) striking fault with right-lateral coseismic slip. This is the 

first well-documented historical earthquake with this geometry and kinematics. The September 

15th and September 28th, 2016 earthquakes were located on faults with strikes of N55° & N22°, 

respectively, with left-lateral and dip-slip coseismic slip. Coulomb failure stress analysis suggests 

that the 2016 earthquakes were promoted by the 2014 earthquake and that the September 28th, 2016 

earthquake was triggered by the September 15th, 2016 earthquake. It was also found that the April 

15th earthquake occurred in the vicinity of the Momotombo volcano and would have dilated the 

volcano magmatic system, allowing magma ascent and the subsequent December 1st, 2015 

eruption.  The determination of the geometry and kinematics of these upper-plate earthquakes 
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provides support for CAFA-Caribbean dextral shear via bookshelf faulting and important 

implications for seismic hazard estimates. 

In Nicaragua, the CAFA-CA relative motion is accommodated primarily by bookshelf 

faulting. This project models Global Position System (GPS) data to explore bookshelf faulting. 

First, elastic and hetero-elastic models were investigated for arc-parallel fault systems. A two-fault 

elastic dislocation model fits the geodetic data but does not honor the real-world fault 

configuration. Second, the boundary element method (BEM) was used to investigate the arc-

normal and arc-oblique faults of bookshelf faulting. BEM models show that an array of arc-normal 

faults, with lengths of 15 km to 20 km and spaced by 5 km or less, fits the geodetic signature seen 

across-strike the CAFA. These faults also have an average slip rate of 3 mm/yr. The CAFA-CA 

interface produces destructive shallow Mw 5.5 earthquakes. These earthquakes would have a 

reoccurrence interval of ~50 years.  

The Sierra Negra volcano is the largest of the basaltic shield volcanos on the western 

volcanic province of the Galapagos Islands, Ecuador. Prior to the June 26th, 2018 Sierra Negra 

eruption there was 6.5 m of inflation of the caldera. A Mw 5.3 earthquake occurred on the intra-

caldera trapdoor fault ~8 hours before the eruption began. This project determines the coseismic 

faulting and kinematics of the earthquakes that occurred during the eruption. These are the Mw 5.3 

June 26th, Ml 4.9 July 5th, and Ml 4.8 July 22nd earthquakes. It was found that these earthquakes 

occurred on the southern limb of the trapdoor fault system. It was also found that the June 26th had 

coseismic slip of 1.8 m right-lateral slip and 4.5 m of dip-slip (reverse motion). While the July 5th 

earthquake had coseismic slip of 0.4 m left-lateral and -3.2 m of dip-slip (normal faulting) and the 

July 22nd earthquake coseismic slip was pure dip-slip of -1.2 m (normal faulting). These 

earthquakes are events of rapid inflation and subsidence of the caldera floor. Over the course of 

the eruption net uplift of the caldera floor, with a maximum of 1.5 m, was observed. The net 

coseismic reverse dip-slip over the three earthquakes was of 0.2 m, which is sufficient enough to 

produce the observed net uplift over the eruption, leading to building the resurgent caldera.  Similar 
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earthquakes over many eruptive cycles are responsible for caldera resurgence and some of the 

features within the caldera. 
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al., 1981; Ekström et al., 2012). 
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have been translated to the strike of the modeled fault plane. Black 
vectors are observed displacements. Yellow vectors are modeled 
displacements. Relocated aftershocks provided by Karen Fischer, 
Brown University. Focal mechanisms from GCMT (Dziewonski et 
al., 1981; Ekström et al., 2012). 

80 

Figure 3-15:   Inversion results for the oblique-slip model for the April 10th, 2014 
earthquake. Earthquake symbols are the same as in Figure 14. Focal 
mechanisms from GCMT (Dziewonski et al., 1981; Ekström et al., 
2012). 
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Figure 3-16: Parameter joint distribution limited to 2σ for Inversion results for 
the right-lateral slip with fixed vertical dip model for the April 10th, 
2014 earthquake. 
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Figure 3-17:   Parameter joint distribution limited to 2σ for Inversion results for 
the right-lateral-slip-only model for the April 10th, 2014 
earthquake. 
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Figure 3-18:   Parameter joint distribution limited to 2σ for Inversion results for 
the oblique-slip model for the April 10th, 2014 earthquake.  
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Figure 3-19:   Parameter probability density function for the model that only 
allowed right-lateral slip with a fixed vertical dip for the April 10th, 
2014 earthquake. 
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Figure 3-20:   Parameter probability density function for right-lateral-only slip 
model for the April 10th, 2014 earthquake. 
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Figure 3-21:   Parameter probability density function for the oblique-slip model 
for the April 10th, 2014 earthquake. 

87 

Figure 3-22:   Inversion results for the mainshock-only model for the September 
15th, 2016 earthquake.  Black vectors are observed displacements. 
Yellow vectors are modeled displacements. Focal mechanisms from 
GCMT (Dziewonski et al., 1981; Ekström et al., 2012). 

89 

Figure 3-23:   Model residuals for the one-fault model of the September 15th, 
2016 earthquake. Focal mechanisms from GCMT (Dziewonski et 
al., 1981; Ekström et al., 2012). 

90 

Figure 3-24:   Joint inversion results of the mainshock-triggered earthquake model 
for the September 15th, 2016 earthquake. Black vectors are 
observed displacements. Yellow vectors are modeled 
displacements. Focal mechanisms from GCMT (Dziewonski et al., 
1981; Ekström et al., 2012). 

91 

Figure 3-25:   Fault trace of the mainshock-only model for the September 15th, 
2016 earthquake. The surface trace is coincident with a known NE 
trending structure on the flanks of the El Hoyo volcano. Focal 
mechanisms from GCMT (Dziewonski et al., 1981; Ekström et al., 
2012). 
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Figure 3-26:   Fault trace mainshock and triggered earthquake of the mainshock-
triggered earthquake model for the September 15th, 2016 
earthquake. Both surface traces of the mainshock and triggered 
earthquake are coincident with NE trending structures in Cero 
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Negro-Las Pilas-El Hoyo volcanic complex. Focal mechanisms 
from GCMT (Dziewonski et al., 1981; Ekström et al., 2012). 

Figure 3-27:   Parameter joint distribution limited to 2σ for inversion results for 
the mainshock model for the September 15th, 2016 earthquake.  
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Figure 3-28:   Parameter joint distribution limited to 2σ for inversion results of 
mainshock for mainshock-triggered earthquake model for the 
September 15th, 2016 earthquake.  
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Figure 3-29:   Parameter joint distribution limited to 2σ for inversion results of 
triggered earthquake for mainshock-triggered earthquake model for 
the September 15th, 2016 earthquake.  
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Figure 3-30:   Parameter probability density function for the one-fault model for 
the September 15th, 2016 earthquake. 
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Figure 3-31: Parameter probability density function for mainshock of the 
mainshock-triggered earthquake model for the September 15th, 
2016 earthquake. 
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Figure 3-32:   Parameter probability density function for the triggered earthquake 
of the mainshock-triggered earthquake model for the September 
15th, 2016 earthquake. 

99 

Figure 3-33:   Inversion results for the September 28th, 2016 earthquake 
constrained to the western flank of the Momotombo volcanic 
complex. Focal mechanisms from GCMT (Dziewonski et al., 1981; 
Ekström et al., 2012). 
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Figure 3-34:   Inversion results for the September 28th, 2016 earthquake 
constrained to the La Paz Centro fault zone. Focal mechanisms from 
GCMT (Dziewonski et al., 1981; Ekström et al., 2012). 
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Figure 3-35:   Fault trace of the September 28th, 2016 earthquake model 
constrained to the western flank of the Momotombo volcanic 
complex. Focal mechanisms from GCMT (Dziewonski et al., 1981; 
Ekström et al., 2012). 
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Figure 3-36:   Fault trace of September 28th, 2016 earthquake model constrained 
to the La Paz Centro fault zone Focal mechanisms from GCMT 
(Dziewonski et al., 1981; Ekström et al., 2012). 
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Figure 3-37:   Parameter joint distribution limited to 2σ for inversion results of the 
September 28th, 2016 earthquake model constrained to the western 
flank of the Momotombo volcanic center.  
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Figure 3-38:   Parameter joint distribution limited to 2σ for inversion results of 
September 28th, 2016 earthquake model constrained to the La Paz 
Centro fault zone. 
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Figure 3-39:   Parameter probability density function for the model spatially 
constrained to Momotombo for the September 28th, 2016 
earthquake. 
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Figure 3-40:   Parameter probability density function for the model spatially 
constrained to the La Paz Centro fault zone for the September 28th, 
2016 earthquake. 
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Figure 3-41:   Left: ΔCFS for left-lateral receiver faults with a strike of 40° and a 
dip of 90° at depth of 6 km. Right: Same ΔCFS with relocated 
aftershocks that were translated to modeled fault trace. The modeled 
source fault is the green line. ΔCFS analysis used the right-lateral-
slip model for the April 2014 earthquake. 

110 

Figure 3-42:   Left: ΔCFS for left-lateral receiver faults with a strike of 0° and a 
dip of 90° at depth of 6 km. Right: The normal stress change for 
left-lateral receiver faults with a strike of 0° and vertical dip. ΔCFS 
analysis used the right-lateral-slip model for the April 2014 
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earthquake. NMA – Neja-Miraflores alignment. TF – Tiscapa fault. 
CF – Confradia fault. 

Figure 3-43:   ΔCFS for a normal receiver fault with a strike of 22° and a dip of 
87° (September 28th fault plane) at a depth of 7 km. Source fault 
is the green line, which is the mainshock of the September 16th 
earthquake. 
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Figure 3-44:   Cross-section (A to A’ in Figure 30) of ΔCFS for a normal receiver 
fault with a strike of 22° and a dip of 85° (September 28th fault 
plane, rightmost fault). Source fault is the green line, which is the 
mainshock of the September 16th earthquake. 
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Figure 3-45:   ΔCFS for a normal receiver fault with a strike of 47° and a dip of 
86° (triggered earthquake) at a depth of 4 km. Source fault is the 
green line, which is the mainshock of the September 16th 
earthquake. 
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Figure 3-46: Cross-section (A to A’ in Figure 32) of ΔCFS for a left-lateral 
receiver fault with a strike of 47° and a dip of 86° (leftmost fault). 
Source fault is the green line, which is the mainshock of the 
September 16th earthquake. 

113 

Figure 3-47:   Normal stress change at a depth of 2 km from the right-lateral-only 
April 2014 earthquake model. Black triangle is the location of the 
Momotombo summit vent. 
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Figure 3-48:   Normal stress change at depth of 4 km. Black triangle is the location 
of the Momotombo summit vent. 
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Figure 3-49:   Normal stress change at depth of 6 km from right-lateral-only April 
2014 earthquake model. Black triangle is the location of the 
Momotombo summit vent. 
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Figure 3-50:   Normal stress change at depth of 8 km from right-lateral-only April 
2014 earthquake model. Black triangle is the location of the 
Momotombo summit vent. 
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Figure 3-51:   Cross-section of normal stress change from right-lateral-only April 
2014 earthquake model. Black triangle is the location of the 
Momotombo. 

116 

Figure 3-52:   Dilatation strain at a depth of 8 km due to the April 10th earthquake. 116 
Figure 3-53:   Cross-section of dilation strain due to the April 10th earthquake. 117 
Figure 3-54:   Inversion fault traces (blue), known structures and faults associated 

with seismicity (black), and mapped faults (dashed black line). 
Brown lines are faults that bound the Managua Graben. CF – 
Confradia fault, MF – Mateare fault, NMA – Nejapa–Miraflores–
Apoyeque alignment, PH – Punta Huete fault, TF – Tiscapa fault. 

120 

Figure 3-55:   Aftershocks and volcano tectonic earthquakes from April 10th, 
2014 to November 23th, 2015. Earthquake data are sourced from 
the INETER catalog. 

123 

Figure 4-1:   Schematic of bookshelf faulting (from LaFemina in prep). 132 
Figure 4-2:   Nicaraguan segment of the Central American forearc (CAFA). The 

Nicaragua Depression is located between the Highlands and Pacific 
Plains. GF – Gulf of Fonseco. LM – Lake Managua. LN – Lake 
Nicaragua. Red triangles are Holocene volcanos. Focal mechanisms 
of earthquakes with a maximum depth of 20 km and minimum 
magnitude of Mw 5 from the GCMT catalog (Ekström et al., 2012). 
Some focal mechanisms are offset from their epicentral locations 
Thin black lines) for clarity. 
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Figure 4-3:   Inversion derived fault traces from Chapter 3 (blue), known 
structures and faults associated with seismicity (black), and mapped 
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faults (dashed black line). Brown lines are faults that bound the 
Managua Graben. CF – Confradia fault, MF – Mateare fault, NMA 
– Nejapa–Miraflores–Apoyeque alignment, PH – Punta Huete fault, 
TF – Tiscapa fault. 

Figure 4-4:   Horizontal GPS velocities used in this project. Velocities are in the 
Caribbean plate reference frame (Kreemer et al., 2014). Black 
dashed line – volcanic arc axis (azimuth of 302°) that velocities are 
projected into. 

139 

Figure 4-5:   Arc-parallel horizontal velocities on arc-normal profiles across the 
Telica (top panel), Cerro Negro (middle panel), and Momotombo 
(bottom panel) volcanoes. 
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Figure 4-6: Arc-parallel horizontal velocities on arc-normal profiles across the 
Telica (top panel), Cerro Negro (middle panel), and Momotombo 
(bottom panel) volcanoes with GPS stations on the volcanic systems 
removed. 

141 

Figure 4-7:   Elastic dislocation model profile for one arc-parallel fault. A – 
Telica velocity profile and model fit. B – Telica velocity profile and 
model fit for inversion that did not use velocities of GPS stations 
sited at volcanos. C – Cerro Negro velocity profile and model fit. D 
– Cerro Negro velocity profile and model fit for inversion that did 
not use velocities of GPS stations sited at volcanos. E – 
Momotombo velocity profile and model fit. 

146 

Figure 4-8:   Telica velocity profile parameter probability density functions of 
one-fault elastic dislocation model. 
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Figure 4-9:   Telica velocity profile parameter probability density functions of 
one-fault elastic dislocation model where GPS velocities for GPS 
stations on volcanos were excluded from inversion. Red line 
indicates parameter value for the best-fitting model. 

148 

Figure 4-10:   Cerro Negro velocity profile parameter probability density 
functions of one-fault elastic dislocation model. Red line indicates 
parameter value for the best-fitting model. 

148 

Figure 4-11:   Cerro Negro velocity profile parameter probability density 
functions of one-fault elastic dislocation model where GPS 
velocities for GPS stations on volcanos were excluded from 
inversion. Red line indicates parameter value for the best-fitting 
model. 

149 

Figure 4-12:   Momotombo velocity profile parameter probability density 
functions of one-fault elastic dislocation model. Red line indicates 
parameter value for the best-fitting model. 

149 

Figure 4-13:   Results for the one-faults elastic dislocation model. Green circles 
are data. Black diamonds are the residuals of the model to the data. 

151 

Figure 4-14:   Two-fault elastic dislocation model profile fits for two arc-parallel 
faults. During inversion location of the northeast fault was 
constrained to 20 km to 30 km. A – Telica velocity profile and 
model fit. B – Telica velocity profile and model fit for inversion that 
did not use velocities of GPS stations sited at volcanos. C – Cerro 
Negro velocity profile and model fit. D – Cerro Negro velocity 
profile and model fit for inversion that did not use velocities of GPS 
stations sited at volcanos. E – Momotombo velocity profile and 
model fit. 
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Figure 4-15:   Telica velocity profile parameter probability density functions of 
two-fault hetero-elastic dislocation model where the northeast fault 
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was constrained to 20 km to 30 km. Red line indicates parameter 
value for the best-fitting model. 

Figure 4-16:   Telica velocity profile parameter probability density functions of 
one-fault hetero-elastic dislocation model where GPS velocities for 
GPS stations on volcanos were excluded from inversion and 
northeast fault was constrained to 20 km to 30 km. Red line 
indicates parameter value for the best-fitting model. 
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Figure 4-17:   Cerro Negro velocity profile parameter probability density 
functions of two-fault hetero-elastic dislocation model where the 
northeast fault was constrained to 20 km to 30 km. Red line 
indicates parameter value for the best-fitting model. 
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Figure 4-18:   Cerro Negro velocity profile parameter probability density 
functions of two-fault hetero-elastic dislocation model where GPS 
velocities for GPS stations on volcanos were excluded from 
inversion and northeast fault was constrained to 20 km to 30 km. 
Red line indicates parameter value for the best-fitting model. 

159 

Figure 4-19:   Two-fault elastic dislocation model profile fits for two arc-
transverse faults. During inversion location constraint of the 
northeast fault was relaxed (20 km to 55 km). A – Cerro Negro 
velocity profile and model fit. B – Cerro Negro velocity profile and 
model fit for inversion that did not use velocities of GPS stations 
sited at volcanos. C – Telica velocity profile and model fit. D – 
Telica velocity profile and model fit for inversion that did not use 
velocities of GPS stations sited at volcanos. 
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Figure 4-20:   Telica velocity profile parameter probability density functions of 
two-fault elastic dislocation model where northeast fault location 
constraint was relaxed (20 km to 55 km). Red line indicates 
parameter value for the best-fitting model. 
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Figure 4-21: Telica velocity profile parameter probability density functions of 
two-fault elastic dislocation model where GPS velocities for GPS 
stations on volcanos were excluded from inversion and northeast 
fault location constraint was relaxed (20 km to 55 km). Red line 
indicates parameter value for the best-fitting model. 
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Figure 4-22:   Cerro Negro velocity profile parameter probability density 
functions of two-fault elastic dislocation model where northeast 
fault location constraint was relaxed (20 km to 55 km). Red line 
indicates parameter value for the best-fitting model. 
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Figure 4-23:   Cerro Negro velocity profile parameter probability density 
functions of two-fault elastic dislocation model where GPS 
velocities for GPS stations on volcanos were excluded from 
inversion and northeast fault location constraint was relaxed (20 km 
to 55 km). Red line indicates parameter value for the best-fitting 
model. 

170 

Figure 4-24:   Schematic of the hetero-elastic fault system. Solid black is locked 
fault. The dashed line is shear at depth. D – locking depth.  µ - shear 
modulus. 

165 

Figure 4-25:   Hetero-elastic dislocation model profile for one arc-parallel fault. A 
– Telica velocity profile and model fit. B – Telica velocity profile 
and model fit for inversion that did not use velocities of GPS 
stations sited at volcanos. C – Cerro Negro velocity profile and 
model fit. D – Cerro Negro velocity profile and model fit for 
inversion that did not use velocities of GPS stations sited at 
volcanos. E – Momotombo velocity profile and model fit. 
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Figure 4-26:   Telica velocity profile parameter probability density functions of 
one-fault hetero-elastic dislocation model. mu (µ) – shear modulus. 
Red line indicates parameter value for the best-fitting model. 
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Figure 4-27:   Telica velocity profile parameter probability density functions of 
one-fault hetero-elastic dislocation model where GPS velocities for 
GPS stations on volcanos were excluded from inversion. mu (µ) – 
shear modulus. Red line indicates parameter value for the best-
fitting model. 

170 

Figure 4-28:   Cerro Negro velocity profile parameter probability density 
functions of one-fault hetero-elastic dislocation model. mu (µ) – 
shear modulus. Red line indicates parameter value for the best-
fitting model. 

170 

Figure 4-29:   Cerro Negro velocity profile parameter probability density 
functions of one-fault hetero-elastic dislocation model where GPS 
velocities for GPS stations on volcanos were excluded from 
inversion. mu (µ) – shear modulus. Red line indicates parameter 
value for the best-fitting model. 

171 

Figure 4-30:   Momotombo velocity profile parameter probability density 
functions of one-fault hetero-elastic dislocation model. mu (µ) – 
shear modulus. Red line indicates parameter value for the best-
fitting model. 

171 

Figure 4-31:   Schematic of the two-fault hetero-elastic model in a dextral shear 
zone. Solid black is locked fault. The dashed line is shear at depth. 
D – locking depth. µ - shear modulus.  
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Figure 4-32:   Two-fault hetero-elastic dislocation model profile fits for two arc-
transverse faults. During inversion location of the northeast fault 
was constrained to 20 km to 30 km. A – Cerro Negro velocity 
profile and model fit. B – Cerro Negro velocity profile and model 
fit for inversion that did not use velocities of GPS stations sited at 
volcanos. C – Telica velocity profile and model fit. D – Telica 
velocity profile and model fit for inversion that did not use 
velocities of GPS stations sited at volcanos. 
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Figure 4-33:   Telica velocity profile parameter probability density functions of 
two-fault hetero-elastic dislocation model where northeast fault 
was constrained to 20 km to 30 km. mu (µ) – shear modulus. Red 
line indicates parameter value for the best-fitting model. 

177 

Figure 4-34:   Telica velocity profile parameter probability density functions of 
two-fault hetero-elastic dislocation model where GPS velocities for 
GPS stations on volcanos were excluded from inversion and 
northeast fault was constrained to 20 km to 30 km. mu (µ) – shear 
modulus. Red line indicates parameter value for the best-fitting 
model. 
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Figure 4-35:   Cerro Negro velocity profile parameter probability density 
functions of two-fault hetero-elastic dislocation model where the 
northeast fault was constrained to 20 km to 30 km. mu (µ) – shear 
modulus. Red line indicates parameter value for the best-fitting 
model. 

178 

Figure 4-36: Cerro Negro velocity profile parameter probability density 
functions of two-fault hetero-elastic dislocation model where GPS 
velocities for GPS stations on volcanos were excluded from 
inversion and northeast fault was constrained to 20 km to 30 km. 
mu (µ) – shear modulus. Red line indicates parameter value for the 
best-fitting model. 
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Figure 4-37:   Two-fault hetero-elastic dislocation model profile fits for two arc-
parallel faults. During inversion location constraint of the northeast 
fault was relaxed (20 km to 55 km). A – Cerro Negro velocity 
profile and model fit. B – Cerro Negro velocity profile and model 
fit for inversion that did not use velocities of GPS stations sited at 
volcanos. C – Telica velocity profile and model fit. D – Telica 
velocity profile and model fit for inversion that did not use 
velocities of GPS stations sited at volcanos. 
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Figure 4-38:   Telica velocity profile parameter probability density functions of 
two-fault hetero-elastic dislocation model where northeast fault 
location constraint was relaxed (20 km to 55 km). mu (µ) – shear 
modulus. Red line indicates parameter value for the best-fitting 
model. 
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Figure 4-39:   Telica velocity profile parameter probability density functions of 
two-fault hetero-elastic dislocation model where GPS velocities for 
GPS stations on volcanos were excluded from inversion and 
northeast fault location constraint was relaxed (20 km to 55 km). 
mu (µ) – shear modulus. Red line indicates parameter value for the 
best-fitting model. 
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Figure 4-40:   Cerro Negro velocity profile parameter probability density 
functions of two-fault hetero-elastic dislocation model where 
northeast fault location constraint was relaxed (20 km to 55 km). 
mu (µ) – shear modulus. Red line indicates parameter value for the 
best-fitting model. 
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Figure 4-41:   Cerro Negro velocity profile parameter probability density 
functions of two-fault hetero-elastic dislocation model where GPS 
velocities for GPS stations on volcanos were excluded from 
inversion and northeast fault location constraint was relaxed (20 km 
to 55 km). mu (µ) – shear modulus. Red line indicates parameter 
value for the best-fitting model. 
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Figure 4-42:   Schematic bookshelf faulting system showing geometric 
relationships between faults. Modified from Sigmundsson et al., 
(1995). 
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Figure 4-43:   Boundary element method model schematic for faults inducing 
deformation (dark blue), three arc-normal faults (green), an arc-
parallel fault at depth (brown). The dashed line is the profile of the 
region from which surface displacements will be inspected. Fault 
lengths are not to scale. 
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Figure 4-44:   Schematic of the model set up for boundary element models that 
include arc-normal and arc-parallel faults. 
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Figure 4-45:   Surface displacement produced by the initial deformation field 
where the four faults (black lines) are opening or closing to simulate 
forearc translation. Cyan line is profile line where surface 
displacements will be inspected. 
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Figure 4-46: Displacements sampled within a 4 km width along-profile line 
(cyan line in Figure 45). Top panel – profile displacements 
projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°) where westward 
velocities are positive. Middle panel – profile displacements in the 
x-direction. Bottom panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. 
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Figure 4-47:   Surface displacement produced by four opening or closing faults 
(black lines) and horizontal fault (black line) at depths of 0 km to 
30 km and length of 100 km. 
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Figure 4-48:   Displacement sampled within a 4 km width of profile produced by 
four opening or closing faults (black lines) and arc-parallel fault at 
depths of 0 km to 30 km and length of 100 km. Top panel – profile 
displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). 
Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom 
panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. 
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Figure 4-49:   Model A1: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 
(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
5 km and 2 km respectively. This model has 5 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure 4-50:   Model A2: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 
(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
5 km and 5 km respectively. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure 4-51:   Model A3: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 
(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
5 km and 10 km respectively. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure 4-52:   Model A4: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 
(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
10 km and 2 km respectively. This model has 5 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure 4-53:   Model A5: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 
(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
10 km and 5 km respectively. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure 4-54:   Model A6: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 
(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
10 km and 10 km respectively. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure 4-55:   Model A7: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 
(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
15 km and 2 km respectively. This model has 5 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure 4-56: Model A8: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 
(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
15 km and 5 km respectively. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure 4-57:   Model A9: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 
(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
15 km and 10 km respectively. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure 4-58:   Model A10: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 
(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
20 km and 2 km respectively. This model has 5 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure 4-59:   Model A11: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 
(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
20 km and 5 km respectively. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure 4-60:   Model A12: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 
(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
20 km and 10 km respectively. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure 4-61:   All BEM model set A surface profiles (cyan line in Figures 4-49 to 
4-60). 
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Figure 4-62:   Model A1: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length 
and spacing are 5 km and 2 km respectively. Top panel – profile 
displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). 
Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom 
panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model 
Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 
mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure 4-63:   Model A2: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length 
and spacing are 5 km and 5 km respectively. Top panel – profile 
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displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). 
Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom 
panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model 
Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 
mm to the model displacements. 

Figure 4-64:   Model A3: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length 
and spacing are 5 km and 10 km respectively. Top panel – profile 
displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). 
Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom 
panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model 
Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 
mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure 4-65:   Model A4: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length 
and spacing are 10 km and 2 km respectively. Top panel – profile 
displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). 
Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom 
panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model 
Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 
mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure 4-66: Model A5: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length 
and spacing are 10 km and 5 km respectively. Top panel – profile 
displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). 
Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom 
panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model 
Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 
mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure 4-67:   Model A6: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length 
and spacing are 10 km and 10 km respectively. Top panel – profile 
displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). 
Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom 
panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model 
Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 
mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure 4-68:   Model A7: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length 
and spacing are 15 km and 2 km respectively. Top panel – profile 
displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). 
Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom 
panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model 
Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 
mm to the modeled displacement. 
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Figure 4-69:   Model A8: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length 
and spacing are 15 km and 5 km respectively. Top panel – profile 
displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). 
Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom 
panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model 
Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 
mm to the modeled displacement. 
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Figure 4-70:   Model A9: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length 
and spacing are 15 km and 10 km respectively. Top panel – profile 
displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). 
Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom 
panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model 
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Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 
mm to the modeled displacement. 

Figure 4-71:   Model A10: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length 
and spacing are 20 km and 2 km respectively. Top panel – profile 
displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). 
Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom 
panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model 
Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 
mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure 4-72:   Model A11: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length 
and spacing are 20 km and 5 km respectively. Top panel – profile 
displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). 
Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom 
panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model 
Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 
mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure 4-73:   Model A12: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length 
and spacing are 20 km and 10 km respectively. Top panel – profile 
displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). 
Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom 
panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model 
Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 
mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure 4-74:   Model B1: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 
(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
5 km and 2 km respectively. This model has 5 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure 4-75:   Model B2: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 
(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
5 km and 5 km respectively. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure 4-76: Model B3: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 
(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
5 km and 10 km respectively. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure 4-77:   Model B4: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 
(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
10 km and 2 km respectively. This model has 5 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure 4-78:   Model B5: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 
(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
10 km and 5 km respectively. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure 4-79:   Model B6: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 
(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
10 km and 10 km respectively. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure 4-80:   Model B7: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 
(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
15 km and 2 km respectively. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure 4-81:   Model B8: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 
(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
15 km and 5 km respectively. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure 4-82:   Model B9: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 
(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
15 km and 10 km respectively. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure 4-83:   Model B10: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 
(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
20 km and 2 km respectively. This model has 5 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure 4-84:   Model B11: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 
(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
20 km and 5 km respectively. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure 4-85:   Model B12: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 
(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
20 km and 10 km respectively. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure 4-86: All BEM model B set surface profiles (cyan line in Figures 74 to 
85). 
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Figure 4-87:   Model B1: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length 
and spacing are 5 km and 2 km respectively. Top panel – profile 
displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). 
Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom 
panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model 
Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 
mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure 4-88:   Model B2: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length 
and spacing are 5 km and 5 km respectively. Top panel – profile 
displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). 
Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom 
panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model 
Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 
mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure 4-89:   Model B3: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length 
and spacing are 5 km and 10 km respectively. Top panel – profile 
displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). 
Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom 
panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model 
Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 
mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure 4-90:   Model B4: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length 
and spacing are 10 km and 2 km respectively. Top panel – profile 
displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). 
Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom 
panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model 
Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 
mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure 4-91:   Model B5: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length 
and spacing are 10 km and 5 km respectively. Top panel – profile 
displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). 
Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom 
panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model 
Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 
mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure 4-92:   Model B6: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length 
and spacing are 10 km and 10 km respectively. Top panel – profile 
displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). 
Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom 
panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model 
Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 
mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure 4-93:   Model B7: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length 
and spacing are 15 km and 2 km respectively. Top panel – profile 
displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). 
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Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom 
panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model 
Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 
mm to the model displacements. 

Figure 4-94:   Model B8: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length 
and spacing are 15 km and 5 km respectively. Top panel – profile 
displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). 
Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom 
panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model 
Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 
mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure 4-95:   Model B9: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length 
and spacing are 15 km and 10 km respectively. Top panel – profile 
displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). 
Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom 
panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model 
Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 
mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure 4-96: Model B10: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length 
and spacing are 20 km and 2 km respectively. Top panel – profile 
displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). 
Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom 
panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model 
Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 
mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure 4-97:   Model B11: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length 
and spacing are 20 km and 5 km respectively. Top panel – profile 
displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). 
Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom 
panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model 
Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 
mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure 4-98:   Model B12: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length 
and spacing are 20 km and 10 km respectively. Top panel – profile 
displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). 
Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom 
panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model 
Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 
mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure 4-99:   Model I2: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 
(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
20 km and 5 km respectively. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure 4-100:   Model I2: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length 
and spacing are 20 km and 5 km respectively. Top panel – profile 
displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). 
Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom 
panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model 
Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 
mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure 4-101:   Model L1: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length 
and spacing are 20 km and 2 km respectively and had 1.4 mm of 
slip imposed on them. Top panel – profile displacements projected 
into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). Middle panel – profile 
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displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile 
displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model Displacement in CA’ data 
sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to the model 
displacements. 

Figure 4-102:   Model L2: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length 
and spacing are 20 km and 5 km respectively and had 3.8 mm of 
slip imposed on them. Top panel – profile displacements projected 
into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). Middle panel – profile 
displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile 
displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model Displacement in CA’ data 
sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to the model 
displacements. 
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Figure 4-103:   Model L3: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length 
and spacing are 20 km and 10 km respectively and had 7 mm of slip 
imposed on them. Top panel – profile displacements projected into 
horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). Middle panel – profile 
displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile 
displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model Displacement in CA’ data 
sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to the model 
displacements. 
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Figure 4-104:   Model N1: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length 
and spacing are 20 km and 2 km respectively and had 1.4 mm of 
slip imposed on them. Top panel – profile displacements projected 
into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). Middle panel – profile 
displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile 
displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model Displacement in CA’ data 
sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to the model 
displacements. 
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Figure 4-105:   Model N2: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length 
and spacing are 20 km and 5 km respectively and had 3.8 mm of 
slip imposed on them. Top panel – profile displacements projected 
into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). Middle panel – profile 
displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile 
displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model Displacement in CA’ data 
sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to the model 
displacements. 
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Figure 4-106:   Across profile displacements of models A10 and B10. Data is a 
combination of Telica and Cerro Negro velocity profiles. 
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Figure 4-107:   Across profile displacements of models A10 and B10 translated 
+5km along profile. Data is a combination of Telica and Cerro 
Negro velocity profiles. 
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Figure 4-108: Surface displacements, sampled in a 2 km by 2 km grid of a model 
with arc-normal faults (length 20 km) and arc-parallel faults free to 
slip in a background deformation field of -7 mm to 7 mm. Inset is a 
plot of just the arc-normal faults and surface displacements. 

272 

Figure 4-109:   Displacement profile for model shown in Figure 3-290. 273 
Figure 5-1  a) Isabella Island, Galapagos, Ecuador with a white box 

highlighting summit caldera of Sierra Negra. Topography and 
bathymetry from ETOPO1 (Amante and Eakins 2009). b) Summit 
caldera of Sierra Negra where black triangles show the locations of 
GPS stations, sinuous ridge (dashed black lines) and topography 
profiles 1 and 2 (dashed white lines) in Figure 5-2. Caldera DEM 
from Copernicus GLO-30 Digital Elevation Model. 
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Figure 5-2:   Topographic profiles 1 and 2 (Copernicus GLO-30 Digital 
Elevation Model) across Sierra Negra caldera. Profile locations are 
dashed white line in Figure 5-1. 
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Figure 5-3:   Relocated earthquakes from Bell et al. (2021) with magnitudes 
greater than Ml 4. Earthquakes with focal mechanisms are 
earthquakes with magnitudes greater than Ml 4.8 that produced 
sufficient enough displacements to be used in this study. Focal 
mechanisms are from Bell et al. (2021) Aside from the June 26th 
earthquake, there were no Ml >5 earthquakes in the catalog. 
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Figure 5-4:   GPS displacements during the deflation phase of the eruption 
(2018-06-26 to 2018-09-01). 
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Figure 5-5:   Vertical time series for GPS station GV04. Blue line is the June 26th 
2018 eruption. See Figure 5-3 for the location of GV04. 
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Figure 5-6: Displacements for June 26th Mw 5.3 earthquake. Left- 
Displacements from high-rate GPS. Right – Displacements from 
daily GPS positions. White vectors are the observed horizontal 
displacements. Red vectors are the observed vertical displacements 
without error ellipses. Focal mechanism from Bell et al. (2021). 
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Figure 5-7:   Displacements for July 5th Ml 4.9 earthquake. Left – Displacements 
from high-rate GPS. Right – Displacements from daily GPS 
positions. White vectors are the observed horizontal displacements. 
Red vectors are the observed vertical displacements without error 
ellipses. Focal mechanism from Bell et al. (2021). 
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Figure 5-8:   Displacements for July 22nd Ml 4.8 earthquake. Left – 
Displacements from high-rate GPS. Right – Displacements from 
daily GPS positions. White vectors are the observed horizontal 
displacements. Red vectors are the observed vertical displacements 
without error ellipses. Focal mechanism from Bell et al. (2021). 
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Figure 5-9:   Best-fitting model for June 26th one-fault model constrained to the 
southern sinuous ridge. Black line is the surface trace of the fault. 
White vectors are the observed horizontal displacements. Red 
vectors are the observed vertical displacements without error 
ellipses. Blue vectors are the modeled vertical displacements. Green 
vectors are the modeled horizontal displacements. 
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Figure 5-10:   Joint distribution, limited to 2σ, for inversion of the June 26th 
earthquake displacements that was constrained to the southern 
sinuous ridge. 
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Figure 5-11:   Probability density functions for parameters for June 26th 
earthquake inversion. 
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Figure 5-12:   Best-fitting model for July 5th one-fault model. Black line is the 
surface trace of the fault. White vectors are the observed horizontal 
displacements. Red vectors are the observed vertical displacements 
without error ellipses. Blue vectors are the modeled vertical 
displacements. Green vectors are the modeled horizontal 
displacements. 
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Figure 5-13:   Best-fitting model for July 22nd one-fault model. Black line is the 
surface trace of the fault. White vectors are the observed horizontal 
displacements. Red vectors are the observed vertical displacements 
without error ellipses. Blue vectors are the modeled vertical 
displacements. Green vectors are the modeled horizontal 
displacements. 
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Figure 5-14:   Figure 5-14. Joint distribution, limited to 2σ, for inversion of the 
July 5th earthquake displacements. Plots with dip are not empty, the 
inversion produced a small standard deviation for the dip of 0.01°. 
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Figure 5-15:   Probability density functions for parameters for July 5th earthquake 
inversion. 
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Figure 5-16:   Joint distribution, limited to 2σ, for inversion of the July 22nd 
earthquake displacements. Plots with dip are not empty, the 
inversion produced a small standard deviation for the dip of <0.01°. 
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Figure 5-17:   Probability density functions for parameters for July 5th earthquake 
inversion. 
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Figure 5-18:   Best-fitting model for July 22nd one-fault model that did not allow 
left-lateral slip. Black line is the surface trace of the fault. White 
vectors are the observed horizontal displacements. Red vectors are 
the observed vertical displacements without error ellipses. Blue 
vectors are the modeled vertical displacements. Green vectors are 
the modeled horizontal displacements. 
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Figure 5-19:   Joint distribution, limited to 2σ, for inversion of the July 22nd 
earthquake displacements that did not allow right-lateral slip. 
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Figure 5-20:   Probability density functions for parameters for July 5th earthquake 
inversion that did not allow right-lateral slip. 
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Figure 5-21:   Cumulative moment release for earthquakes for the deflationary 
period of June 26th, 2018 to September 1st, 2018. Earthquakes from 
the relocated catalog of Bell et al. (2021). Earthquakes used in the 
analysis are those associated with the southern limb of the sinuous 
ridge. 
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Figure 5-22:   Surface traces for all earthquakes. Black line is the fault trace for 
the June 26th earthquake. Purple line is the fault trace for the July 
5th earthquake. Red line is the fault trace of the July 22nd 
earthquake. Dashed line is outline of the sinuous ridge. 
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Figure A-1: Wrapped interferogram produced by phase differentiating SAR 
scenes acquired on 2017/02/01 and 2018/03/28. Interferogram 
resolves the full fault trace of the CRF. The Caroni swamp, in the 
northwest of the island, and the Nariva swamp, in the east of the 
land are not masked out. 
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Figure A-2: Wrapped interferogram produced by phase differentiating SAR 
scenes acquired on 2017/02/01 and 2019/03/27. Interferogram 
resolves the full fault trace of the CRF. The Caroni swamp, in the 
northwest of the island, and the Nariva swamp, in the east of the 
land are not masked out. 
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Figure A-3: Baseline plot for 19 ALOS-2 interferograms used in SBAS analysis. 
Perp. Baseline (perpendicular baseline) is the distance between the 
satellite at two acquisitions. 
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Figure A-5: SBAS calculated displacements. There are two long-wavelength 
planar trends that were removed. 
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Figure A-6: SBAS calculated RMS. 322 
Figure A-7: Terrain profile of the Central Range. 323 
Figure A-8: Modeling statistics for the Monte Carlo inversion of the SSF. Top 

left panel 
324 

Figure A-9: Modeling statistics for the Monte Carlo inversion of the LVF. Top 
left panel 
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Figure A-10: Modeling statistics for the Monte Carlo inversion of Profile A for 
the EPF. Top left panel 
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Figure A-11: Modeling statistics for the Monte Carlo inversion of Profile B for 
the EPF. Top left panel 
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Figure A-12: Modeling statistics for the Monte Carlo inversion of Profile C for 
the EPF. Top left panel 
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Figure A-13: Modeling statistics for the Monte Carlo inversion of Profile D for 
the EPF. Top left panel 
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Figure A-14: Modeling statistics for the Monte Carlo inversion of Profile E for 
the EPF. Top left panel 
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Figure A-15: Modeling statistics for the Monte Carlo inversion of Profile I1 for 
the CRF. Top left panel 
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Figure A-16: Modeling statistics for the Monte Carlo inversion of Profile I2 for 
the CRF. Top left panel 
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Figure A-17: Modeling statistics for the Monte Carlo inversion of Profile I3 for 
the CRF. Top left panel 
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Figure A-18: Modeling statistics for the Monte Carlo inversion of GPS velocity 
profile for the CRF. Top left panel 
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Figure A-20: Modeling statistics for the Monte Carlo inversion of GPS velocity 
profile for the STTF. Top left panel 
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Figure A-21: Modeling statistics for the Monte Carlo inversion of GPS velocity 
profile for the SCF. Top left panel 
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Figure A-23: Modeling statistics for the Monte Carlo inversion of GPS velocity 
profile for the Trinidad and Tobago faults where SCF and STTF 
locking depths were fixed to 0.1 km. Top left panel 
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Figure A-24: Modeling statistics for the Monte Carlo inversion of GPS velocity 
profile for the Trinidad and Tobago faults where SCF and STTF 
locking depths were fixed to 2 km. Top left panel 
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Figure A-25: Modeling statistics for the Monte Carlo inversion of GPS velocity 
profile for the Trinidad and Tobago faults where SCF and STTF 
locking depths were fixed to 5 km. Top left panel 
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Figure A-26: Modeling statistics for the Monte Carlo inversion of GPS velocity 
profile for the Trinidad and Tobago faults where SCF and STTF 
locking depths were fixed to 10 km. Top left panel 
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Figure A-27: Modeling statistics for the Monte Carlo inversion of GPS velocity 
profile for the Trinidad and Tobago faults where SCF and STTF 
locking depths were fixed to 15 km. Top left panel 
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Figure A-28: Modeling statistics for the Monte Carlo inversion of GPS velocity 
profile for the Trinidad and Tobago faults where SCF and STTF 
locking depths were fixed to 20 km. Top left panel 
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Figure B-1: Arc-normal fault downdip elements displacements for model A1. 344 
Figure B-2: Arc-normal fault downdip elements displacements for model A2. 345 
Figure B-3:  Arc-normal fault downdip elements displacements for model A3. 346 
Figure B-4: Arc-normal fault downdip elements displacements for model A4. 347 
Figure B-5: Arc-normal fault downdip elements displacements for model A5. 348 
Figure B-6: Arc-normal fault downdip elements displacements for model A6. 349 
Figure B-7: Arc-normal fault downdip elements displacements for model A7. 350 
Figure B-8: Arc-normal fault downdip elements displacements for model A8. 351 
Figure B-9: Arc-normal fault downdip elements displacements for model A9. 352 
Figure B-10: Arc-normal fault downdip elements displacements for model A10. 353 
Figure B-11: Arc-normal fault downdip elements displacements for model A11. 354 
Figure B-12: Arc-normal fault downdip elements displacements for model A12. 355 
Figure B-13: Arc-normal fault downdip elements displacements for model B1. 356 
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Figure B-14: Arc-normal fault downdip elements displacements for model B2. 357 
Figure B-15: Arc-normal fault downdip elements displacements for model B3. 358 
Figure B-16: Arc-normal fault downdip elements displacements for model B4. 359 
Figure B-17: Arc-normal fault downdip elements displacements for model B6. 360 
Figure B-18: Arc-normal fault downdip elements displacements for model B6. 361 
Figure B-19: Arc-normal fault downdip elements displacements for model B7. 362 
Figure B-20: Arc-normal fault downdip elements displacements for model B8. 363 
Figure B-21: Arc-normal fault downdip elements displacements for model B9. 364 
Figure B-22: Arc-normal fault downdip elements displacements for model B10. 365 
Figure B-23: Arc-normal fault downdip elements displacements for model B11. 366 
Figure B-24: Arc-normal fault downdip elements displacements for model B12. 367 
Figure B-25: Model C1: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 

(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
5 km and 2 km respectively. This model has 5 arc-normal faults. 

368 

Figure B-26: Model C2: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 
(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
5 km and 5 km respectively. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure B-27: Model C3: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 
(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
5 km and 10 km respectively. This model has 4 arc-normal faults.  
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Figure B-28: Model C4: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 
(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
10 km and 2 km respectively. This model has 5 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure B-29: Model C5: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 
(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
10 km and 5 km respectively. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure B-30: Model C6: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 
(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
10 km and 10 km respectively. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure B-31: Model C7: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 
(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
15 km and 2 km respectively. This model has 5 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure B-32: Model C8: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 
(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
15 km and 5 km respectively. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure B-33: Model C9: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 
(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
15 km and 10 km respectively. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure B-34: Model C10: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 
(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
20 km and 2 km respectively. This model has 5 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure B-35: Model C11: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 
(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
20 km and 5 km respectively. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure B-36: Model C12: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 
(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
20 km and 10 km respectively. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure B-37: Model C1: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length 
and spacing are 5 km and 2 km respectively. Top panel – profile 
displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). 
Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom 
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panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model 
Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 
mm to the model displacements. 

Figure B-38: Model C2: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length 
and spacing are 5 km and 5 km respectively. Top panel – profile 
displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). 
Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom 
panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model 
Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 
mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure B-39: Model C3: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length 
and spacing are 5 km and 10 km respectively. Top panel – profile 
displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). 
Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom 
panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model 
Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 
mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure B-40: Model C4: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length 
and spacing are 10 km and 2 km respectively. Top panel – profile 
displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). 
Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom 
panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model 
Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 
mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure B-41: Model C5: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length 
and spacing are 10 km and 5 km respectively. Top panel – profile 
displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). 
Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom 
panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model 
Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 
mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure B-42: Model C6: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length 
and spacing are 10 km and 10 km respectively. Top panel – profile 
displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). 
Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom 
panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model 
Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 
mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure B-43: Model C7: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length 
and spacing are 15 km and 2 km respectively. Top panel – profile 
displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). 
Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom 
panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model 
Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 
mm to the modeled displacement. 
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Figure B-44: Model C8: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length 
and spacing are 15 km and 5 km respectively. Top panel – profile 
displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). 
Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom 
panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model 
Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 
mm to the modeled displacement. 
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Figure B-45: Model C9: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length 
and spacing are 15 km and 10 km respectively. Top panel – profile 
displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). 
Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom 
panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model 
Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 
mm to the modeled displacement. 
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Figure B-46: Model C10: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length 
and spacing are 20 km and 2 km respectively. Top panel – profile 
displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). 
Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom 
panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model 
Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 
mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure B-47: Model C11: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length 
and spacing are 20 km and 5 km respectively. Top panel – profile 
displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). 
Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom 
panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model 
Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 
mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure B-48: Model C12: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length 
and spacing are 20 km and 10 km respectively. Top panel – profile 
displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). 
Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom 
panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model 
Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 
mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure B-49: Model D1: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 
(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
5 km and 2 km respectively. This model has 5 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure B-50: Model D2: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 
(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
5 km and 5 km respectively. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure B-51: Model D3: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 
(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
5 km and 10 km respectively. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure B-52: Model D4: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 
(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
10 km and 2 km respectively. This model has 5 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure B-53: Model D5: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 
(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
10 km and 5 km respectively. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure B-54: Model D6: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 
(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
10 km and 10 km respectively. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure B-55: Model D7: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 
(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
15 km and 2 km respectively. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure B-56: Model D7: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 
(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
15 km and 5 km respectively. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure B-57: Model D6: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 
(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
15 km and 10 km respectively. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure B-58: Model D7: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 
(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
20 km and 2 km respectively. This model has 5 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure B-59: Model D8: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 
(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
20 km and 5 km respectively. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure B-60: Model D9: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 
(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
20 km and 10 km respectively. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure B-61: Model D1: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length 
and spacing are 5 km and 2 km respectively. Top panel – profile 
displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). 
Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom 
panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model 
Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 
mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure B-62: Model D2: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length 
and spacing are 5 km and 5 km respectively. Top panel – profile 
displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). 
Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom 
panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model 
Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 
mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure B-63: Model D3: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length 
and spacing are 5 km and 10 km respectively. Top panel – profile 
displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). 
Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom 
panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model 
Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 
mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure B-64: Model D4: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length 
and spacing are 10 km and 2 km respectively. Top panel – profile 
displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). 
Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom 
panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model 
Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 
mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure B-65: Model D5: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length 
and spacing are 10 km and 5 km respectively. Top panel – profile 
displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). 
Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom 
panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model 
Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 
mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure B-66: Model D6: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length 
and spacing are 10 km and 10 km respectively. Top panel – profile 
displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). 
Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom 
panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model 
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Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 
mm to the model displacements. 

Figure B-67: Model D7: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length 
and spacing are 15 km and 2 km respectively. Top panel – profile 
displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). 
Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom 
panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model 
Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 
mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure B-68: Model D8: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length 
and spacing are 15 km and 5 km respectively. Top panel – profile 
displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). 
Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom 
panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model 
Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 
mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure B-69: Model D9: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length 
and spacing are 15 km and 10 km respectively. Top panel – profile 
displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). 
Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom 
panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model 
Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 
mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure B-70: Model D10: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length 
and spacing are 20 km and 2 km respectively. Top panel – profile 
displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). 
Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom 
panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model 
Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 
mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure B-71: Model D11: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length 
and spacing are 20 km and 5 km respectively. Top panel – profile 
displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). 
Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom 
panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model 
Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 
mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure B-72: Model D12: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length 
and spacing are 20 km and 10 km respectively. Top panel – profile 
displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). 
Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom 
panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model 
Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 
mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure B-73: Model E1: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 
(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
5 km and 2 km respectively. This model has 5 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure B-74: Model E2: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 
(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
5 km and 5 km respectively. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure B-75: Model E3: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 
(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
5 km and 10 km respectively. This model has 4 arc-normal faults.  
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Figure B-76: Model E4: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 
(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
10 km and 2 km respectively. This model has 5 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure B-77: Model E5: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 
(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
10 km and 5 km respectively. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure B-78: Model E6: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 
(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
10 km and 10 km respectively. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure B-79: Model E7: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 
(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
15 km and 2 km respectively. This model has 5 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure B-80: Model E8: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 
(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
15 km and 5 km respectively. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure B-81: Model E9: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 
(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
15 km and 10 km respectively. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure B-82: Model E10: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 
(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
20 km and 2 km respectively. This model has 5 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure B-83: Model E11: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 
(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
20 km and 5 km respectively. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure B-84: Model E12: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 
(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
20 km and 10 km respectively. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure B-85: Model E1: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length 
and spacing are 5 km and 2 km respectively. Top panel – profile 
displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). 
Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom 
panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model 
Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 
mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure B-86: Model E2: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length 
and spacing are 5 km and 5 km respectively. Top panel – profile 
displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). 
Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom 
panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model 
Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 
mm to the model displacements. 429 

Figure B-87: Model E3: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length 
and spacing are 5 km and 10 km respectively. Top panel – profile 
displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). 
Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom 
panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model 
Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 
mm to the model displacements. 430 

Figure B-88: Model E4: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length 
and spacing are 10 km and 2 km respectively. Top panel – profile 
displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). 
Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom 
panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model 431 
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Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 
mm to the model displacements. 

Figure B-89: Model E5: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length 
and spacing are 10 km and 5 km respectively. Top panel – profile 
displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). 
Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom 
panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model 
Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 
mm to the model displacements. 432 

Figure B-90: Model E6: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length 
and spacing are 10 km and 10 km respectively. Top panel – profile 
displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). 
Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom 
panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model 
Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 
mm to the model displacements. 433 

Figure B-91: Model E7: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length 
and spacing are 15 km and 2 km respectively. Top panel – profile 
displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). 
Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom 
panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model 
Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 
mm to the modeled displacement. 434 

Figure B-92: Model E8: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length 
and spacing are 15 km and 5 km respectively. Top panel – profile 
displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). 
Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom 
panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model 
Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 
mm to the modeled displacement. 435 

Figure B-93: Model E9: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length 
and spacing are 15 km and 10 km respectively. Top panel – profile 
displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). 
Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom 
panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model 
Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 
mm to the modeled displacement. 436 

Figure B-94: Model E10: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length 
and spacing are 20 km and 2 km respectively. Top panel – profile 
displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). 
Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom 
panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model 
Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 
mm to the model displacements. 437 

Figure B-95: Model E11: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length 
and spacing are 20 km and 5 km respectively. Top panel – profile 
displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). 
Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom 
panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model 
Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 
mm to the model displacements. 438 

Figure B-96: Model E12: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length 
and spacing are 20 km and 10 km respectively. Top panel – profile 439 
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displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). 
Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom 
panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model 
Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 
mm to the model displacements. 

Figure B-97: Model F1: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 
(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
5 km and 2 km respectively. This model has 5 arc-normal faults. 440 

Figure B-98: Model F2: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 
(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
5 km and 5 km respectively. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 441 

Figure B-99: Model F3: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 
(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
5 km and 10 km respectively. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 442 

Figure B-100: Model F4: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 
(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
10 km and 2 km respectively. This model has 5 arc-normal faults. 443 

Figure B-101: Model F5: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 
(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
10 km and 5 km respectively. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 444 

Figure B-102: Model F6: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 
(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
10 km and 10 km respectively. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 445 

Figure B-103: Model F7: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 
(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
15 km and 2 km respectively. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 446 

Figure B-104: Model F7: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 
(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
15 km and 5 km respectively. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 447 

Figure B-105: Model F6: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 
(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
15 km and 10 km respectively. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 448 

Figure B-106: Model F7: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 
(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
20 km and 2 km respectively. This model has 5 arc-normal faults. 449 

Figure B-107: Model F8: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 
(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
20 km and 5 km respectively. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 450 

Figure B-108: Model F9: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 
(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
20 km and 10 km respectively. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 451 

Figure B-109: Model F1: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length 
and spacing are 5 km and 2 km respectively. Top panel – profile 
displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). 
Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom 
panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model 
Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 
mm to the model displacements. 452 

Figure B-110: Model F2: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length 
and spacing are 5 km and 5 km respectively. Top panel – profile 
displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). 
Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom 
panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model 
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Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 
mm to the model displacements. 

Figure B-111: Model F3: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length 
and spacing are 5 km and 10 km respectively. Top panel – profile 
displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). 
Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom 
panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model 
Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 
mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure B-112: Model F4: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length 
and spacing are 10 km and 2 km respectively. Top panel – profile 
displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). 
Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom 
panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model 
Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 
mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure B-113: Model F5: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length 
and spacing are 10 km and 5 km respectively. Top panel – profile 
displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). 
Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom 
panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model 
Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 
mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure B-114: Model F6: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length 
and spacing are 10 km and 10 km respectively. Top panel – profile 
displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). 
Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom 
panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model 
Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 
mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure B-115: Model F7: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length 
and spacing are 15 km and 2 km respectively. Top panel – profile 
displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). 
Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom 
panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model 
Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 
mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure B-116: Model F8: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length 
and spacing are 15 km and 5 km respectively. Top panel – profile 
displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). 
Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom 
panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model 
Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 
mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure B-117: Model F9: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length 
and spacing are 15 km and 10 km respectively. Top panel – profile 
displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). 
Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom 
panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model 
Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 
mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure B-118: Model F10: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length 
and spacing are 20 km and 2 km respectively. Top panel – profile 
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displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). 
Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom 
panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model 
Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 
mm to the model displacements. 

Figure B-119: Model F11: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length 
and spacing are 20 km and 5 km respectively. Top panel – profile 
displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). 
Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom 
panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model 
Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 
mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure B-120: Model F12: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length 
and spacing are 20 km and 10 km respectively. Top panel – profile 
displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). 
Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom 
panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model 
Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 
mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure B-121: Model G1: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 
(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
20 km and 2 km respectively and had 1.4 mm of slip imposed on 
them. This model has 5 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure B-122: Model G2: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 
(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
20 km and 5 km respectively and had 3.8 mm of slip imposed on 
them. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure B-123: Model G3: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 
(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
20 km and 10 km respectively and had 7 mm of slip imposed on 
them. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure B-124: Model G1: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length 
and spacing are 20 km and 2 km respectively and had 1.4 mm of 
slip imposed on them. Top panel – profile displacements projected 
into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). Middle panel – profile 
displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile 
displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model Displacement in CA’ data 
sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to the model 
displacements. 
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Figure B-125: Model G2: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length 
and spacing are 20 km and 5 km respectively and had 3.8 mm of 
slip imposed on them. Top panel – profile displacements projected 
into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). Middle panel – profile 
displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile 
displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model Displacement in CA’ data 
sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to the model 
displacements. 
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Figure B-126: Model G3: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length 
and spacing are 20 km and 10 km respectively and had 7 mm of slip 
imposed on them. Top panel – profile displacements projected into 
horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). Middle panel – profile 
displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile 
displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model Displacement in CA’ data 
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sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to the model 
displacements. 

Figure B-127: Model H1: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 
(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
20 km and 2 km respectively. This model has 5 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure B-128: Model H2: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 
(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
20 km and 5 km respectively. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure B-129: Model H3: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 
(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
20 km and 10 km respectively. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure B-130: Model H1: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length 
and spacing are 20 km and 2 km respectively. Top panel – profile 
displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). 
Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom 
panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model 
Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 
mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure B-131: Model H2: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length 
and spacing are 20 km and 5 km respectively. Top panel – profile 
displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). 
Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom 
panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model 
Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 
mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure B-132: Model H3: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length 
and spacing are 20 km and 10 km respectively. Top panel – profile 
displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). 
Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom 
panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model 
Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 
mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure B-133: Model I1: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 
(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
20 km and 2 km respectively. This model has 5 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure B-134: Model J1: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 
(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
20 km and 2 km respectively and had 1.4 mm of slip imposed on 
them. This model has 5 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure B-135: Model J2: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 
(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
20 km and 5 km respectively and had 3.8 mm of slip imposed on 
them. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure B-136: Model J3: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 
(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
20 km and 10 km respectively and had 7 mm of slip imposed on 
them. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure B-137: Model J1: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length 
and spacing are 20 km and 2 km respectively and had 1.4 mm of 
slip imposed on them. Top panel – profile displacements projected 
into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). Middle panel – profile 
displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile 
displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model Displacement in CA’ data 
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sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to the model 
displacements. 

Figure B-138: Model J2: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length 
and spacing are 20 km and 5 km respectively and had 3.8 mm of 
slip imposed on them. Top panel – profile displacements projected 
into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). Middle panel – profile 
displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile 
displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model Displacement in CA’ data 
sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to the model 
displacements. 
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Figure B-139: Model J3: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length 
and spacing are 20 km and 10 km respectively and had 7 mm of slip 
imposed on them. Top panel – profile displacements projected into 
horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). Middle panel – profile 
displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile 
displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model Displacement in CA’ data 
sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to the model 
displacements. 
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Figure B-140: Model K1: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 
(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
20 km and 2 km respectively and had 1.4 mm of slip imposed on 
them. This model has 5 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure B-141: Model K2: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 
(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
20 km and 5 km respectively and had 3.8 mm of slip imposed on 
them. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure B-142: Model K3: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 
(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
20 km and 10 km respectively and had 7 mm of slip imposed on 
them. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure B-143: Model K1: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length 
and spacing are 20 km and 2 km respectively and had 1.4 mm of 
slip imposed on them. Top panel – profile displacements projected 
into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). Middle panel – profile 
displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile 
displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model Displacement in CA’ data 
sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to the model 
displacements. 
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Figure B-144: Model K2: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length 
and spacing are 20 km and 5 km respectively and had 3.8 mm of 
slip imposed on them. Top panel – profile displacements projected 
into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). Middle panel – profile 
displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile 
displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model Displacement in CA’ data 
sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to the model 
displacements. 
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Figure B-145: Model K3: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length 
and spacing are 20 km and 10 km respectively and had 7 mm of slip 
imposed on them. Top panel – profile displacements projected into 
horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). Middle panel – profile 
displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile 
displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model Displacement in CA’ data 
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sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to the model 
displacements. 

Figure B-146: Model L1: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 
(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
20 km and 2 km respectively and had 1.4 mm of slip imposed on 
them. This model has 5 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure B-147: Model L2: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 
(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
20 km and 5 km respectively and had 3.8 mm of slip imposed on 
them. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure B-148: Model L3: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 
(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
20 km and 10 km respectively and had 7 mm of slip imposed on 
them. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure B-149: Model M1: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 
(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
20 km and 2 km respectively and had 1.4 mm of slip imposed on 
them. This model has 5 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure B-150: Model M2: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 
(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
20 km and 5 km respectively and had 3.8 mm of slip imposed on 
them. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure B-151: Model M3: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 
(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
20 km and 10 km respectively and had 7 mm of slip imposed on 
them. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure B-152: Model M1: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length 
and spacing are 20 km and 2 km respectively and had 1.4 mm of 
slip imposed on them. Top panel – profile displacements projected 
into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). Middle panel – profile 
displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile 
displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model Displacement in CA’ data 
sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to the model 
displacements. 
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Figure B-153: Model M2: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length 
and spacing are 20 km and 5 km respectively and had 3.8 mm of 
slip imposed on them. Top panel – profile displacements projected 
into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). Middle panel – profile 
displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile 
displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model Displacement in CA’ data 
sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to the model 
displacements. 
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Figure B-154: Model M3: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length 
and spacing are 20 km and 10 km respectively and had 7 mm of slip 
imposed on them. Top panel – profile displacements projected into 
horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). Middle panel – profile 
displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile 
displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model Displacement in CA’ data 
sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to the model 
displacements. 
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Figure B-155: Model N1: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 
(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
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20 km and 2 km respectively and had 1.4 mm of slip imposed on 
them. This model has 5 arc-normal faults. 

Figure B-156: Model N2: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 
(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
20 km and 5 km respectively and had 3.8 mm of slip imposed on 
them. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure B-157: Model N3: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 
(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
20 km and 10 km respectively and had 7 mm of slip imposed on 
them. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure B-158: Model N3: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length 
and spacing are 20 km and 10 km respectively and had 7 mm of slip 
imposed on them. Top panel – profile displacements projected into 
horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). Middle panel – profile 
displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile 
displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model Displacement in CA’ data 
sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to the model 
displacements. 
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Figure B-159: Model I3: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 
(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
20 km and 10 km respectively. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure B-160: Model O1: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 
(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
20 km and 2 km respectively and had 10 mm of slip imposed on 
them. This model has 5 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure B-161: Model O2: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 
(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
20 km and 5 km respectively and had 10 mm of slip imposed on 
them. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure B-162: Model O3: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 
(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
20 km and 10 km respectively and had 10 mm of slip imposed on 
them. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure B-163: Model O1: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length 
and spacing are 20 km and 2 km respectively and had 10 mm of slip 
imposed on them. Top panel – profile displacements projected into 
horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). Middle panel – profile 
displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile 
displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model Displacement in CA’ data 
sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to the model 
displacements. 
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Figure B-164: Model O2: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length 
and spacing are 20 km and 5 km respectively and had 10 mm of slip 
imposed on them. Top panel – profile displacements projected into 
horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). Middle panel – profile 
displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile 
displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model Displacement in CA’ data 
sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to the model 
displacements. 
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Figure B-165: Model O3: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length 
and spacing are 20 km and 10 km respectively and had 10 mm of 
slip imposed on them. Top panel – profile displacements projected 
into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). Middle panel – profile 
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displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile 
displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model Displacement in CA’ data 
sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to the model 
displacements. 

Figure B-166: Model P1: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 
(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
20 km and 2 km respectively and had 10 mm of slip imposed on 
them. This model has 5 arc-normal faults. 509 

Figure B-167: Model P2: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 
(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
20 km and 5 km respectively and had 10 mm of slip imposed on 
them. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 510 

Figure B-168: Model P3: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 
(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
20 km and 10 km respectively and had 10 mm of slip imposed on 
them. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 511 

Figure B-169: Model P1: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length 
and spacing are 20 km and 2 km respectively and had 10 mm of slip 
imposed on them. Top panel – profile displacements projected into 
horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). Middle panel – profile 
displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile 
displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model Displacement in CA’ data 
sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to the model 
displacements. 512 

Figure B-170: Model P2: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length 
and spacing are 20 km and 5 km respectively and had 10 mm of slip 
imposed on them. Top panel – profile displacements projected into 
horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). Middle panel – profile 
displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile 
displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model Displacement in CA’ data 
sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to the model 
displacements. 513 

Figure B-171: Model P3: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length 
and spacing are 20 km and 10 km respectively and had 10 mm of 
slip imposed on them. Top panel – profile displacements projected 
into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). Middle panel – profile 
displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile 
displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model Displacement in CA’ data 
sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to the model 
displacements. 514 

Figure B-172: Model Q1: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 
(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
20 km and 2 km respectively and had 14 mm of slip imposed on 
them. This model has 5 arc-normal faults. 515 

Figure B-173: Model Q2: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 
(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
20 km and 5 km respectively and had 14 mm of slip imposed on 
them. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 516 

Figure B-174: Model Q3: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 
(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
20 km and 10 km respectively and had 14 mm of slip imposed on 
them. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 517 
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Figure B-175: Model Q1: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length 
and spacing are 20 km and 2 km respectively and had 14 mm of slip 
imposed on them. Top panel – profile displacements projected into 
horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). Middle panel – profile 
displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile 
displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model Displacement in CA’ data 
sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to the model 
displacements. 518 

Figure B-176: Model Q2: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length 
and spacing are 20 km and 5 km respectively and had 14 mm of slip 
imposed on them. Top panel – profile displacements projected into 
horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). Middle panel – profile 
displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile 
displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model Displacement in CA’ data 
sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to the model 
displacements. 519 

Figure B-177: Model Q3: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length 
and spacing are 20 km and 10 km respectively and had 14 mm of 
slip imposed on them. Top panel – profile displacements projected 
into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). Middle panel – profile 
displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile 
displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model Displacement in CA’ data 
sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to the model 
displacements. 520 

Figure B-178: Model R1: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 
(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
20 km and 2 km respectively and had 14 mm of slip imposed on 
them. This model has 5 arc-normal faults. 521 

Figure B-179: Model R2: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 
(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
20 km and 5 km respectively and had 14 mm of slip imposed on 
them. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 522 

Figure B-180: Model R3: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line 
(cyan line). Arc-normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 
20 km and 10 km respectively and had 14 mm of slip imposed on 
them. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 523 

Figure B-181: Model R1: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length 
and spacing are 20 km and 2 km respectively and had 14 mm of slip 
imposed on them. Top panel – profile displacements projected into 
horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). Middle panel – profile 
displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile 
displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model Displacement in CA’ data 
sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to the model 
displacements. 524 

Figure B-182: Model R2: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length 
and spacing are 20 km and 5 km respectively and had 14 mm of slip 
imposed on them. Top panel – profile displacements projected into 
horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). Middle panel – profile 
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sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to the model 
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Figure B-183: Model R3: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length 
and spacing are 20 km and 10 km respectively and had 14 mm of 
slip imposed on them. Top panel – profile displacements projected 
into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). Middle panel – profile 
displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile 
displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model Displacement in CA’ data 
sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to the model 
displacements. 
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Chapter 1  
Introduction 

1.1 Fault Slip Rates, Strain Partitioning, and Earthquake Geodesy 

A comprehensive understanding of fault slip rates, strain partitioning, and seismogenic 

potential at plate boundaries is important in determining the seismic hazard exposure of 

populations living in these regions. Identifying and characterizing interseismic strain accumulation 

near active faults can be accomplished with ground deformation measurements. The use of 

geodetic techniques in measuring ground deformation has shed light on the complex tectonics 

surrounding the Caribbean plate (La Femina et al., 2009; Symithe et al., 2015; Pérez et al., 2018; 

Weber et al., 2020). In this dissertation, I use space-borne geodetic data to investigate interseismic 

elastic strain partitioning and accumulation along-strike the Caribbean-South American transform 

plate boundary and the Central American Forearc-Caribbean boundary in the Caribbean-Cocos 

plate convergent margin. I also investigate the seismogenic nature of these plate boundaries. I 

present findings that the western segments of the Caribbean-South America transform boundary is 

locked and capable of producing a Mw 8 earthquake and the Nicaraguan segment of Central 

American Forearc-Caribbean produces M 5 to 6 earthquakes with a reoccurrence interval of ~50 

years. I also determined the faulting and kinematics of three upper-plate earthquakes, using 

geodetic data. The faulting of the three earthquakes supports the bookshelf faulting model being 

the mechanism that accommodates the relative motion between the forearc and the Caribbean plate. 

Finally, I present a study in Chapter 5 investigating three earthquakes and the kinematics of the 

trapdoor fault in the caldera of the Sierra Negra volcano, Galapagos, during the 2018 eruption. 
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1.2 Strain Partitioning and Interseismic Fault Behavior Along the Caribbean-South 

American Transform Plate Boundary 

The 900 km long Caribbean-South America transform boundary runs through northern 

Venezuela and the islands of Trinidad and Tobago and accommodates ~22 mm/yr of relative plate 

motion (Symithe et al., 2015; Pérez et al., 2018; Weber et al., 2020). Using Global Positioning 

System (GPS) and Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (InSAR) data, I modeled the slip 

partitioning, and interseismic fault locking along the plate boundary.  The work presented in this 

dissertation has found that slip is partitioned on three fault systems: (1) the San Sebastian and La 

Victoria fault system, (2) the El Pilar fault, and (3) the Sub-Tobago Terrane, Central Range, and 

South Coast fault system. The slip rates for the San Sebastian and La Victoria faults are both locked 

and take up 16 mm/yr and 4.3 mm/yr of relative motion, respectively. The El Pilar fault 

accommodates ~18.4 mm/yr of relative plate motion and its western segment is locked while the 

eastern segment creeps. The Sub-Tobago Terrane takes up 3 mm/yr of relative motion and is 

locked. The Central Range and South coast faults both creep at rates of 14.5 mm/yr and 3.1 mm/yr, 

respectively. There have been many damaging earthquakes on the plate boundary; for example, 

the 1967 M 6.5 Caracas earthquake (Pérez 1998a) and the 1900 M 7.6 to M 8.0 earthquake 

(Pacheco & Sykes, 1992). The San Sebastian fault and the western segment of the El Pilar fault 

are connected (Escalona & Mann, 2011) and if both segments rupture together they would produce 

a M 8.0 earthquake. 

1.3 Central American Forearc-Caribbean Plate Shear Mechanism and Magmatic-Tectonic 

Interaction in Nicaragua 

Strain partitioning in the Central American Forearc (CAFA) in the Caribbean-Cocos plate 

convergent margin, is due to oblique convergence and the collision of the Cocos Ridge with the 

western Caribbean plate. The CAFA translates to the northwest at rates of 8-14 mm/yr (Ellis et al., 

2018 and references therein). There are varying types of faulting that accommodate the CAFA-

Caribbean plate relative motion (La Femina et al., 2002; Corti et al., 2005; Montero et al., 2013). 

The dextral shear in the Nicaraguan segment of the CAFA-CA boundary is accommodated by 
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bookshelf faulting where rotating tectonic units approximate the motion of a transform fault (La 

Femina et al., 2002). Using geodetic data and numerical modeling, Chapter 3 investigates the co-

seismic displacements for three upper plate, arc earthquakes. We then discuss these earthquakes in 

the context of the bookshelf faulting model. 

1.4 The Across-Strike Geodetic Signature of the Central American Forearc-Caribbean 

Boundary in Nicaragua 

Following the results of Chapter 3, the bookshelf faulting model was explored in an 

attempt to replicate the across-strike geodetic signal that is observed at the CAFA-CA boundary. 

The GPS velocity field in the Nicaraguan segment of the CAFA suggests that a locked 

throughgoing transform fault accommodates the CAFA-CA relative motion. However, this is not 

the kinematics of the faulting for the seismicity in the CAFA (Algermissen et al., 1974; La Femina 

et al., 2002; French et al., 2010). Faults that are arc-normal or arc-oblique of the bookshelf faulting 

model appear to be active. I explore the resulting surface displacements due to bookshelf faulting 

using the boundary element method. Modeling results presented in Chapter 4 indicate that 

bookshelf faulting can produce the observed GPS-derived horizontal velocity field. 

1.5 The Dynamics of Trapdoor Faulting During the 2018 Sierra Negra Eruption 

 The June 26th, 2018 eruption of Sierra Negra volcano, Isabela Island in the Galapagos 

Islands, Ecuador, was accompanied by many earthquakes on the intra-caldera trapdoor fault 

system. Eight hours before the eruption, there was a Mw 5.4 earthquake (USGS) on the trapdoor 

fault that caused a maximum of ~2 m of vertical displacement of the caldera floor. The earthquake 

on the trapdoor fault triggered magma migration from 2 km depth via a dike and a sill and governed 

the fissure location (Bell et al. 2021). Following the eruption, there was a net 1.5 m vertical 

displacement recorded near the southern limb of the trapdoor fault, which indicates that the caldera 

grew through resurgence during this eruptive and intrusive episode (Bell et al. 2021). 

Understanding the faulting and kinematics of the trapdoor fault is beneficial in forecasting eruption 

and eruptive fissure location. In Chapter 5, I present the analysis of co-seismic displacements for 
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three earthquakes on the trapdoor fault system and find that the magnitudes of coseismic strike-

slip and dip-slip are responsible for developing some of the features of the Sierra Negra caldera. 
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Chapter 2 
Strain Partitioning and Interseismic Fault Behavior Along the Caribbean-

South American Transform Plate Boundary 

2.1 Introduction 

Continental transform plate boundaries can be complex deformation zones with multiple 

faults accommodating relative plate motion. The Pacific – North American plate boundary is a 

complex continental transform system dominated by the San Andreas fault, but with at least five 

major overlapping faults in the south, and three faults in the north (e.g., Lisowski et al., 1991). The 

North Anatolian fault system also displays along-strike complexities (Bohnhoff et al., 2006; 

Şengör et al., 2005). The faults that comprise continental transform fault systems can also have 

variable interseismic behavior, varying from completely locked to creeping at full relative plate 

motion rate.  

Fault systems such as the San Andreas (Savage and Burford 1973; Titus, DeMets, and 

Tikoff 2006; Maurer and Johnson 2014), the North Anatolian (Bilham et al., 2016; Cetin et al., 

2014), and the Haiyuan (Cavalié et al. 2008; Jolivet et al. 2012) each have segments that together 

display this full spectrum of interseismic behavior, with earthquakes occurring in not only the 

locked segments but also in the creeping segments or in transition zones between locked and 

creeping segments (Bakun et al., 2005; Gans et al., 2003; Wallace, 1970; WGCEP, 2003).  
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The Caribbean (CA) – South American (SA) transform plate boundary zone demonstrates 

the characteristics of variable along-strike strain partitioning and the complete spectrum of 

interseismic fault behavior (Pérez et al., 1997, 2001, 2018; Reinoza et al, 2015; Weber et al., 2011, 

2020). The dextral transform boundary is comprised of three main fault systems: 1) the San 

Sebastian (SSF) and La Victoria (LVF) faults (Schubert, 1981; Schubert & Krause, 1984); 2) the 

El Pilar fault (EPF) (Molnar & Sykes, 1969; Pérez et al., 2001; Russo & Speed, 1992; Russo et al., 

1993; Speed, 1985); and 3) the Central Range (CRF), South Coast (SCF) and Sub-Tobago Terrane 

(STTF) faults (Figure 2-1) (Weber et al., 2001, 2010, 2020). These fault systems accommodate the 

~21 mm/yr of CA-SA relative motion (DeMets et al., 2010; Symithe et al., 2015), and display 

variable historical seismicity along strike (e.g., Audemard, 2007; Baumbach et al., 2004; Pérez et 

al., 1997). To determine its seismic potential, it is essential to resolve how strain is partitioned and 

how interseismic strain accumulates near faults along this boundary. 

 

Figure 2-1:  Active faults of the southeastern Caribbean – South American transform plate 
boundary. MOR – Morrocoy Fault, SSF – San Sabastian Fault, LVF – La Victoria Fault (Pérez et 
al., 1997), EPF - El Pilar Fault, CRF - Central Range Fault Zone, SC – South Coast Fault, and 
STTF – Sub-Tobago Terrane Fault (Robertson and Burke 1989; Soto et al., 2007; Weber et al., 
2020). Region names: SDI - Serrania del Interior, PP - Paria Peninsula, and SR - Southern Range. 
Bathymetry and topography are from ETOPO1 (Amante and Eakins, 2009).  Inset shows tectonic 
setting around the Caribbean plate (CA – Caribbean plate, CO – Cocos plate, NZ – Nazca plate, 
NA – North American plate and, SA – South American plate) with black box identifying the region 
of study and black arrow showing the direction of CA motion relative to SA at the region of study.
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This project combines Global Positioning System (GPS) and Interferometric Synthetic 

Aperture Radar (InSAR) data, to evaluate for the first time, interseismic fault behavior (i.e., the 

magnitude and location of interseismic strain and locking depth) along the entire CA-SA transform 

plate boundary. This project comprehensively quantifies the modes of interseismic behavior, 

including elastic strain accumulation and partitioning along strike, compare this project’s geodetic 

model results to the pattern and magnitude of historical seismic moment release, and attempt to 

correlate fault behavior to geology. 

2.2 Active Faults and Geology of the CA-SA Transform Plate Boundary 

The CA-SA transform plate boundary is composed of three faults systems with six faults 

that accommodate the ~21 mm/yr of relative CA-SA dextral shear (Figure 2-1). In the following 

sections, a detailed description of these faults and their historical seismicity will be presented, 

results of previous geodetic studies, and describe how the geology changes along the plate 

boundary. 

2.2.1 San Sebastian and La Victoria Faults 

The E-W trending SSF and the WSW-ENE trending LVF accommodate ~90% of the CA-

SA motion (i.e., ~19 mm/yr) in the western segment of the plate boundary in north-central 

Venezuela (Figure 2-1) (Schubert 1981; Pérez et al., 2018). The SSF has a fairly simple 280 km 

 

 

Figure 2-2:  Shallow seismicity (<30 km) with magnitude 3.5 or greater labeled with the year of 
occurrence above or below the symbol (see Tables 2-1 & 2-2). Focal mechanisms are from the 
GCMT (Dziewonski et al., 1981; Ekström et al., 2012) and ISC (Lentas, 2017; Lentas et al., 2019)
catalogs with locations from the ISC published catalog (Storchak et al., 2015). Focal mechanism 
for 1974 (M6.1) earthquake from Russo and Speed (1994). Hexagons are earthquakes from the 
ISC catalog and the Centennial Earthquake Catalogue (Engdahl et al., 2013) except for the 1929 
Cumana earthquake (Mocquet et al., 1996). Black lines are major faults of the region of study. 
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long fault trace (Colón et al., 2015; Escalona et al., 2011; Schubert & Krause, 1984), and connects 

to the western EPF across the Gulf of Cariaco pull-apart basin (Schubert, 1985; Escalona et al., 

2011). The LVF has a 230 km long trace and terminates in the Gulf of Cariaco (Schubert and 

Krause 1984).  

The SSF and LVF have produced intermediate to large magnitude earthquakes (Table 2-

1). The SSF ruptured during the September 12th, 2009 Mw 6.1, the damaging 1967  M 6.5 Caracas 

(Pérez, 1998a; Suárez & Nábělek, 1990), and the 1900 M 7.6 to M 8.0 earthquakes, where the 

latter ruptured the eastern SSF segment (Figure 2-2; Colón et al., 2015; Pacheco & Sykes, 1992). 

Microseismicity (M ≤ 4) has been detected on the SSF, with a greater number of events on its 

eastern segment than on its central and western segments (Pérez, Sanz, and Lagos 1997). The LVF 

has had several moderate magnitude earthquakes, including several earthquakes with magnitudes 

greater than M 6  (e.g., 1641 and 1878)  (Pérez et al., 1997; Pérez,  1998b). 

There has been only one geodetic study of the interseismic behavior of the SSF and LVF. 

Pérez et al. (2018) inverted episodic GPS-derived horizontal velocities and found that the SSF and 

LVF accommodate 17.0 ± 0.8 mm/yr and 2.1 ± 0.8 mm/yr, respectively, and are locked to a depth 

of 14 km. 

2.2.2 El Pilar Fault 

The E-W trending EPF accommodates ~85% of the CA-SA motion (i.e., ~18 mm/yr) in 

the central section of the plate boundary (Beltran et al., 2016; Jouanne et al., 2011; Pérez et al., 

Table 2-1:  Strong earthquakes on the SSF and LVF compiled from the ISC Focal Mechanism 
catalogue  (Lentas, 2017; Lentas et al., 2019)  and the Centennial Earthquake Catalogue (Engdahl 
et al., 2013). 

Earthquake Longitude Latitude M 

1900 -66.16 11.00 8.0 

1967 -67.31 10.56 5.5 

2003 -65.69 10.78 4.2 

2005 -67.50 10.59 4.1 

2005 -67.87 10.12 3.2 

2009 -67.01 10.20 5.5 

2009 -67.93 10.71 6.4 
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2001; Reinoza et al., 2015), and four along-strike segments have been mapped. From west to east 

these are: 1) a 100 km-long segment from the Gulf of Cariaco pull-apart to a restraining bend at 

the city of Cumana (Lidz et al., 1968; Escalona et al., 2011); 2) an 80 km long linear segment from 

Cumana to the Casanay restraining bend (Beltran et al., 1996); 3) a 45 km long linear segment 

from the Casanay restraining bend to the town of El Pilar (Beltran et al., 1996); and 4) the 

easternmost 65 km-long segment that terminates in the Gulf of Paria pull-apart basin (Beltran et 

al., 1996; Flinch et al., 1999; Speed, 1985). EPF segmentation was further highlighted by analysis 

of aftershocks from the 1997 Cariaco earthquake (Figure 2-2). Baumbach et al. (2004) found six 

micro-segments, corresponding to previously described segments 2, 3, and 4, and surface ruptures 

were observed that correspond to segments 2 and 3 (Audemard, 2006).  

The EPF is historically the most seismically active of all the faults in the plate boundary 

(Figure 2-2; Table 2-2). It has experienced multiple intermediate to large magnitude earthquakes 

in modern times, with the largest being the 1997 Mw 6.8 Cariaco (Mendoza 2000; Pérez 1998a) 

and the 1929 M 6.5 Cumana earthquakes (Figure 2-2; Mocquet et al., 1996). The western segment 

of the EPF had an intermediate magnitude, possibly >M 6.5, earthquake in 1797 (Audemard 2007); 

however, there are no earthquakes recorded on this segment during instrumented times (Figure 2-

2). The eastern segment of the EPF has ~M 5 earthquakes regularly (i.e., approximately every 2 

years), as well as larger magnitude earthquakes (ISC catalog; Storchak et al., 2015, 2017). 

Table 2-2: Major earthquakes on the EPF compiled from the Global CMT catalogue (Ekström et 
al., 2012) with the exception of the 1929 (Mocquet et al. Singer 1996) and 1974 (Russo and Speed 
1994) earthquakes. 

Earthquake Longitude Latitude M 

1929 -63.95 10.43 6.7 

1974 -63.47 10.61 6.1 

1986 -62.93 10.60 6.2 

1997 -63.49 10.53 6.9 

2008 -64.17 10.51 5.2 

2010 -63.48 10.45 5.6 

2012 -62.94 10.43 4.2 

2014 -63.62 10.40 4.6 
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Damaging historical earthquakes (e.g., 1684) have also been associated with this segment 

(Audemard, 2007). 

Given the record of frequent seismicity and the disparate geology across the fault (Jordan 

1975; Schubert 1979), the EPF was one of the first transform faults identified and therefore much 

work has focused on this segment of the plate boundary. Previous geodetic studies characterized 

the interseismic slip rate and locking depth of the EPF. Pérez, et al. (2001) used local and regional 

episodic GPS data (1994, 1999, and 2000) to model an interseismic locking depth of 14 km for the 

entire EPF. Reinoza, et al. (2015) used a more expansive GPS network and inverted continuous 

and episodic GPS data (from observations taken in 2003, 2005, and 2013) along the EPF using a 

suite of modeling methods. First, the authors projected GPS velocity data from the entire 240 km 

length of the fault system and width of their geodetic network onto one fault-normal profile. They 

then inverted those data using the method of Savage and Burford (1973) and found a locking depth 

of 1.6 km. Second, the authors used a distributed-slip model (Wang et al., 2013) to determine the 

interseismic slip deficit and locking on discretized fault patches (patch sizes of 4 km2) along the 

strike of the EPF. The results of this model indicated that there is an EPF fault patch west of 

Cumana with partial slip (10 mm/yr to 12 mm/yr relative to plate motion) and that all other 

segments creep at the plate motion rate. Finally, Beltran et al. (2016) used InSAR time-series 

analysis of 18 ALOS-1 synthetic aperture radar data to study aseismic creep on the eastern EPF 

between 2007 and 2011. These authors found that the rate of creep decreased from ~25 ± 9.5 mm/yr 

(i.e., 4 mm/yr faster than the relative plate rate) in the west (63.7°W) to ~13 ± 6.9 mm/yr in the 

east (63.3°W).  

2.2.3 Sub-Tobago Terrane, Central Range, and South Coast Faults 

CA-SA relative motion is partitioned between three faults at the longitude of Trinidad-

Tobago. From north to south these are: the Sub-Tobago Terrane (STTF), Central Range (CRF), 

and South Coast (SCF) (Figure 2-1; Weber et al., 2020). The STTF is seismically active and has 

ruptured during several moderate magnitude earthquakes, including the 1997 Mw 6.7 Tobago, 

which was a dextral oblique-slip earthquake (J. C. Weber et al. 2015). The CRF cuts through 
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central Trinidad with a strike of ~070°, roughly aligned with CA-SA relative plate motion (Flinch 

et al., 1999; Weber et al., 2020 and references therein). The western onshore portion of the CRF is 

aseismically creeping and separates rocks with a thermogenic petroleum charge to its south, from 

those with only dry biogenic gas to the north (Weber et al., 2020 and references therein). Weber et 

al. (2020) suggested that overpressured hydrocarbons and weak fault gouge result in aseismic creep 

on the western CRF. Before this study, slip on the eastern segment of the CRF had not been 

previously quantified. 

The E-W trending SCF spans the entire length of the south coast of Trinidad and separates 

the onshore Southern Range from the Columbus Basin, an active extensional province (Erlich & 

Barrett, 1990; Garciacaro et al., 2011; Pindell & Kennan, 2001). The seismic behavior on the SCF 

is not well known; no historical earthquakes have been associated with this fault. However, the 

fault is thought to be creeping at ~3 mm/yr based on analysis of geodetic data (Weber et al., 2020), 

and abundant evidence for overpressured fluids, including the presence of fault-aligned and deeply 

rooted mud volcanoes (Deville & Guerlais, 2009; Heppard et al., 1998; Henry et al., 2010; Higgins 

& Saunders, 1967).  

Previous work using geodesy to investigate the earthquake hazard of the CRF and 

partitioning of plate boundary strain across Trinidad – Tobago has mainly been carried out by 

Weber, et al. (2001, 2010, 2011, 2020). This body of work demonstrates that the CRF 

accommodates ~70% of the CA-SA motion (13 to 14 mm/yr) and is creeping, while the STTF and 

SCF each accommodates ~3 mm/yr. Weber, et al. (2020) found this slip partitioning using a GPS 

network that formed a fault normal profile across the western CRF. The network lacked the spatial 

resolution to determine variation in locking along strike. We improve upon these studies here with 

expanded spatial resolution by combining GPS and InSAR data sets. 
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2.2.4 Geology of CA-SA Transform Boundary 

The CA-SA boundary is geologically complex, owing to several phases of tectonic 

development. The current crustal geology is associated with rifting during the Cretaceous breakup 

of Pangea (Stockhert 1995), Paleogene oblique convergence between CA and SA (Speed 1985; 

Pindell and Barrett 1990), and Pliocene to present eastward translation of the CA plate (Boschman 

et al., 2014; Burke, 1988). The geology is divided into five principal tectonostratigraphic units 

(Figure 2-3). The SSF and LVF together bound the Caracas-Araya-Margarita unit which is 

comprised of high-grade, blueschist-bearing metamorphic rocks that experienced Cretaceous 

metamorphism, likely in a subduction zone (Sisson et al., 2005; Sisson et al., 1997; Sorensen et 

al., 2005). The Caucauga-El Tinaco-Paracotos (CTP) unit, south of the LVF, is an ophiolite-

bearing metamorphic complex with variable protolith and metamorphic ages and a wide variety of 

metamorphic rock types (Ostos & Sisson, 2005; Ysaccis, 1998). The Villa de Cura unit, located 

south of the CTP,  is a thrust-bounded (klippe) accreted Cretaceous arc, part of Burke (1988) Great 

Arc of the Caribbean, the geology of which correlates with units in Tobago and the Leeward 

 

 

Figure 2-3: Bedrock geological map showing principal tectonostratigraphic units in the CA-SA 
transform boundary (Modified from Avé Lallemant & Sisson, 2005; French & Schenk, 2004). 
Quaternary deposits are omitted. PN and K – foreland and passive margin sedimentary units of 
Paleogene-Neogene and Cretaceous age, respectively. Espino Graben – Jurassic subsurface 
structure. CTP – ophiolite-bearing rocks of Caucagua-El Tinaco and Paracotos belts. VDC – Villa 
de Cura Nappe. Fault names in large fonts are: SSF – San Sabastian Fault, LVF – La Victoria 
Fault, WEPF – western El Pilar Fault segment, EEPF – eastern El Pilar Fault segment, CRF -
Central Range Fault Zone, SCF – South Coast Fault, and STTF – Sub-Tobago Terrane Fault. 
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Antilles  (Ostos and Sisson 2005; Ysaccis 1998; Maresch 1974). Low-grade metasedimentary 

rocks (e.g. schist, marble, quartzite), that were metamorphosed and exhumed in the Cenozoic, crop 

out in the Paria Peninsula in northeastern Venezuela and Trinidad’s Northern Range (Avé 

Lallemant, 1997; Cruz et al., 2007; Weber et al., 2001). South of the metamorphic units, the South 

American passive margin, and foreland sedimentary fill sequence consists of and exposes both 

Cretaceous (e.g., the Serrania del Interior and central Trinidad), and younger Paleogene-Neogene 

rocks (Figure 2-3). The Espino Graben is a Jurassic-aged subsurface feature related to Pangea 

breakup that is known primarily from oil and gas drilling and exploration (Garcia-Abdeslem et al., 

2013). 

2.3 Data 

To explore the interseismic behavior of the southern CA-SA transform plate boundary, 

this project uses both geodetic and earthquake data. The project unifies published GPS velocity 

vectors, newly analyzed continuous GPS (cGPS), and ALOS-2 Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) 

data to characterize interseismic strain accumulation along the entire ~900 km length of the plate 

boundary. To determine the seismic moment released along the plate boundary this project uses 

the reviewed International Seismological Centre (ISC) catalog (Storchak et al., 2015; 2017). 
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2.3.1 Global Positioning System Data 

This study uses GPS velocities in the ITRF2008 reference frame to study: 1) SSF and LVF (8 GPS 

stations; Pérez et al., (2018), EPF (33 GPS stations; Reinoza et al., 2015), and STTF, CRF, and 

SCF (19 GPS stations; Weber et al., 2020) (Figure 2-4; Table A-1); and 2) new data from 11 cGPS 

stations, which extends time series, improving precision and accuracy, for stations presented in 

Weber, et al. (2020) (Figure 2-4; Tables A-1 & A-2). New cGPS data were processed using 

GIPSY-OASIS 6.3 software with satellite ephemerides from the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL). 

Daily positions were estimated using the precise point positioning method (Zumberge et al., 1997). 

Phase ambiguity resolution was performed using the single receiver algorithm (Bertiger et al., 

2010). Ocean loading corrections were applied using FES2004 (Lyard et al., 2006). Wet and dry 

tropospheric zenith delays were modeled with VMF1 mapping functions (Boehm et al., 2006). 

Final solutions were transformed into the IGb08 reference frame (Rebischung et al., 2012), a 

geodetic realization of the ITRF2008 reference frame (Altamimi et al., 2012). Analysis of the daily 

position time series, including the estimation of seasonal signals and GPS velocities and 

 

 

Figure 2-4:  GPS velocities in the ITRF2008 South America-fixed reference frame (Kreemer et al. 
2014). Violet- and red-tipped velocity vectors are from Pérez et al, (2018) and Reinoza et al., 
(2015), respectively. Only seven of the eight GPS velocities from Pérez et al, (2018) are plotted, 
the eight are off the map. Yellow-tipped velocity vectors are updated GPS data from Weber et al., 
(2020). Black velocity vectors are GPS velocities from this study but not used in modeling. Large 
black vector shows the relative motion (~21 mm/yr) of CA with respect to SA (Kreemer et al., 
2014). Major faults are shown as thin grey lines. 
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uncertainties, was performed using the HECTOR software (Bos et al., 2013). Analysis of the cGPS 

daily position time series, including the estimation of seasonal signals, velocities, and 

uncertainties, was performed using the HECTOR software (Bos et al., 2013). 

The new horizontal GPS velocity field (60 stations; Table A-1; Figure 2-4) was then 

transformed from ITRF2008 into a SA reference frame (Kreemer et al., 2014). The velocity field 

clearly shows a transition from SA to CA motion across the SSF, EPF, and CRF, with most vectors 

aligned with the azimuth of CA relative motion (Figure 2-4). Velocities south of the LVF tend to 

SA motion (i.e., ~0.0 mm/yr). Residual velocities of up to 3 mm/yr, south of the EPF have no clear 

agreement in azimuth. This project uses this new horizontal velocity field to investigate the 

interseismic nature of the CA-SA plate boundary, including interseismic strain accumulation, 

creep, and locking depths on the main active faults in this region in Section 4.  
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2.3.2 Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar Data 

This project uses Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (InSAR) to investigate tectonic 

displacement on the island of Trinidad, by utilizing Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) scenes from 

the  PALSAR-2 sensor (wavelength of 23 cm) onboard the ALOS-2 satellite. L-Band SAR  

(wavelength of 15 to 30 cm) has the ability to penetrate the tropical broadleaf vegetation found in 

this region (Wei and Sandwell 2010). The SAR scenes from the L-band ALOS-1, the predecessor 

of the ALOS-2 mission, were not used because of large perpendicular baselines (>300 m) between 

scenes and the resulting poor coherence interferograms for this region. Nine ALOS-2 SAR scenes 

 

 

Figure 2-5: ALOS-2 line-of-sight velocity field in mm/yr calculated using the small-baseline 
subset algorithm method. Horizontal GPS velocity vectors as in Figure 2-4, where circle icons are 
cGPS stations and triangle icons are episodic GPS stations. 
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(path 36, frame 200) were used, with acquisition dates from 2015-02-04 to 2019-03-27 (4.14 

years). 

ALOS-2 SAR scenes were processed and co-registered to a primary scene using the GMTSAR 

software package (Sandwell et al. 2016). Nineteen interferometric pairs with perpendicular 

baselines less than 300 m and temporal baselines less than 600 days were created. The 19 

interferometric pairs were unwrapped by first masking out water bodies and low coherence pixels 

and interpolating the remaining phases with the nearest-neighbor approach, and using the 

minimum spanning tree algorithm implemented in the SNAPHU software (Chen and Zebker, 2000, 

2002). Interferograms with orbital error trends were detrended by identifying the planar trend by 

least-squares fitting and removing the resulting trend. The coherence-based small-baseline subset 

algorithm (SBAS) was then used in calculating the time series of the scenes and the velocities of 

pixels in the scenes (Berardino et al., 2002; Schmidt & Bürgmann, 2003; Tong & Schmidt, 2016; 

Xu et al., 2017). SBAS derived velocities were further detrended to remove long-wavelength 

planar trends (see Figure 2-5). There is a long-wavelength trend in the final SBAS-calculated 

velocities with across-strike velocity increasing eastwards (Figure S-6). This is correlated 

with an increase in topographic elevation (0 – 300 m) eastward across Trinidad that may 

be caused by atmospheric turbulence, which introduces atmospheric errors (e.g., Webley 

et al., 2004), and is present in most of the interferograms (See Section A.2 in Appendix 

A). 

The resulting LOS velocities corroborate well with the GPS velocities (Figures 2-6) 
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2.3.3 Earthquake Data 

The epicenter location and magnitude data from the International Seismological Centre (ISC) 

reviewed catalog (Storchak et al., 2015, 2017) was used to determine the seismic moment 

released on the plate boundary. The catalog incorporates data from local seismic observatories 

(i.e., Fundación Venezolana de Investigaciones Sismológicas and the University of the West 

Indies, Seismic Research Centre), as well as that from global seismic networks. Therefore this 

catalog is more complete at a regional scale for low- to moderate-magnitude earthquakes than 

other global catalogs (Willemann and Storchak 2001). The catalog includes 1,881 earthquakes 

from 1927 to 2017 with hypocenter depths of 20 km or less, in the region from latitude 8.5°N to 

12°N and longitude 60.0°W to 68.0°W. 

2.4 Modeling Methods 

This project used the elastic dislocation model of Savage & Burford, (1973) to investigate 

interseismic fault behavior (locked and accumulating strain versus creeping), locking depth, and 

strain partitioning along the entire ~900 km CA-SA transform plate boundary for the very first 

 

Figure 2-6: SBAS calculated displacements with all planar trends removed and GPS velocities 
(circles), which were projected into LOS. 
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time. The GPS and InSAR (CRF only) derived fault-parallel velocities were modeled for each of 

the three fault systems: (1) SSF and LVF; (2) EPF; and (3) STTF, CRF, and SCF, by projecting 

horizontal velocities onto the strike of one fault in each fault system. For the SSF and LVF and the 

STTF, CRF, and SCF fault systems, the modeling strategy treats these faults as subparallel, even 

though their strikes differ by a maximum of 11°. The difference in strikes is equivalent to no greater 

than a 6% change in projected velocities, which is within the uncertainty (~1.5 mm/yr) of the 

observed GPS velocities. To estimate parameter uncertainties and to avoid local minima, a Monte 

Carlo (MC) inversion scheme was implemented. The MC method perturbed the datasets by 

randomly sampling within the ±1σ error of the original velocities. Uncertainties were 1σ of the 

resulting probability density function after inversion. Goodness of fit of a model to the data was 

calculated using the reduced chi-square. The modeling treatment of each fault system is described 

in the following sections. 

2.4.1 San Sebastian and La Victoria Faults 

For modeling the interseismic slip deficits and locking depths of the SSF and LVF, it was 

assumed the faults were parallel and used SSF fault-parallel velocities. The across-strike distance 

of the SSF and LVF assumed to be 0 km and -47 km, respectively, following Pérez, et al. (2018). 

To test the effect of low velocity uncertainties for stations south of the SSF (Figure 2-4), a hybrid 

bootstrap method was incorporated, randomly selecting and removing one station before inversion. 

A full bootstrapping method could not be employed given the small number (8) of data points. 

2.4.2 El Pilar Fault 

To investigate along-strike changes in interseismic slip deficit and locking depth on the 

previously described segments of the EPF, the velocity profiles that were normal to the fault were 

modeled. First, evenly spaced velocity profiles (profiles 1 through 7; Figure 2-7) along the length 

of the fault zone were modeled, which guided the choice to model three profiles (i.e., profiles A, 

B, and C; Figure 2-8) selected to capture the separate segments of the EPF and its important 

transition from locking to creeping. 
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Seven evenly spaced velocity profiles along-strike (profiles 1 – 7; Figure 2-7) were 

modeled to determine if there is any transition in locking depth or slip and to reveal the segments 

of the fault that may be locked (locking depth >2 km) or creeping segments (locking depth <2 km). 

The profiles were equally spaced at 14 km from longitude 63.55°W to 64.28°W. Each profile 

captured GPS station velocities in the extent 20 km parallel to the fault strike (i.e., 10 km on either 

side of the profile). This ensured that profiles overlapped. A bootstrapping strategy was also used 

to ensure some velocities would not bias the results. 

 

Figure 2-7:   Location of GPS velocity profiles number 1 through 7.  Horizontal bars on profiles
1 and 7 show the 20 km horizontal extent for which GPS station velocities were incorporated 
into each profile’s modeling. 
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From the results of the seven velocity profiles, profiles A, B, and C were created and model 

(Figure 2-8). Profile A captures the western 55 km of the EPF (previously described segment 1), 

which has a significant locking depth. Profile B (eastern 50 km of segment 2 described in Section 

2.2.2) constitutes a transitional segment, which hosts moderate magnitude earthquakes (Figure 2-

2), and has a shallower locking depth compared to profile A. Profile C captures the 45 km long 

creeping segment (segment 3) of the EPF.  

2.4.3 STTF, CRF, and SCF 

Interseismic behavior was next modeled for the major faults accommodating CA-SA 

relative plate motion in the vicinity of Trinidad and Tobago; the STTF, CRF, and SCF. The 

analysis was carried out using both GPS velocities and velocities from InSAR time series analysis. 

First, GPS-derived horizontal velocities were inverted for interseismic slip deficit and locking 

depth on the three known faults, with velocities projected parallel to the strike of the CRF (Figure 

2-5). The inter-fault spacing values of Weber et al. (2020) were used for the STTF (50 km), CRF 

(0 km), and SCF (-40 km). Due to the lack of nearfield GPS data for the STTF and lack of GPS 

 

Figure 2-8:  GPS velocity profile locations A, B, and C for the EPF.  EP – the town of El Pilar, 
which corresponds to the easternmost extent of EPF segment 4. 
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data south of the SCF, for slip rates for both the STTF and SCF, a variety of models with fixed 

locking depths (i.e., 2 km, 5 km, 10 km, and 15 km) was also inverted. 

Secondly, the InSAR line-of-sight (LOS) velocities over an area that covers most of 

Trinidad and the entire onshore trace of the CRF was modeled. Three velocity profiles normal to 

the CRF (i.e., I1, I2, and I3) (Figure 2-5), extracted from the SBAS-derived velocity field, were 

modeled. InSAR LOS velocities were inverted with the MC scheme, where random sampling was 

done within ± 5 mm/yr of the LOS velocities. Modeled LOS velocities were then projected to fault-

parallel horizontal velocities. The look vector of ALOS-2 is [north = -0.5035, east = -0.0998, 

vertical = 0.8582] and, assuming the relative motion across the CRF has no vertical component, 

the horizontal velocity was recovered using the following equation, 

 
|𝑪𝑹𝑭| =

|𝑳𝑺|

𝑳𝑺 ∙  𝑪𝑹𝑭
 

 

2-1 

where 𝑳𝑺 is the look vector and 𝑪𝑹𝑭 is the vector of the strike of the CRF. 

2.4.4 Geodetic & Seismic Moment Analyses 

One of the principal aims of this study was to compare variations in historic seismic 

moment release and current interseismic strain accumulation along the plate boundary. To do this, 

for each segment of the plate boundary the geometric moment deficit from our modeled slip rates 

and locking depths was estimated using the following relationship: 

 𝑴 = 𝑮∆𝒘𝑫𝑳 

 
2-2 

 

where G is the crustal shear modulus, which was assumed to be 30 GPa (e.g., Smith-Konter et al., 

2011), ∆𝑤 (m) is the magnitude of the slip deficit for a given period of time, 𝐿 (m) is the fault 

length, and 𝐷 (m)  is the inversion-derived locking depth.  

To determine the seismic moment released along the plate boundary, location-magnitude 

data from the ISC catalog was used (Storchak et al., 2015, 2017). The catalog was found to be 
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complete from 1970 to 2017 for earthquake magnitudes 3.5 to 7 and for shallow (<20 km) depths. 

The catalog was first declustered (Reasenberg 1985) to remove the numerous triggered 

earthquakes and aftershocks (45% of complete catalog) that are associated with deep intra-slab or 

STEP-related earthquakes (i.e., Paria Cluster earthquakes; see Govers & Wortel, 2005; Russo & 

Speed, 1992), whose low-accuracy hypolocation depths were approximately 20 ± ~5 km. Reported 

non-moment magnitudes (e.g., Ml or mb) were then converted to moment magnitude (Mw) 

following  Gutenberg & Richter (1956), Katsuyuki (1981), and Scordilis (2006). Finally, using the 

revised magnitude-uniform catalog, and following Kanamori, (1977), the total seismic moment 

released between 1970 and 2017 was calculated for the main fault segments of the plate boundary. 

2.5 Results 

The model results span the entire ~900 km long CA-SA transform plate boundary for the 

first time, highlighting the variable nature and complexity of strain accumulation and partitioning 

along the full length of this transform boundary. The results for each fault system are summarized 

below and in Table 2-3. 
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2.5.1 San Sebastian and La Victoria Faults  

Inversion of the GPS velocities from Pérez et al. (2018) yielded slip deficits of 16.4 ± 1.6 

mm/yr and 4.3 ± 1.0 mm/yr and locking depths of 7.7 ± 5.2 km and 16.2 ± 4.0 km, for the SSF and 

Table 2-3:  Model results. 

  

This Project Other Studies 

𝑫 (km) 𝑽𝑭𝑭 (mm/yr) 𝑫 (km) 𝑽𝑭𝑭 (mm/yr) 

SSF 7.7 ± 5.1 16.4 ± 1.6  14 ± 3* 17.0 ± 0.5* 

LVF 16.2 ± 4.0 4.3 ± 1.0  14 ± 3* 2.6 ± 0.4* 

      

EPF   1.6† 20† 

  Profile A 6.7 ± 2.2 18.6 ± 1.8     

  Profile B 1.0 ± 0.6 17.6 ± 1.0     

 Profile C 1.0 ± 2.0 15.8 ± 3.6   

      

SCF 0.0 ± 0.1 3.1 ± 0.1     

CRF-GPS 0.6 ± 0.1 14.8 ± 0.1 0.2 ± 0.2 † † 13.4 ± 0.3 † † 

STTF 8.0 ± 0.2 3.0 ± 0.1     

CRF-InSAR        

  Profile I1 0.1 ± 0.2 14.5 ± 2.0     

  Profile I2 0.2 ± 0.3 15.1 ± 2.0     

  Profile I3 0.9 ± 1.5 19.2 ± 2.7     
*Pérez et al. (2018), †Reinoza et al. (2015), ††Weber et al. (2020) 

 

 

Figure 2-9:  GPS-derived fault parallel, horizontal velocity profile for the LVF and SSF faults. 
This study’s elastic dislocation model with locking depths of 16.2 ± 4.0 km and 7.7 ± 5.1 km for 
the LVF and SSF, respectively, and slip distributed on the LVF and SSF at 4.3 ± 1.0 mm/yr and 
16.4 ± 1.6 mm/yr, respectively (black line). Dashed line: elastic dislocation model of Pérez et al. 
(2018) with locking depths on both faults at 14 km, and slip on the LVF and SSF are 2.6 mm/yr 
and 17 mm/yr, respectively. d – locking depth. v – relative motion across fault. 
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LVF, respectively (Figure 2-9; Table 2-3). The estimated locking depths have large uncertainties 

(≥4 km) and log-normal distributions (Figure A-8). 

2.5.2 El Pilar Fault  

Results for the seven evenly spaced profiles (profiles 1 – 7; Figure 2-10 & Table 2-4) show 

that the western segment of the EPF (east of 64° W) is locked from the surface to depths of 6 km 

to 5.5 km, and there is a sharp transition creep at 64° W. Profiles A, B, and C (Figure 2-11 and 

Table 2-3) demonstrate a clear transition from locking and elastic strain accumulation to creep 

along-strike on the El Pilar fault. This provides a significant improvement and refinement as 

previous studies averaged motion on the five disparate segments into one single “average” profile 

(e.g., Reinoza et al., 2015). Profile A has a slip deficit of 18.6 ± 1.8 mm/yr and a locking depth of 

6.7 ± 2.2 km. Traversing eastward, at longitude ~64° W, the locking depth decreases sharply to 1 

km in Profile B where this segment creeps at a rate of 17.6 ± 1.0 mm/yr. An equivalent slip rate of 

15.8 ± 3.6 mm/yr and a locking depth of 1.0 ± 2.0 km was obtained for profile C, which indicates 

that the entire 200 km long eastern segment (segments 2, 3, & 4 and east of 64° W) of the EPF was 

creeping during the observation period.  
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Figure 2-10:  Results from evenly spaced profiles, 1 through 7, along EPZ. See Figure 2-8 for locations. 
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Table 2-4: Results for profiles 1 through 7. 

 𝑽𝑭𝑭 (mm/yr) 𝑫 (km) 𝝌𝟐 
Profile 1 18.10 6.07 3.13 
Profile 2 18.54 6.58 1.63 
Profile 3 19.32 6.15 1.92 
Profile 4 17.74 1.14 0.54 
Profile 5 16.90 0.70 0.61 
Profile 6 17.28 0.70 0.41 
Profile 7 17.62 0.47 0.17 

 

 
 

 

Figure 2-11: GPS fault velocity profiles and best-fit elastic dislocation models for EPF profiles 
A, B, and C (see Figure 2-9 for locations). Best-fit model parameters for locking depth (d) and 
slip deficit (v) are given on each plot. 
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2.5.3 STTF, CRF and SCF  

Results from inversion of GPS data for the western CRF and the remaining onshore segment 

of the CRF using InSAR-derived velocities demonstrate for the first time that the entire onshore CRF 

in Trinidad is creeping over the examined observation period (Figures 2-12 & 2-13). Inversion of the 

GPS dataset for the STTF, CRF, and SCF demonstrates that the CRF accommodates ~14.5 mm/yr or 

~70% of relative plate motion (Table 2-4; Figure 2-12). The best-fit model (i.e., lowest reduced chi-

square; Table 2-4), where the locking depths for all faults were estimated, produced a shallow CRF 

locking depth (0.5 km), and slip deficit rates for the STTF and SCF of 3.0 ± 0.1 mm/yr each. Of note, 

the best-fit model produced a locking depth of 8.0 ± 0.2 km for the STTF and 0.0 ± 0.1 km for the 

SCF. All other models, with locking depths of the STTF and SCF held fixed from 2 km to 15 km, 

produced 𝜒  values that were an order of magnitude larger than that of the best-fit model, which is, 

therefore, the preferred solution. While there is no geodetic data south of the SCF the model estimated 

slip rate and locking depth on this fault is most likely correct. The modeling assumption requires the 

 

 

Figure 2-12:  GPS-derived fault-parallel horizontal velocity profile across the SCF, CRF, and 
STTF, Trinidad-Tobago. Black line is the best fit elastic dislocation model with locking depths 
on the SCF, CRFZ, and STTF of 0.0 ± 0.1 km, 0.6 ± 0.1 km, and 8.0 ± 0.2 km, respectively. 
Best fit model slip rates for the SCF, CRF, and STFF are 3.1 ± 0.1 mm/yr, 14.8 ± 0.1 mm/yr, 
and 3.0 ± 0.1 mm/yr. 
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geodetic signature to be symmetric across the fault and that the fault-parallel velocity tends to zero 

south of the SCF because of the fixed stable South America reference frame. A maximum locking 

depth of 3 km is required to fit velocities within 10 km of the SCF. 

 

  

Table 2-4:  CRF, STTF, and SCF simple elastic dislocation inversion results. 

Solving Locking Depths on all Faults 

  Slip (mm/yr) Locking Depth (km) 𝝌𝟐  

SCF 3.1 ± 0.1 0.0 ± 0.1 
0.9299 CRF 14.8 ± 0.1 0.6 ± 0.1 

STTF 3.0 ± 0.1 8.0 ± 0.2 

Fixed Locking Depth for SCF and STTF Fault (2 km) 

SCF 4.0 ± 0.1 2 
14.2715 CRF 13.8 ± 0.1 0.0 ± 0.0 

STTF 2.9 ± 0.1 2 

Fixed Locking Depth for SCF and STTF Fault (5 km) 

SCF 4.2 ± 0.1 5 
14.6923 CRF 13.5 ± 0.1 0.0 ± 0.1 

STTF 3.6 ± 0.1 5 

Fixed Locking Depth for SCF and STTF Fault (10 km) 

SCF 4.2  ± 0.1 10 
14.4155 CRF 13.3 ± 0.1 0.0 ± 0.1 

STTF 3.9 ± 0.1 10 

Fixed Locking Depth for SCF and STTF Fault (15 km) 

SCF 4.2 ± 0.1 15 
14.3197 CRF 13.0 ± 0.1 0.0 ± 0.1 

STTF 4.6 ± 0.1 15 
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The InSAR velocity field confirms and expands on the results of Weber et al., (2020), which 

showed that no additional faults in Trinidad are currently active nor accumulating strain. Inversion 

results from the InSAR data also confirm that the CRF is creeping: all profiles (I1, I2, and I3) produced 

extremely shallow locking depths of less than 1 ± ~0.8 km (Table 2-3; Figure 2-13). InSAR profile I1 

(Figure 2-13) produced a creeping rate of 14.5 ± 2.0 mm/yr, in agreement with the GPS model results. 

 

Figure 2-13:  InSAR LOS velocities across the CRF and model fit (blue line) for Profiles I1 (top), I2, 
(middle), and I3 (bottom). Profile locations are shown in Figure 2-5. Black circles are Trinidad GPS 
velocities projected into LOS for comparison. 
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Model results for profiles I2 and I3 yielded creeping rates of 15.1 ± 2.0 mm/yr and 19.2 ± 2.7 mm/yr, 

respectively, which are equivalent to profile I1 within uncertainty. 

2.5.4 Geodetic & Seismic Moment Analyses 

Analysis of the geodetically derived moment deficit and the total seismic moment released 

from 1970 to 2017 shows that a key along-strike transition is present in the plate boundary (Figure 2-

14). The transition for both the geodetic moment deficit and the total seismic moment is located at 

~64°W longitude. West of this longitude, the total seismic moment is roughly an order of magnitude 

lower than that in the eastern segments, whereas the geodetic moment deficit is an order of magnitude 

larger than that of the eastern segments. The STTF is the single exception, where the seismic moment 

and moment deficit are equivalent (Figure 2-14). 

2.6 Discussion 

Continental transform plate boundaries are complex zones of deformation that typically 

exhibit significant along-strike variations in interseismic fault behavior and strain partitioning (Harris, 

2017, and references therein). These are parameters that in turn correlate with seismogenesis. Prior to 

this study, no unified study of the entire ~900 km long CA-SA transform plate boundary existed. This 

project found that systematic and significant transitions in interseismic fault behavior (i.e., locked to 

creeping), strain partitioning, and moment release exist along the CA-SA transform plate boundary 

(Figure 2-14). 
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2.6.1 Interseismic Strain Accumulation & Partitioning 

The faults in the western segment (west of 64°W) of this plate boundary are locked, whereas 

those in the east (east of 64°W), with one exception (i.e., the STTF), are creeping. In the west, the 

inversion results show that both the SSF and LVF are locked to seismogenic depths (i.e., ~7 km and 

 

Figure 2-14: a) Shallow earthquakes (<20 km) and magnitudes greater than M4 from the ISC catalog 
(1970 – 2017). Grey-scale lines show the depth of the subducted SA slab (Hayes et al., 2018). b) Total 
seismic moment released (dashed line) along the plate boundary from 1970 - 2017, including total 
moment contributions for magnitude bins M4 to M5 (diagonal striped bar), M5 to M6 (cross hatched 
bar), and M6 to M7 (circle hatched bar). Estimated accumulated geodetic moment deficit (solid black 
line) from inversion-derived locking depths and slip deficits for each segment for the same period 
(1970 – 2017, 47 years), which was calculated, per segment, with a shear modulus of 30 GPa, the 
inversion derived slip deficit, the period of the complete ISC catalog (47 years), and fault area from 
the segment’s length and inversion derived locking depths. For creeping segments, a nominal value 
of 500 m was used as the locking depth. c)  The calculated accumulated geodetic moment deficit 
along the plate boundary, except for the STTF (20 years, 1997 to 2017) taking into account the Mw 
6.7 1997 Tobago earthquake. Estimated slip deficits and creeping rates (mm/yr) for each fault are 
provided. 
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~16 km depth, respectively) (Figure 2-10; Table 2-3). The results also indicate that the ~21 mm/yr of 

CA-SA relative plate motion (Kreemer et al., 2014) is partitioned across these two faults, with the SSF 

accommodating ~16 mm/yr and the LVF ~4 mm/yr. 

Seismic segmentation of the EPF has previously been recognized based on; for example, 

aftershock locations and observed surface ruptures from the 1997 Mw 6.8 Cariaco earthquake 

(Baumbach et al. 2004; Audemard 2007). The modeling results confirm that the EPF is indeed 

segmented, with its western and eastern segments exhibiting significantly different interseismic 

behaviors. The western EPF (i.e., EPF segment 1; profile A in Figure 2-8) has a locking depth of 6.7 

± 2.2 km (Figures 2-11), similar to that of the SSF, and a slip deficit of 18.6 ± 1.8 mm/yr. The EPF 

transitions to shallower locking at segment 2 (i.e., profile B in Figure 2-8), which continues along the 

entire eastern segment (i.e., segments 3 and 4; profile C in Figure 2-8). The locking depth along these 

segments (2, 3, & 4) is shallow at ~1 km (Figure 2-11; Table 2-3) and accommodates 17.6 ± 1.0 mm/yr. 

Because of the shallow locking depth result, it is most likely that the entire eastern segment of the EPF 

to be creeping at close to the full relative plate rate from ~64 W longitude to the Gulf of Paria pull-

apart basin. As noted in section 2.3.1, there is ~3 mm/yr residual shear deficit between the model 

results and the CA-SA relative plate motion rate along the EPF. This residual deficit might be 

accommodated by shear within the Serrania del Interior, south of the EPF. However, there is 

insufficient data to place this shear deformation onto any individual structures. 

In the easternmost section of the plate boundary (i.e., islands of Trinidad and Tobago) the 

results indicate variable interseismic behavior and partitioning between three active faults. The STTF 

is locked to a depth of 8.0 ± 0.2 km and the CRF and SCF are both creeping (i.e., interseismic locking 

at <1 km depth). These results are consistent with those of Weber et al. (2020). The InSAR analysis, 

however, provides two important new findings: 1) the CRF has a visually identifiable consistent strike 

of ~70° (i.e., aligned parallel with CA-SA plate motion) across all of Trinidad (Figure 2-5), and 2) the 
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CRF is creeping along its entire onshore length. The former is an important result, as the eastern CRF 

trace has proven difficult to map (see e.g., Crosby et al., 2009). The latter result is important as 

paleoseismic studies have shown that the western segment of the CRF ruptured between 2710 yr BP 

and 550 yr BP (Prentice et al., 2010), suggesting the possibility of both temporally and/or spatially 

variable interseismic strain accumulation. This project’s results indicate that interseismic strain is 

partitioned across these three main faults, with 3.1 mm/yr on the STTF, ~14.5 mm/yr on the CRF, and 

3.0 mm/yr on the SCF, in general agreement with the results of Weber et al. (2020). There are several 

well-studied analogs to the CA-SA transform plate boundary that also display along-strike variations 

in interseismic behavior and strain partitioning. Geodetic studies of the North Anatolian fault zone 

have revealed locked and creeping segments with clear transition zones (Cetin et al., 2014). The San 

Andreas fault (SAF) also demonstrates locked and creeping segmentation, along with variable seismic 

moment release rates along its various segments (Smith-Konter et al., 2011), and strain partitioning at 

its ends. Various proportions of creep occur between the locked NW and SE segments of the SAF, 

which produced the 1906 and 1857 ruptures, respectively (Wallace, 1970). The Parkfield segment is a 

~40 km-long transitional segment at the SE end of the 140 km long creeping segment of 

the SAF (Bakun et al., 2005; Murray et al., 2001; Titus et al., 2006). Finally, ~75% of PA-NA plate 

motion is accommodated on three transform faults systems in the north, the single San Andreas fault 

in the central segment, and then up to five transform faults in the south (Lisowski et al., 1991), 

analogous to the two-fault (SSF and LVF) one-fault (EPF) three-fault (STTF, CRF, and SCF) system 

of the CA-SA transform plate boundary described here.  

2.6.2 Geodetic and Seismic Moment 

The modeling results and analyses indicate a spatial correlation between interseismic behavior 

and seismic moment release along the CA-SA plate boundary. Figure 2-14 (B & C) shows the 

geodetically derived moment deficit and the total seismic moment for the plate boundary from 1970 
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to 2017 for shallow (<20 km) and M >3.5 earthquakes. This project’s earthquake data analysis shows 

that the seismic moment release rates are significantly higher on the eastern (creeping) segment than 

on the western (locked) segment of the plate boundary. The transition from locked to creeping (profile 

B) correlates well with the change in the pattern of moderate magnitude seismicity (Figure 2-2), and 

therefore the seismic moment release (Figure 2-14b), and occurs over a ~20 km wide segment of the 

EPF (see Section S4). There is a large and significant deficit in seismic moment release (~1020 Nm) 

along the western plate boundary segment, with interseismic strain accumulating on the SSF, LVF, 

and western EPF at close to the full plate motion rate. This is expected as these segments are currently 

locked and accumulating interseismic strain. Moderate to large earthquakes are known to have 

occurred on the SSF, LVF, and western EPF with the largest historical event being the 1900 M 7.6 to 

M 8.0 on the eastern segment of the SSF (Pérez et al., 1997, 1998a, 2018; Colón et al., 2015). There 

has not been a large magnitude (M ≥ 6.5) earthquake on the western segment of the EPF since 1929. 

The largest instrumentally observed earthquake on the LVF was the May 4th, 2009 Mw 5.4 (Storchak 

et al., 2015). Previous to this event were the M ≥6.5 earthquakes in 1641 and 1878. These earthquakes 

suggest that moderate magnitude earthquakes on the LVF have a reoccurrence interval between ~130 

years and ~200 years. The estimated slip deficit and locking depth for the LVF requires a future Mw 

5.5 earthquake with a repeat time of 200 years.  

If it can be considered that the SSF and western EPF could behave as one single fault (total 

length of ~400 km) and that an earthquake with a repeat time of 100 years nucleates at the estimated 

locking depth of ~7 km for the SSF and EPF, then it is possible to produce another Mw ~8.0 earthquake, 

similar to that which occurred in 1900. One Mw 8.0 earthquake on the western segment of the plate 

boundary would recover the moment deficit of this region (Figure 2-14). While continental strike-slip 

faults rarely produce such large magnitude earthquakes (Harris 2017), this scenario could be quite 

possible. Analogous earthquakes include the 1872 Mw 7.8 – 7.9 Owens Valley, California (Hough and 
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Hutton, 2008), and the 2002 Mw 7.9 Denali, Alaska earthquakes (Eberhart-Phillips et al., 2003). A Mw 

8.0 is likely the maximum magnitude for an earthquake on the CA-SA transform plate boundary. 

Considering that earthquakes on continental strike-slip faults do not generally propagate through 

creeping segments (e.g., Jolivet et al., 2013; Murray & Langbein, 2006) the rupture strike length for 

the western CA-SA transform plate boundary is likely limited to that discussed above. 

The earthquake catalog used (ISC reviewed catalog; Storchak et al., 2015, 2017) is temporally 

aliased, as it does not include historical earthquakes; for example, the 1929 M6.5 Cumana earthquake. 

However, including historical seismicity for the last 400 years on the SSF and LVF (e.g., M >6 1641 

and 1878 LVF; Pérez,  1998b; and M 7.7 1900 SSF earthquakes; Pacheco & Sykes, 1992), the total 

seismic moment release is essentially the same for all segments of the plate boundary.  

In contrast to the western segment of the CA-SA plate boundary, the central and eastern 

segments of the EPF have a much higher frequency of low to moderate magnitude earthquakes (Figures 

2-2 & 14). The central EPF (segment 2; profile B), a transition zone between the locked western EPF 

and the creeping eastern segment, has produced at least two Mw 6 – Mw 7 earthquakes in the last 50 

years (Figure 2-2). The 100 km long eastern segment of the EPF accommodates ~95% of the seismic 

moment via creep and low magnitude earthquakes (M ≤ 5) (Figure 2-14). This is similar to the creeping 

segment of the SAF northwest of Parkfield, along which aseismic creep takes up a significant part of 

its slip budget, while still producing moderate magnitude earthquakes; for example, the 2004 Mw 6.0 

Parkfield earthquake (Bakun et al., 2005; Gans et al., 2003; WGCEP, 2003). The SCF and CRF creep 

aseismically while the STTF is locked and is seismically active, having ruptured during the 1997 Mw 

6.7 earthquake. A similar magnitude earthquake on the STTF will have a reoccurrence interval of ~200 

years. 
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2.6.3 Correlation between Interseismic Behavior and Geology 

Geodetic studies of continental transform faults have stimulated studies that correlate 

interseismic fault behavior (i.e., locked to creeping) with the geology of the fault zones, in particular 

emphasizing possible geologic causes for fault creep. Cetin et al., (2014) determined that creep on the 

North Anatolian fault is spatially associated with serpentinite and carbonate bedrock lithologies. The 

creeping segment of the Longitudinal Valley Fault, Taiwan is associated with the Lichi mélange, 

whereas the locked segment cuts through more competent forearc sedimentary and volcaniclastic units 

(Thomas et al., 2014). Thomas et al. (2014) suggest that the composition of the mélange helps to 

facilitate pressure-solution creep, which in turn allows for aseismic slip and creep. The Parkfield 

segment of the SAF is thought to creep due to the presence of talc-lubricated fault gouge (D. E. Moore 

and Rymer 2007). This section explores whether the interseismic behavior and seismogenic nature of 

the faults in the CA-SA transform plate boundary could be a function of geology. 

The western segment of the plate boundary defined by the active SSF, LVF, and western EPF 

cut predominantly high-grade (blueschist-bearing) metamorphic rocks in the coastal mountains 

(Caracas-Araya-Margarita belt), and further inboard cut ophiolite-bearing rocks of the Caucagua-El 

Tinaco and Paracotos belt (Figure 2-3). The central plate boundary segment of the EPF separates low-

grade metamorphic rocks of the coastal Paria-Northern Range belt from the sedimentary cover rocks 

of the passive margin and foreland. According to the modeling results, the transition from western EPF 

locking to eastern EPF creep occurs at ~64°W. While CRF creep has been suggested to be due to 

elevated pore fluid pressures related to thermogenic oil and gas and mud volcanoes on the south side 

of the CRF (J. C. Weber et al. 2020), that same mechanism cannot be inferred for creep on the eastern 

EPF. The oil fields of eastern Venezuela are ~100 km south of the EPF (C. D. French and Schenk 

2004). Eastern EPF creep might therefore be due to the geology observed across the fault and/or in the 

subsurface.  On the north side of the ~64°W transition, rocks in the coastal mountains change from 
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Paria-Northern Range to Caracas-Araya-Margarita metamorphics. In addition, gypsum, which is 

known to be a weak mineral phase, occurs in the Cariaquito/Laventille unit along the southern flanks 

of the Paria-Northern Range belt (Cruz et al. 2007). Old (Cretaceous) and topographically high passive 

margin sedimentary rocks south of the eastern EPF transition to younger (Paleogene-Neogene) and 

topographically lower foreland basin fill to the southwest. The subsurface position of the Jurassic 

Espino graben is also somewhat coincident with the observed ~64° W transition. The geology may 

therefore play a role in creep on the eastern EPF, but more detailed investigations are still needed. 

7.0 Conclusions 

The ~900 km long CA-SA transform plate boundary from 68°W to 60°W is characterized by 

significant along-strike strain partitioning and variability in interseismic behavior. The plate boundary 

faults west of 64°W are locked, while faults east of this longitude, except for one (STTF), are creeping. 

Despite displaying predominantly active creep, many of the faults in the eastern plate boundary are 

currently or have been seismogenic. These spatial and temporal variations in seismic moment release 

are most likely governed by geology and/or changes in pore fluid pressures. The CRF is the only active 

fault on the island of Trinidad; it is creeping along its entire ~50 km length, and it accommodates 70% 

of the CA-SA relative motion. The remaining 30% of plate motion at this longitude is partitioned onto 

the STTF and SCF. Future work, including establishing borehole seismometers, strain and 

creepmeters, and a denser cGPS network, is needed to better characterize time-varying strain and the 

seismogenic potential of the CRF. Further work is needed to determine the mechanism that allows for 

creep on the eastern EPF. From these findings, it can be inferred that the entire western segment of the 

CA-SA transform plate boundary may be capable of rupturing a Mw 8 earthquake, an inference that 

should help guide future seismic hazard and risk zonation for this populated region. 
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Chapter 3 
Central American Forearc-Caribbean Plate Shear Mechanism and Magmatic-

Tectonic Interaction in Nicaragua 

 

3.1 Introduction 

At oblique convergent margins with strong mechanical coupling at the subduction interface, 

strain is partitioned between the megathrust and the overriding plate (Jarrard 1986a; Fitch 1972). Strain 

in the overriding plate is accommodated by margin-parallel shear, often by margin-parallel strike-slip 

faults (McCaffrey 1992). This is the case for the Indo-Australian – Eurasian plate boundary in Sumatra 

where strain partition occurs in the forearc and ~25 mm/yr of relative motion between the forearc and 

back-arc (i.e., Eurasian Plate) is accommodated by the margin-parallel Great Sumatran fault that runs 

through the volcanic arc (Genrich et al., 2000; Sieh and Natawidjaja 2000). However, the margin 

parallel shear in the overriding plate may not necessarily be accommodated by margin parallel strike-

slip fault systems. Another mode of accommodating forearc motion is by bookshelf faulting where 

rotating tectonic blocks approximate the motion of a transform fault (La Femina et al., 2002). The 

forearc of the Pacific-North American plate margin in the Aleutian archipelago exhibits this mode of 

shear (Geist et al., 1988). High convergence obliquity (~90°) and relatively fast convergence rates (87-

91 mm/yr)(DeMets et al., 2010) results in arc-parallel strain within the forearc (Avé Lallemant & 

Oldow 2000). 
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Figure 3-1: Major tectonic units, general convergence rate and azimuth (large black arrow), and 
GPS velocities (small black arrows). Major tectonic units are CO – Cocos plate, CR – Cocos Ridge, 
CAFA – Central American Forearc, CCRDB – Central-Costa Rican Deformed Belt. GPS velocities 
for Guatemala, El Salvador and Costa Rica are from Kobayashi et al. (2014). GPS velocities for 
Panama are from Ruiz et al. (in prep). GPS velocities in Nicaragua are from this study. 

 

Figure 3-2:  Major tectonic faults of the western Caribbean and North American plate boundaries 
(red lines): PF Polochic – fault, MF – Motagua fault, JF – Jalpatagua fault (Authemayou et al., 
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The CO-CA is an oblique convergent margin with the Central American Forearc (CAFA), 

which is an escaping tectonic unit driven by the collision of the Cocos Ridge with the CA plate (Figure 

3-1). The forearc sliver translates to the NW at a rate of ~14 mm/yr (Turner et al., 2007; Correa-Mora 

et al., 2009; LaFemina et al., 2009; Kobayashi et al., 2014) and most of the forearc-back-arc dextral 

shear is accommodated within the volcanic arc, evidenced by a 25 km-wide band of upper-plate 

earthquakes centered on the volcanic arc (White and Harlow 1993; Syracuse et al. 2008; Carr and 

Stoiber 1977; Dewey and Algermissen 1974; LaFemina et al., 2009; Kobayashi et al., 2014) and 

geodetic studies (Ellis et al., 2019; Staller et al., 2016; LaFemina et al., 2009; Kobayashi et al., 2014). 

The mechanism of shear accommodation throughout the arc varies, with well-expressed right-lateral 

fault systems and geomorphic structures indicating extension along the arc. The CAFA-CA shear in 

Nicaragua is thought to be accommodated mostly by bookshelf faulting on NE trending left-lateral 

inter-volcano faulting (La Femina et al., 2002; Cailleau et al., 2007). Identified structures and mapped 

faults indicate that this fault trend is pervasive in Nicaragua (LaFemina et al., 2002). Upper-plate 

earthquakes in Nicaragua and their sense of motion can be interpreted as ruptures on N-S or NE-SW 

trending left-lateral faults or NW-SE trending right-lateral faults. These moderate magnitude upper-

plate earthquakes (Ms ≤6.5; White & Harlow, 1993) are more destructive than the megathrust events 

on the subduction interface due to their frequency, shallow hypocenters, and proximity to population 

centers. 

The destructive Ms 6.2 1972 Managua earthquake occurred on a NNE-trending (arc-oblique) 

fault with left-lateral motion (Algermissen et al., 1974). There is evidence that many of the observed 

upper-plate earthquakes were due to left-lateral faulting (LaFemina et al., 2002; White & Harlow, 

1993). These left-lateral faults, or bookshelf faults, accommodate the CAFA-CA shear. This project 

2011), ESFZ – El Salvador fault zone (Corti et al., 2005), MG – Managua graben (Cowan et al., 
2000), HC – Haciendas-Chirapas fault system (Montero et al., 2017), ARS – San Miguel-Atirro-Rio 
Sucio fault. Water bodies (Montero et al., 2013): GF – Gulf of Fonseco, LM – Lake Managua, and 
LN – Lake Nicaragua. Black triangles are Holocene volcanoes. 
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will explore the coseismic characteristics of three moderate magnitude upper-plate earthquakes (April 

10th, 2014 (Mw 6.1), September 15th, 2016 (Mw 5.7), and September 28th, 2016 (Mw 5.5)) to shed light 

on bookshelf faulting in Nicaragua. This project will use Global Positioning System (GPS) data to 

investigate the co-seismic displacements of these upper-plate earthquakes to determine the kinematics 

of forearc-arc faulting and shed light on the primary mechanism accommodating CAFA- CA shear. 

The April 10th, 2014 earthquake occurred in the vicinity of the Momotombo volcano (INETER 2014; 

Suárez et al. 2016), which had a VEI eruption on December 1st, 2015.  This project will also investigate 

the possible role of the April 2014 earthquake in the subsequent eruption of Momotombo and whether 

the three earthquakes were a triggered sequence. 

3.2 Background 

The CAFA extends from the Central Costa Rican Deformed Belt (CCRDB) to the CAFA-CA-

NA triple junction in Guatemala and has, not only varying degrees of convergence at the trench, from 

0° in Costa Rica to ~20° in Guatemala (Figure 3-1), but also varying rates of its northwest translation 

from 8 mm/yr in Costa Rica (Norabuena et al., 2004; Kobayashi et al., 2014), ~14 mm/yr in Nicaragua 

(Kobayashi et al. 2014; Ellis et al. 2019), and ~12 mm/yr in El Salvador (Alvarado et al., 2010; Ellis 

et al., 2019; Staller et al., 2016; Kobayashi et al., 2014). The trench-parallel motion of the CAFA is 

driven by Cocos Ridge collision with the CA plate (LaFemina et al., 2009) and coupling along the 

obliquely convergent segments. Geodetic studies have shown that offshore Nicaragua and El Salvador, 

there is little evidence of significant locking on the megathrust, with coupling possibly occurring up-

dip of the interface (< 20 km) (Correa-Mora et al., 2009; La Femina et al., 2009). However, the Cocos 

Ridge, which is young buoyant oceanic crust that is thickened by passage over the Galapagos hotspot 

(Werner et al. 1999), is indenting the CA in Costa Rica (Protti et al., 1994), providing the mechanism 

for displacing the CAFA (La Femina et al., 2009). The onset of the Coco Ridge-CA plate collision is 
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between 0.5 Ma to 3.5 Ma (Gardner et al., 1992; MacMillan et al., 2004; Morell et al., 2012; Zeumann 

& Hampel 2017) making the CAFA sliver a relatively young tectonic feature. 

CAFA-CA relative motion is partly accommodated by shallow moderate magnitude (Ms ≤6.5) 

earthquakes that occur predominantly in the volcanic arc (Corti et al., 2005; La Femina et al., 2002; 

White & Harlow, 1993). These upper-plate earthquakes, being close to volcanic centers, may induce 

magmatism but there has only been one case of magmatic-tectonic interaction (La Femina et al., 2004) 

and anecdotal evidence of temporally correlated historical earthquakes and eruptions (White et al., 

1987). 

3.2.1 Accommodating Central American Forearc - Caribbean Plate Dextral Shear  

The faulting and structures of the CAFA-CA are complex and variable. CAFA-CA shear in 

Costa Rica, Nicaragua, and El Salvador is accommodated by margin-normal left-lateral bookshelf 

faulting, margin parallel right-lateral strike-slip fault systems, and pull-apart basins at right-steps in 

the dextral shear system (e.g., Managua Graben; Figure 3-2). In the southernmost extent of the CAFA 

in Costa Rica, geomorphic and seismic evidence suggests that CAFA-CA dextral displacement occurs 

on two NW-striking fault systems: 1) the San Miguel-Atirro-Rio Sucio fault (ARSF) system, a broad 

zone of deformation that begins on the northern flank of the Cordillera de Talamanca and ends in 

Cordillera Volcanic Central (Montero et al., 2013) in the CCRDB (Marshall et al., 2000; Lewis et al., 

2008); and  2) the Haciendas-Chirapas fault system (HCFS) that parallels the Guanacaste volcanic arc 

(Araya & Biggs, 2020; Montero et al., 2017). The ARSF, on the northern flanks of the Cordillera, is a 

broad zone of displacement with complex right-lateral and conjugate faulting that becomes less 

anastomosing beyond the Irazú-Turrialba volcanic fields, while the HCFS is a less complex right-

lateral fault system. 

In El Salvador, the CAFA-CA shear is transferred from the Gulf of Fonseco pull-apart to the 

El Salvador Fault Zone (ESFZ) (Funk et al. 2009; Turner et al. 2007; Ellis et al. 2019; Correa-Mora et 
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al. 2009; Alvarado et al. 2010), a 20 km wide shear zone (Alvarado et al. 2010). West of the Gulf, 

seismic, paleomagnetic, and geodetic studies indicate that shear is diffused through the Eastern El 

Salvador Deformation area, a pull-apart with possible bookshelf faulting expressed by N-S trending 

normal faults (Alvarado et al. 2010; Staller et al. 2016), and is bound to the north by the right-lateral 

San Miguel fault segment (Corti et al., 2005). Shear in the central and western ESFZ is accommodated 

via bookshelf faulting within the volcanic arc, where faulting is characterized as arc-normal or arc-

oblique normal (bookshelf faults), and well-expressed right-lateral strike-slip faults (Alvarado et al., 

2010; Corti et al., 2005; Garibaldi et al., 2016; Legrand et al., 2020; Martínez-Díaz et al., 2004; 

Ambraseys et al., 2001; Canora et al., 2014; Agostini et al., 2006). Further NW, along the ESFZ and 

near the El Salvador-Guatemala border, the CAFA-CA shear is accommodated by the right-lateral 

Jalpatagua fault (Carr 1976; Wunderman and Rose 1984; Duffield et al., 1992) that ultimately can be 

traced to the Motagua-Polochic fault system (Figure 3-2) that is the North American-CA plate 

boundary (Authemayou et al., 2011).  

In Nicaragua, there is a transition of terrane from the high relief of the Cordillera Volcanic 

Central, Costa Rica to the Nicaragua Depression (McBirney and Williams 1964), where faults that 

take up CAFA-CA displacement are not apparent (La Femina et al., 2002 and references therein). The 

Nicaragua Depression, the result of Miocene to Pliocene fore-arc extension, possibly due to slab retreat 

(Weinberg 1992), is a NW trending structure, with both Lakes Nicaragua and Managua, and terminates 

in the Gulf of Fonseca. The depression is a half-graben bounded by the Nicaragua Highlands to the 

northeast and the Pacific plains to the southwest, where normal faults are present, and hosts the 

Holocene volcanic arc (Figure 3-3). In the Nicaragua segment of the CAFA, the predominant fault 

trends are (1) arc-transverse (N10°E - N10°W); (2) arc-normal (N30° - 40°E); and (3) arc-parallel 

(N50° - 60°W) (McBirney & Williams 1964; Weinberg 1992; Carr & Stoiber 1977; LaFemina et al., 

2002). The Managua Graben is a seismically active structure that indicates that E-W extension is 
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ongoing and is a right step in the volcanic arc (McBirney and Williams 1964). Within the graben, 

active north-striking (arc-oblique and arc-normal) left-lateral and normal faults have been identified 

(Algermissen et al., 1974; Cowan et al., 2000; Frischbutter, 2002; White & Harlow, 1993). Arc-

transverse faults at the southwest boundary of the Nicaragua Depression are readily apparent but are 

inactive as seismicity, which represents the CAFA-CA shear, is confined to the volcanic arc. Focal 

mechanisms within the volcanic arc (Figure 3-3) support northwest-striking faults possibly being 

active and will be detailed in the following section (Central American Forearc Seismicity). These fault 

trends are possibly responsible for the CAFA-CA shear in Nicaragua. 

 LaFemina, et al., (2002) proposed that in Nicaragua, bookshelf faulting accommodates the 

dextral shear via NE-SW-trending (N30°E) left-lateral faults based on earthquake focal mechanisms 

and mapped structures. French et al., (2010) determined the motion and fault planes of the August 3rd, 

2005 Mw 6.3 and 5.3 Ometepe earthquakes in Lake Nicaragua using relocated aftershocks and 

directivity analysis. The authors found the first and larger shock occurred on a N60°E-striking, nearly 

vertical, left-lateral fault. The subsequent shock occurred on a right-lateral fault that is almost normal 

to the mainshock, with a strike of N~350°E. This earthquake sequence supports that bookshelf faulting 

is ongoing in Nicaragua. Funk et al. (2009), using seismic profiles in both Lakes Nicaragua and 

Managua, suggests that reactivated northwest-trending arc-parallel normal faults, related to forearc 

extension and the resulting Nicaragua Depression, now accommodate the motion of the forearc. The 

authors interpreted the faulting of Lake Managua and the Managua graben to be restraining bends, 

where reactivated normal faults accommodate right-lateral motion resulting in SW-NE extension and 

NW translation of the forearc.  
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3.2.2 Central American Forearc Seismicity 

Upper-plate seismicity, concentrated within the volcanic arc, has an upper magnitude limit of 

Ms 6.5 (White & Harlow 1993). The earthquake magnitude has been found to be modulated by the 

spacing of volcanic centers, where larger magnitude earthquakes occur between farther spaced 

volcanic centers (Cailleau et al., 2007; White & Harlow, 1993). While White & Harlow (1993) had 

noted the correlation, Cailleau et al. (2007), using finite element Coulomb failure stress analysis, 

demonstrated that shearing of the thermally weakened lithosphere of volcanic centers increases the 

stress in the stronger inter-volcano lithosphere, thereby promoting seismicity. The strike of historical 

seismicity within the CAFA is predominantly right-lateral (arc-parallel) (Alvarado et al., 2010; 

Martínez-Díaz et al., 2004; White et al., 1987) or left-lateral (arc-normal) (Algermissen et al., 1974; 

 

 

Figure 3-3:  Focal mechanisms of earthquakes for the Nicaraguan CAFA segment, with a maximum 
depth of 20 km and a minimum magnitude of Mw 5 from GCMT o(Dziewonski et al., 1981; Ekström 
et al., 2012). 
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Ambraseys et al., 2001; Brown et al., 1974; Harlow et al.,  1993; Legrand et al., 2020; White & Harlow, 

1993). In Nicaragua, either fault trend may be responsible for the CAFA-CA shear due to the ambiguity 

of the fault plane of focal mechanisms from instrument observed seismicity (LaFemina et al., 2002; 

Figure 3-3). 

Aftershock seismicity and co-seismic surface ruptures in Nicaragua have revealed that NE-

trending left-lateral faults are predominantly active (LaFemina et al., 2002). The 1972 Ms 6.2 Managua 

earthquake occurred on the NNE-trending left-lateral Tiascapa fault, located within the active 

Managua Graben (Algermissen et al., 1974; Brown et al., 1974; Langer et al., 1974). The 1931 M 6 

Managua occurred on the NNE-trending left-lateral Estadio fault, sub-parallel to the Tiscapa fault 

(White and Harlow 1993). Beyond the Managua Graben, the  1982 Ms 6.0 Gulf of Fonseco and 1985 

Mw 6.1 Lake Nicaragua earthquakes were ruptures of NE-striking left-lateral faults (White and Harlow 

1993; LaFemina et al., 2002). The well-instrumented August 3rd, 2005 Mw 5.3 and Mw 6.3 Ometepe 

Island/Lake Nicaragua earthquakes were ruptures on a NNW-striking (355°) right-lateral fault and a 

NE-striking (60°) left-lateral fault, respectively. Instrumented seismicity in Nicaragua indicates that 

primarily NE- and NNE-strike faults are active. 

The April 10th, 2014 (Mw 6.1), September 15th, 2016 (Mw 5.7), and September 28th, 2016 (Mw 

5.5) earthquakes represent the CAFA-CA shear in Nicaragua. The April 10th, 2014 earthquake 

occurred in Lake Managua and was preceded by a Ml 4.1 foreshock that was located east of the 

Momotombo volcano (INETER Bulletin, April 2014). Relocated aftershocks, the largest being Mw 

5.3, and the focal mechanism of the  mainshock indicate that the ruptured fault plane is 15 km long 

and trending to the northwest (Suárez et al., 2016). Four days later, a Mw 5.2 earthquake occurred ~20 

km southeast from the mainshock in the vicinity of the Apoyoque volcano and appears to have its 

aftershocks (Suárez et al., 2016). The Mw 5.7 September 15th, 2016 earthquake was located on the 

eastern flanks of the El Hoyo volcano with a focal mechanism that implies faulting on a NE trending 
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left-lateral fault (INETER Bulletin, September 2016; Alvarez et al., 2018). The focal mechanism for 

the 5.5 September 28th, 2016 also implies left-lateral motion on a northeast-trending fault (Alvarez et 

al., 2018). This earthquake was located on the western flanks of Momotombo (INETER Bulletin, 

September 2016). 

3.2.3 Magma-Tectonic Interactions 

Although rare, there have been instances where earthquakes within the volcanic arc are 

spatiotemporally correlated with or have been shown to promote volcanic eruptions. The 1917 San 

Salvador volcanic eruption was preceded by a Ms 6.4 earthquake that occurred 30 minutes before the 

eruption and 20 to 30 km west of the volcano (White et al., 1987).  The August 1999 Maribios Range, 

Nicaragua earthquake swarm, with the largest being three Mw ~5.2, occurred in the vicinity of the 

Cerro La Mula-Cerro Negro volcanic center. Eleven hours after the three moderate magnitude (M ~5) 

earthquakes, a VEI 1, small volume (0.001 km3) eruption occurred at the Cerro Negro volcano (La 

Femina et al., 2004). It was found that the earthquake sequence increased the static stress state around 

the volcano (Díez et al., 2005), which was optimally aligned to the volcano’s lineament, thereby 

dilatating the magmatic plumbing system, allowing dike injection and the subsequent small and short-

lived (2 days) eruption (La Femina et al., 2004). The VEI 2 2015 Momotombo eruption occurred after 

the Mw 6.1 April 10th, 2014 (INETER Bulletin, December 2015). The earthquake had an epicenter that 

was within 20 km of Momotombo (INETER Bulletin, April 2014). 

3.3 Data 

3.3.1 GPS 

The faulting and coseismic slip of the three upper-plate earthquakes (i.e., the Mw 6.1 April 

10th, 2014, Mw 5.7 September 15th, 2016, and Mw 5.5 September 28th, 2016) was determined using 

coseismic displacements estimated using campaign-style episodic GPS (eGPS) and continuous GPS 

(cGPS) time series. Daily static positions were produced by processing GPS data using the GIPSY-
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OASIS 6.4 software with satellite ephemerides from the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL). Phase 

ambiguity resolution was performed using the single receiver algorithm (Bertiger et al., 2010). Ocean 

loading corrections were applied using FES2004 (Lyard et al., 2006). Wet and dry tropospheric zenith 

delays are modeled with VMF1 mapping functions (Boehm et al., 2006). Final solutions were 

transformed into the IGb08 reference frame (Rebischung et al., 2012). 

GPS coseismic displacements for cGPS stations were estimated by least-squares fitting 

Heaviside functions (Equation 3-1) to the 20 days (centered on the earthquake day of occurrence) of 

daily static positions. For example, the September 15th and September 28th, 2016 earthquakes occurred 

temporally close together, which required the following function to determine the coseismic offsets at 

each GPS station. The Heaviside functions were 

 𝐴 𝐻 𝑡 − 𝑡 + 𝐵 𝐻 𝑡 − 𝑡  

 
3-3 

where  𝐻 (𝑡) is the Heaviside function for coseismic displacement after the September 15th 

earthquake, 𝐴  is the amplitude of the Heaviside function, and 𝐵  is the amplitude of 𝐻 (𝑡) , which 

is the Heaviside function for coseismic displacement after the September 28th earthquake. Afterslip 

was not observed after the earthquakes and therefore not estimated. The uncertainties for the 

displacements were estimated by the RMS of the residuals of the fitted function to positions ten days 

before and after each earthquake. For episodic GPS (eGPS) stations, earthquake displacements were 

calculated by determining the pre-event interseismic velocity and the difference of positions after the 

event compared to the expected positions predicted by the interseismic velocity. The differences of 

these epochs represent the permanent offset due to an earthquake. The coseismic displacements and 

uncertainties for the three earthquakes are detailed in Tables 3-1, 3-2, and 3-3 and Figures 3-4 to 3-9. 
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Table 3-1:  GPS coseismic displacements for April 10, 2014 Mw 6.1 earthquake. Asterisks denote 
eGPS stations. 

Station Longitude Latitude E (mm) N (mm) V (mm) 
σE 
(mm) 

σN 
(mm) 

σV 
(mm) 

CALV -86.8456 12.5724 -6 -1 1 6 5 250 

CN22 -87.0447 12.3841 -5 -1 0 1 2 26 

CNG2 -86.6993 12.5012 -5 0 3 5 3 8 

HERH -86.8310 12.6093 -2 -1 3 4 3 256 

HOYN -86.8281 12.5987 -3 -1 4 3 2 16 

JCFI -86.8283 12.6837 -1 -1 3 2 2 17 

LEME -86.9095 12.4274 -7 0 -3 2 2 7 

MANA -86.2490 12.1489 1 2 -1 2 2 123 

MASN -86.1576 11.9889 0 2 1 2 2 750 

MOM0 -86.5409 12.4061 10 -59 -24 7 3 15 

SCW2 -87.0209 12.6966 -3 -2 2 6 5 14 

TECF -86.8383 12.6031 -4 0 2 3 3 16 

TELN -86.8348 12.6064 -3 0 2 2 3 47 

LAGA* -86.3132 12.5663 -6 -11 -21 1 2 5 

MMAR* -86.7193 12.4375 -17 0 49 4 3 38 

PAZC* -86.5921 12.2948 -41 -11 -12 4 4 16 

ROSA* -86.3727 12.7524 -7 6 542 2 3 16 

VIST* -86.4869 12.7052 -9 -13 -11 4 4 3 
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Table 3-2:  GPS coseismic displacements for September 15th, 2016 Mw 5.7 earthquake. 

Station Longitude Latitude E (mm) N (mm) V (mm) 
σE 
(mm) 

σN 
(mm) 

σV 
(mm) 

CNG2 -86.6993 12.5012 10 -17 -5 3 3 11 

ELMA -86.6748 12.4658 -13 -42 -20 4 3 42 

KIOS -86.7017 12.4943 7 -13 -15 4 4 725 

LEME -86.9095 12.4274 -3 1 -3 3 3 7 

MANA -86.2490 12.1489 -1 1 5 2 2 150 

MOGA -86.5700 12.4412 36 0 4 6 3 85 

MOM0 -86.5409 12.4061 12 -1 -1 4 4 23 

MOM2 -86.5382 12.3922 8 2 -4 4 4 9 

MOMC -86.4845 12.4372 12 1 -3 3 2 226 

MONE -86.5187 12.4771 18 3 -3 4 3 39 

POLS -86.8129 12.6493 10 -9 -20 0 1 46 

SCW2 -87.0209 12.6966 1 1 8 5 3 18 

TECF -86.8383 12.6031 -1 -2 -7 3 2 19 

TELN -86.8348 12.6064 -1 -2 -6 7 4 73 
 

 

Table 3-3:  GPS coseismic displacements for September 28th, 2016 Mw 5.5 earthquake. 

Station Longitude Latitude E (mm) N (mm) V (mm) 
σE 
(mm) 

σN 
(mm) 

σV 
(mm) 

CN22 -87.0447 12.3841 -2 0 -4 3 2 26 

CNG2 -86.6993 12.5012 3 -2 4 3 3 18 

ELMA -86.6748 12.4658 7 -7 -7 3 3 48 

KIOS -86.7017 12.4943 5 0 9 4 4 739 

LEME -86.9095 12.4274 0 1 5 4 3 10 

MANA -86.2490 12.1489 -1 2 0 2 2 141 

MOGA -86.5700 12.4412 6 3 13 6 3 114 

MOM0 -86.5409 12.4061 13 1 9 3 3 33 

MOM2 -86.5382 12.3922 10 -3 8 2 3 13 

MOMC -86.4845 12.4372 6 1 4 2 2 210 

MONE -86.5187 12.4771 6 4 3 3 2 60 

POLS -86.8129 12.6493 -6 10 8 0 1 105 

SCW2 -87.0209 12.6966 -2 -1 -1 5 3 13 

TECF -86.8383 12.6031 -2 1 5 4 2 24 

TELN -86.8348 12.6064 -1 1 7 5 6 79 
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Figure 3-4:  GPS displacements for April 10, 2014 Mw 6.1 earthquake. Black vectors are horizontal 
displacements. Red vectors are vertical displacements. Blue triangles are eGPS stations. Black 
triangles are cGPS stations. Focal mechanisms from GCMT (Dziewonski et al., 1981; Ekström et 
al., 2012). 
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Figure 3-5:  Same as Figure 3-4 with GPS station names included. 
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Figure 3-6: GPS displacements for September 15th, 2016 Mw 5.7 earthquake. Black vectors are horizontal 
displacements. Red vectors are vertical displacements. Black triangles are cGPS stations. Focal mechanisms 
from GCMT (Dziewonski et al., 1981; Ekström et al., 2012). 
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Figure 3-7:  Same as Figure 3-6 with GPS station names included. 
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Figure 3-8: GPS displacements for September 15th, 2016 Mw 5.7 earthquake. Black vectors are 
horizontal displacements. Red vectors are vertical displacements. Black triangles are cGPS stations. 
Focal mechanisms from GCMT (Dziewonski et al., 1981; Ekström et al., 2012). 
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3.3.2 Earthquake Data 

GCMT focal mechanisms (Dziewonski et al., 1981; Ekström et al., 2012) for all three 

earthquakes will be used to constrain fault dimensions, depth, strike, and dip during inversion. The 

GCMT fault planes and double couple component for these earthquakes are detailed in Table 3-4 and 

Figure 3-10.  

 

 

Figure 3-9:  Same as Figure 3-8 with GPS station names included. 

Table 3-4:  GCMT fault planes for all three earthquakes. 

  Fault Plane 1 Fault Plane 2 

Earthquake Mw Strike Dip Slip Strike Dip Slip 

2014-04-10 6.1 127 75 -173 35 84 -15 

2016-09-15 5.7 212 85 -3 303 87 -175 

2016-09-28 5.4 301 80 -171 210 82 -10 
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3.4 Methods 

This study aims to determine the kinematics and geometry of the three upper-plate earthquakes 

and ultimately shed light on the accommodation of CAFA-CA relative motion in Nicaragua. Inversion 

of these moderate magnitude earthquakes in western Nicaragua presents a problem that may have non-

unique solutions due to data spatial coverage and signal-to-noise ratio. For this reason, a Bayesian 

approach was adopted for the inversion of the geodetic data. Bayesian optimization is usually 

employed for adjoint inversions or high-dimensional problems (e.g., Minson et al., 2014; Bagnardi 

and Hooper 2018) but is suited for this problem, where the region is not data-rich and inversion is 

being attempted on moderate-size earthquakes that produce sub-centimeter coseismic offsets for most 

GPS stations.  

The upper-plate earthquakes may be a triggered sequence and, for this reason, static stress 

changes for these earthquakes will be explored. This study also investigates the possible role of the 

April 10th, 2014 earthquake in promoting the December 2015 Momotombo eruption. Normal stress 

changes will be analyzed from the resulting inversion yielding fault plane and coseismic slip to 

determine if the magmatic plumbing system was dilated to allow magma intrusion and ascent.  

 
a.

 

b.

 

c.

 
 

Figure 3-10:  Double couple component of (a) April 10th, 2014 (b), September 15th, (c) 2016, and 
September 28th, 2016 earthquakes. Focal mechanisms from GCMT (Dziewonski et al., 1981; Ekström 
et al., 2012). 
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3.4.1 Earthquake Faulting and Slip Inversion 

The Bayesian global optimization uses the Bayes Theorem (Bayes 1763), which can be 

summarized as the posterior probability of a model, given data, is proportional to the likelihood of data 

given the model and the prior probability of the model.  

In applying a Bayesian framework to inversion, the problem has 𝑫 data, 𝑫 = {𝑑 , . . , 𝑑 }, 

which corresponds to a model function 𝑮(𝜽) with 𝜽 vector of model parameters,  

 𝑫 = 𝑮(𝜽) +  𝝐, 

 
3-4 

where the non-linear model, 𝑮, is the modeled displacements computed by the Okada (1985) functions 

for the surface response to a planar motion in half-space, and 𝝐 is noise present when evaluating 𝑮(𝜽) 

that we assume to be Gaussian and zero mean. The Bayesian formulation for this inversion is  

 
𝑃(𝜽|𝑫) =

𝑃(𝑫|𝜽)𝑃(𝜽)

𝑃(𝑫)
 3-5 

 

where 𝑃(𝜽|𝑫) is the posterior conditional probability distribution, 𝑃(𝑫|𝜽) is the likelihood,  𝑃(𝜽) is 

the prior distribution, and  𝑃(𝑫) is the probability distribution of 𝑫. For the posterior distribution only 

the following is only considered 

 𝑃(𝜽|𝑫) ∝ 𝑃(𝑫|𝜽)𝑃(𝜽) 3-6 

This function is updated during the inversion as more model parameters,  𝜽 , are sampled. This 

work takes the machine learning approach by modeling the likelihood as a Gaussian process 

(implemented in the GPML code, Williams and Rasmussen, 2006) since the model parameters are 

independent, joint probability distributions can be created. This procedure attempts to fit a Gaussian 

distribution to each parameter  𝜽 . The likelihood has the form 
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𝑃(𝑫|𝜽) =

1

2𝜋
exp (

− 𝑫 −  𝜽 𝒘

2
) 3-7 

 
𝑃(𝑫|𝜽) =

1

(2𝜋) /
exp (

−‖𝑫 −  𝚯𝒘‖

2
) 3-8 

 

where 𝑛 is the number of samples for a parameter,  𝚯 is the 𝑚 x 𝑛 matrix of evaluated parameters 

values of the model, and 𝒘 is the weighting in the linear Gaussian process regression 𝑓(𝜽) = 𝜽𝒘. 

The weights are a zero-mean Gaussian with covariance matrix Σ , which is the noise introduced 

during sampling. 

The advantage of using this framework is that the sampling strategy is directly informed by 

the posterior probability of the model. In this work, the Gaussian process regression is used to govern 

sampling. The sampling strategy use the mean function (𝜇(𝜽)) of the Gaussian process and covariance 

function that is the Matérn 5/2 order kernel. The mean function is 

 𝜇(𝜽) = 𝔼[𝑓(𝜽)] 3-9 

and the Matérn 5/2 order kernel is (see Snoek et al., 2012) 
 
 

𝑘(𝜃 , 𝜃 ) = 1 + 𝑟√5 +
5𝑟

3
exp (−𝑟√5) 3-10 

 
where  
 𝑟 𝜃 , 𝜃 = (𝜃 − 𝜃 )

,

 3-11 

 
for each model parameter. Model parameters are not correlated and are assumed to be independent. 

The variable 𝜃  and 𝜃  are values of a parameter that were previously evaluated and selected to update 

the posterior. 

Using the mean and covariance functions, the selection criterion was implemented as the 

Expected Improvement method (Schonlau et al., 1998; Jones et al., 1998), which determines which 
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model parameters values should update the posterior. Consider that the probability of improvement 

for a set of parameter samples is 

 
𝛾 𝜽 =  

𝑓∗(𝜽 ) − 𝜇(𝜽)

𝑘(𝜽, 𝜽)
 3-12 

where 𝜽 is the set of sample parameter values that are chosen at random from ±𝜎 of the probability 

density function of 𝜽, 𝜽  is the parameter sample from the previous selected model parameters, and 

𝑓∗ is the Gaussian process predicted value. Denoting the cumulative distribution function and the 

probability density function 𝜽 respectively as Φ 𝜽  and 𝜙 𝜽 ,  the Expected Improvement is 

 

 
𝐸𝐼 𝜽 =

((𝜇(𝜽) − 𝐺(𝜽 ) − 𝜉)Φ(𝛾) + 𝑘 𝜽, 𝜽 𝜙(𝛾), 𝑘 𝜽, 𝜽 < 0

0, 𝑘 𝜽, 𝜽 = 0
 3-11 

 

The 𝜉 term is considered the exploration-exploitation or greedy term. A value of 0.005 was 

found to yield quick solution convergence using 13 synthetic GPS displacement data for a Mw 5.7 

earthquake with added normal noise of 𝜎 = 3 𝑚𝑚, equivalent to the uncertainties in the observed 

displacements (Figure 3-11). The inversion of the synthetic data used model parameter constraints that 

are described at the end of this section. During sampling, if, after a predetermined number of iterations, 

the new best scoring samples are the comparable within a predefined threshold (10-3) of the selected 

samples from the previous iteration, a random jump is done. This inversion strategy employs maximum 

ignorance for the priors. Before inversion, priors are built with 100 random samples for each parameter 

within specified constraint ranges. Uncertainties were estimated from the resulting probability 

distribution of 𝜽. 
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Figure 3-11: Inversion of a synthetic model with random normal noise (𝜎 = 3 𝑚𝑚) introduced to 
displacements. Misfit for noiseless data is 0.00001 mm, while the misfit for displacements with 
normal noise is 0.003 mm. White vectors are noise-less synthetic displacements, black vectors are 
synthetic displacements with normal noise added, and gold vectors are modeled displacements. 
Brown line is the fault trace of the synthetic model. 
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The inversion sought the best model fit using the 10 parameters detailed in Table 3-5. 
 
Table 3-5: Inversion model parameters. 

Inversion Model Parameters 
Fault surface trace start (𝑥 , 𝑦 ) 
Fault surface trace end (𝑥 , 𝑦 ) 
Fault top depth 
Fault width down-dip 
Fault dip 
Strike-slip displacement of the fault 
Dip-Slip displacement of the fault 
Poisson Ratio 

 
The constraints on these parameters during the inversion of each earthquake are detailed 

below. For all inversions, strike-slip and dip-slip components of displacements were constrained based 

on the moment magnitude of the earthquake, and the fault dip was allowed to exceed 90° in case the 

fault trace was reversed. 

During inversion, eGPS measured displacements were downweighted. Likewise, the vertical 

displacements observed at all GPS stations were also downweighted. The inversion was further 

constrained by applying a penalty (WRMS +50) for a model that yields a moment magnitude larger 

than the GCMT reported moment magnitude. Model uncertainties were calculated from the parameter 

probability density distribution. 

3.4.1.1 April 10th, 2014 Mw 6.1 Model Constraints 

Coseismic displacements were inverted for two models for the April 10th, 2014 (Mw 6.1) 

earthquake. A through-going right-lateral fault is the simplest mode to accommodate CAFA-CA shear. 

For this reason, the first model allowed right-lateral coseismic slip with the fault dip fixed to be vertical 

(Table 4-6). A second inversion also only allowed right-lateral coseismic slip but the fault dip was also 

estimated (Table 3-7). A third inversion was also conducted that inverted for both dip- and strike-slip 

(oblique-slip) motion (Table 3-8). The initial fault trace for all three models was guided by relocated 

aftershocks that were provided by Karen Fischer at Brown University. 
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Table 3-6: Constraints for right-lateral-slip-only with fixed vertical dip inversion for April 2014 
earthquake coseismic displacements.  

Initial Fault Trace 
86.40°W, 12.24°N 

86.55°W, 12.40°N 

Initial Fault Length 24 km 

Initial Fault Strike 135° 

Fault Trace Constraints ± 10 km 

Fault Top Depth 0 km to 15 km 

Fault Width 2 km to 8 km 

Right-Lateral Slip 0.2 m to 0.9 m 

Poisson Ration 0.3 to 0.4 
 

Table 3-7: Constraints for right-lateral-slip-only inversion for April 2014 earthquake coseismic 
displacements. 

Initial Fault Trace 
86.40°W, 12.24°N 

86.55°W, 12.40°N 

Initial Fault Length 24 km 

Initial Fault Strike 135° 

Fault Trace Constraints ± 10 km 

Fault Top Depth 0 km to 15 km 

Fault Width 2 km to 8 km 

Fault Dip 70° to 90° 

Right-Lateral Slip 0.2 m to 0.9 m 

Poisson Ration 0.3 to 0.4 
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Table 3-8: Constraints of inversion for April 2014 earthquake coseismic displacements, allowing 
oblique slip.  

Initial Fault Trace 
86.40°W, 12.24°N 

86.55°W, 12.40°N 

Initial Fault Length 24 km 

Initial Fault Strike 135° 

Fault Trace Constraints ± 10 km 

Fault Top Depth 0 km to 15 km 

Fault Width 2 km to 8 km 

Fault Dip 70° to 90° 

Right-Lateral Slip 0.2 m to 0.9 m 

Dip-Slip Slip -1.0 to 0 m 

Poisson Ration 0.3 to 0.4 
 
 
3.4.1.2 September 15th, 2016 Mw 5.7 Model Constraints 

Constraints for inversion of the Mw 5.7 September 15th, 2016 earthquake are detailed in Table 

3-9. The initial fault trace is guided by the epicenter reported by INETER (INETER Bulletin, 

September 2016). A second inversion was performed where the fault plane and coseismic slip of the 

mainshock and a possibly triggered event were jointly inverted. The second event is the shallow (<2 

km) mb 4.7 earthquake that occurred 5 minutes after the mainshock (Figure 3-12). Constraints for the 

two-earthquake joint inversion are detailed in Table 3-10. Right-lateral slip was allowed for the 

inversion of the triggered earthquake because slip on a NW trending right-lateral fault could represent 

the residuals observed from the first model. 
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Table 3-9: Constraints of inversion for the September 15th, 2016 earthquake. 

Initial Fault Trace 
86.60°W, 12.50°N 

86.66°W, 12.45°N 

Initial Fault Length 8.5 km 

Initial Fault Strike 50° 

Fault Trace Constraints ± 8 km 

Fault Top Depth 0.5 km to 9 km 

Fault Width 2 km to 6 km 

Fault Dip 70° to 90° 

Right-Lateral Slip -0.9 m to 0.6 m 

Dip-Slip -0.9 m to 0 m 

Poisson Ration 0.3 to 0.4 
 

 

  

 
Figure 3-12:  GCMT epicenter of September 15th, 2016 earthquake and subsequent INETER reported 
epicenter of triggered mb 4.7 earthquake (star) that occurred five minutes after the mainshock. LP –
La Paz Centro fault zone. Faults modified from La Femina et al., (2004). 
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Table 3-10: Constraints of inversion for September 15th, 2016 earthquake for both the mainshock and 
a triggered earthquake. 

 Mainshock 
Triggered 
Earthquake 

Initial Fault Trace 
86.66°W, 12.45°N -86.71°W, 12.46°N 

86.60°W, 12.50°N -86.67°W, 12.50°N 

Initial Faul Length 8.5 km 6 km 

Initial Fault Strike 50° 50° 
Fault Trace 
Constraints ± 8 km ± 8 km 

Fault Top Depth 0.5 km to 9 km 0.5 km to 9 km 

Fault Width 2 km to 6 km 2 km to 6 km 

Fault Dip 70° to 90° 70° to 90° 

Right-Lateral Slip -0.9 m to 0.6 m -0.1 m to 0.0 m 

Dip-Slip -0.9 m to 0 m -0.1 m to 1.0 m 

Poisson Ration 0.3 to 0.4 0.3 to 0.4 
 

3.4.1.3 September 28th, 2016 Mw 5.5 Model Constraints 

Most GPS stations observed sub-centimeter displacement for the Mw 5.5 September 28th, 2016 

earthquake.  To address the paucity of data and associated uncertainty (σ = ~3 mm), two inversions 

were carried out with fault traces constrained to known geomorphic structures. The first model was 

highly spatially constrained (± 5 km) on a NE-SW trending structure on the western flank of 

Momotombo (Figure 3-12 & Table 3-11). The second model was, to a lesser degree, spatially 

constrained (± 20 km) to the La Paz Centro fault zone (Figure 3-12; Table 3-12). 

Table 3-11: Constraints of inversion for September 28th, 2016 earthquake, spatially constrained to the 
western flank of Momotombo. 

Initial Fault Trace 
86.58°W, 12.43°N 

86.56°W, 12.48°N 

Fault Trace Constraints ± 5 km 

Fault Depth* 0.5 km to 9 km 

Fault Width 2 km to 6 km 

Fault Dip 70° to 90° 

Right-Lateral Slip -0.7 m to 0.7 m 

Dip-Slip  -0.6 m to 0.1 m 

Poisson Ration 0.3 to 0.4 
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Table 3-12: Constraints of inversion for September 28th, 2016 earthquake, spatially constrained to La 
Paz Centro fault zone. 

Initial Fault Trace 
86.64°W, 12.39°N 

86.61°W, 12.35°N 

Fault Trace Constraints ± 20 km 

Fault Depth* 0.5 km to 9 km 

Fault Width 2 km to 6 km 

Fault Dip 70° to 90° 

Right-Lateral Slip -0.7 m to 0.7 m 

Dip-Slip -0.6 m to 0.1 m 

Poisson Ration 0.3 to 0.4 
 
 
3.4.2 Static Stress Change 

Following the inversion of the three upper-plate earthquakes in Nicaragua, the static stress 

changes induced by these earthquakes were determined. The three (or possibly four) earthquakes may 

have been a triggered sequence. Coulomb failure stress analysis (ΔCFS) was performed on the four 

previously described models of the April 10th, 2014 and September 15th, 2016 earthquakes. This 

analysis was also extended to determine if the stress change from the April 10th, 2014 earthquake is 

correlated with the December 1st, 2015 Momotombo eruption. 

 
Several ΔCFS calculations were carried out to determine if these earthquakes were a triggered 

sequence. The ΔCFS induced by the April 10th, 2014 earthquake was determined for a left-lateral 

receiver fault with the strikes of 40° that is the average strike of the fault planes of the besting fitting 

models for the September 2016 earthquakes. To investigate if the April 10th earthquake may have 

pushed the seismically active faults of the Managua graben closer to failure, a ΔCFS analysis was 

performed for a left-lateral receiver fault, which is north-striking (N0°S) and a vertical dip. The ΔCFS 

of the September 15th, 2016 earthquake was determined for several receiver faults. First, the ΔCFS 

was calculated for the left-lateral receiver fault of the September 28th earthquake which had a strike of 

55° and dip of 85°. Then the ΔCFS was calculated for the receiver fault of the triggered earthquake of 
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the September 15th mainshock-triggered earthquake model. The inversion of this model yielded a fault 

plane for the triggered earthquake with a strike of 47° and a dip of 86°. Considering that the faulting 

and coseismic slip for the mainshock of both the one-fault and mainshock-triggered earthquake models 

are equivalent, the mainshock-triggered earthquake model will be used for ΔCFS analysis. 

The December 1st Momotombo eruption may have been due to positive normal stress change 

from the April 10th earthquake, which would induce fault/dike dilation. To investigate possible dike 

dilatation, the ΔCFS and normal stress change from the preferred model for the April 2014 earthquake 

were calculated for a normal receiver fault with a dip of 90° and a strike of 30°. This strike was chosen 

because it approximates the trend of many lineaments and surface ruptures mapped in the vicinity of 

Momotombo after the earthquake (INETER Bulletin, April 2014).  

3.5 Results 

3.5.1 Earthquake Fault Geometry and Kinematics 

Upper-plate earthquakes in Nicaragua represent the partial moment release of the CAFA-CA 

shear accommodation. Identifying the faulting and sense of motion of these earthquakes also reveals 

the mode in which shear is being accommodated. Below, the results of inversion of GPS coseismic 

displacements for the three upper-plate earthquakes (Mw 6.1 April 10th, 2014, Mw 5.7 September 15th, 

2016, and Mw 5.5 September 28th, 2016) are presented. 

3.5.1.1 April 10th, 2014 

Three models were derived in the inversion of coseismic displacements for the April 2014 

earthquake: (1) right-lateral coseismic slip with fixed vertical dip, (2) right-lateral coseismic slip, and 

(3) oblique coseismic slip. All models produced faults with similar trends (NW) but differing fault 

widths, depths, dips, and coseismic slip (Figures 3-13, 3-14, & 3-15). The model that only allowed 

right-lateral slip with a fixed depth produced slip of 0.9 m. While the other two models produced 

equivalent amounts of right-lateral slip (~0.6 m). The model where the dip was fixed to be vertical and 
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only allowed right-lateral slip has a depth of the top of the fault being 1.9 km, a fault length of 16 km, 

and a width of 6.1 m (Table 3-13). The right-lateral-slip-only model has a fault depth that is almost at 

the surface (0.5 km), a length of 16 km, and dips to NE (Table 3-14). The oblique-slip model has a 

fault depth of ~3 km, a much longer length (~27 km), and dips to the SW (Table 3-15). The misfit for 

the oblique-slip model (21.9) shows an improvement of the right-lateral-slip-only vertical dip model 

(38.7) and the right-lateral-slip-only model’s misfit (40.5). F-tests were carried out to determine which 

model most likely represents the observed displacements. The right-lateral with fixed vertical dip 

model most likely fits the observed displacements than the right-lateral model, where inversion yielded 

a dip of 85° (F-value of 3.2). There is a 94% probability that the right-lateral with a vertical dip model 

fits the data better than the right-lateral slip model. The F-value, and probability of the oblique-slip 

model better fitting the data than the right-lateral model is 2.4, and 90%, respectively. There is a 99% 

probability that the oblique-slip model fits the data better than the model with right-lateral slip and 

vertical dip, with an F-value of 23.1. The parameter joint distributions for all models are plotted in 

Figures 3-16, 3-17, and 3-18. The PDFs for all models are plotted in Figures 3-19, 3-20, and 3-21. 

Table 3-13: Faulting parameters for the right-lateral-slip-only and fixed vertical dip model for the April 
10th, 2014 earthquake.  

Strike 314° ± 4° 
Fault Depth 1.9 ± 2.7 km 
Fault Length 16.1 ± 3.7 km 
Fault Width 6.1 ± 1.0 km 
Strike-Slip Displacement 0.9 ± 1.2 m 
Poisson Ratio 0.37 ± 0.1 
Equivalent Mw 6.2 
Misfit 38.7 
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Table 3-14: Faulting parameters for the right-lateral-slip-only model for the April 10th, 2014 
earthquake.  

Strike 313° ± 5° 
Dip 78° ± 7° 
Fault Depth 0.5 ± 1.5 km 
Fault Length 16.1 ± 3.7 km 
Fault Width 7.3 ± 1.1 km 
Strike-Slip Displacement 0.6 ± 0.8 m 
Poisson Ratio 0.32 ± 0.1 
Equivalent Mw 6.1 
Misfit 40.5 

 

 

 

Figure 3-13:  Inversion results for the right-lateral-slip-only with fixed vertical dip model for the April 
10th, 2014 earthquake. Black vectors are observed displacements. Yellow vectors are modeled 
displacements. Relocated aftershocks provided by Karen Fischer, Brown University. Focal 
mechanisms from GCMT (Dziewonski et al., 1981; Ekström et al., 2012). 
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Figure 3-14:  Inversion results for the right-lateral-slip-only model for the April 10th, 2014 earthquake. 
Black circles are relocated aftershocks that have been translated to the strike of the modeled fault 
plane. Black vectors are observed displacements. Yellow vectors are modeled displacements. 
Relocated aftershocks provided by Karen Fischer, Brown University. Focal mechanisms from GCMT 
(Dziewonski et al., 1981; Ekström et al., 2012). 
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Table 3-15: Faulting parameters for the oblique-slip model for the April 10th, 2014 earthquake. 
Strike 140° ± 6° 
Dip 79° ± 13° 
Fault Depth 2.9 ± 4 km 
Fault Length 26.7 ± 4.3 km 
Fault Width 4.4 ± 1.4 km 
Strike-Slip Displacement 0.65 ± 0.13 m 
Dip-Slip Displacement 0.67 ± 0.17 m 
Poisson Ratio 0.38 ± 0.1 
Equivalent Mw 6.2 
Misfit 21.9 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3-15: Inversion results for the oblique-slip model for the April 10th, 2014 earthquake. 
Earthquake symbols are the same as in Figure 3-14. Focal mechanisms from GCMT (Dziewonski et 
al., 1981; Ekström et al., 2012). 
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Figure 3-16:  Parameter joint distribution limited to 2σ for inversion results for the right-lateral slip 
with fixed vertical dip model for the April 10th, 2014 earthquake.  
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Figure 3-17:  Parameter joint distribution limited to 2σ for inversion results for the right-lateral-slip-
only model for the April 10th, 2014 earthquake. 
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Figure 3-18:  Parameter joint distribution limited to 2σ for inversion results for the oblique-slip model 
for the April 10th, 2014 earthquake.  
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Figure 3-19:  Parameter probability density function for the model that only allowed right-lateral slip 
with a fixed vertical dip for the April 10th, 2014 earthquake. 
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Figure 3-20:  Parameter probability density function for right-lateral-only slip model for the April 10th, 
2014 earthquake. 
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Figure 3-21:  Parameter probability density function for the oblique-slip model for the April 10th, 
2014 earthquake. 
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3.5.1.2 September 15th, 2016 

Two inversions of the coseismic displacements for the Mw 5.7 September 15th, 2016 

earthquake were carried out. The first model with a single fault (Table 3-16 and Figure 3-22), produced 

residuals (Figure 3-23) that suggest that the observed displacements may be the integrated 

displacements of the mainshock and a triggered earthquake (Table 3-17 and Figure 3-24). Both the 

models have similar mainshock fault planes that are near vertical, with similar strikes (~54°) and width 

(~2.6 km), and lies on a NE-tending structure on the eastern flank of the El Hoyo volcano complex 

(Figure 3-25 & 3-26). Both models are left-lateral with a significant component of dip-slip but the 

oblique displacement of the single-fault model is 10 cm greater than the jointly inverted mainshock 

and triggered earthquake model. The modeled triggered earthquake has approximately the same near 

vertical fault plane and strike as the modeled mainshock and coincident with a mapped NE-trending 

structure between Cerro Negro and the Las Pilas-El Hoyo volcanic complex (Figure 3-26). The 

coseismic slip of the triggered earthquake was entirely dip-slip (7 cm, normal faulting). The misfits 

for the mainshock and mainshock-triggered earthquake models are 26.6 and 54.2, respectively. The 

misfit for the mainshock-triggered earthquake model is higher due to the penalty (50) imposed on 

models with magnitudes greater than Mw 0.2 of the reported magnitude. The resulting model 

parameters of the triggered earthquake yield a magnitude of Mw 5.4 which is greater than the reported 

mb 4.7 that occurred five minutes after the mainshock. Both models cannot be compared due to the 

mainshock-triggered earthquake model having a greater number of estimated parameters (20) than the 

number of observations (14). This renders the mainshock-triggered earthquake model a statistically 

unidentifiable model. The parameter joint distributions of both the mainshock and mainshock-

triggered earthquake models are plotted in Figures 3-27, 3-28, and 3-29. The PDFs for both models 

are plotted in Figures 3-30, 3-31, and 3-32. 
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Table 3-16: Faulting parameters for inversion of the mainshock-only model for the September 15th, 
2016 earthquake. 

Strike 53° ± 10° 
Dip 89° ± 3°  
Fault Depth 2.1 ± 1.5 km 
Fault Length 10.9 ± 3.4 km 
Fault Width 2.4 ± 0.8 km 
Strike-Slip Displacement -0.70 ± 0.3 m 
Dip-Slip Displacement -0.34 ± 0.08 m 
Poisson Ratio 0.31 ± 0.02 
Equivalent Mw 5.8 
Misfit 25.8 

 

 

 

Figure 3-22:  Inversion results for the mainshock-only model for the September 15th, 2016 earthquake.  
Black vectors are observed displacements. Yellow vectors are modeled displacements. Focal 
mechanisms from GCMT (Dziewonski et al., 1981; Ekström et al., 2012). 
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Mainshock Triggered Earthquake 
Strike 55° ± 4 Strike 47° ± 8 
Dip 89.7° ± 2  Dip 86.2° ± 4  
Fault Depth 1.1 ± 1.4 km Fault Depth 1.8 ± 0.2 km 
Fault Length 9.8 ± 0.4 km Fault Length 7.7 ± 1.8 km 
Fault Width 2.7 ± 0.9 km Fault Width 7.0 ± 1.3 km 
Strike-Slip Displacement -0.62 ± 0.12 m Strike-Slip Displacement 0.0 m ± 0.03 m 
Dip-Slip Displacement -0.24 ± 0.17 m Dip-Slip Displacement -0.07 m ± 0.03 m 
Equivalent Mw 5.7 Equivalent Mw 5.3 
Poisson Ratio 0. 35 ± 0.04 
Misfit 54.24 

 

 

 

Figure 3-23:  Model residuals for the one-fault model of the September 15th, 2016 earthquake. Focal 
mechanisms from GCMT (Dziewonski et al., 1981; Ekström et al., 2012). 

Table 3-17. Faulting parameters for the joint inversion of the mainshock and triggered earthquake 
model for the September 15th, 2016 earthquake. 
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Figure 3-24: Joint inversion results of the mainshock-triggered earthquake model for the September 
15th, 2016 earthquake. Black vectors are observed displacements. Yellow vectors are modeled 
displacements. Focal mechanisms from GCMT (Dziewonski et al., 1981; Ekström et al., 2012). 
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Figure 3-25:  Fault trace of the mainshock-only model for the September 15th, 2016 earthquake. The 
surface trace is coincident with a known NE trending structure on the flanks of the El Hoyo volcano. 
Focal mechanisms from GCMT (Dziewonski et al., 1981; Ekström et al., 2012). 
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Figure 3-26:  Fault traces for mainshock and triggered earthquake of the mainshock-triggered 
earthquake model for the September 15th, 2016 earthquake. Both surface traces of the mainshock and 
triggered earthquake are coincident with NE trending structures in Cero Negro-Las Pilas-El Hoyo 
volcanic complex. Focal mechanisms from GCMT (Dziewonski et al., 1981; Ekström et al., 2012). 
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Figure 3-27:  Parameter joint distribution limited to 2σ for inversion results for the mainshock model 
for the September 15th, 2016 earthquake. 
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Figure 3-28: Parameter joint distribution limited to 2σ for inversion results of mainshock for 
mainshock-triggered earthquake model for the September 15th, 2016 earthquake.  
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Figure 3-29:  Parameter joint distribution limited to 2σ for inversion results of triggered earthquake 
for mainshock-triggered earthquake model for the September 15th, 2016 earthquake.  
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Figure 3-30:  Parameter probability density function for the one-fault model for the September 15th, 
2016 earthquake. 
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Figure 3-31: Parameter probability density function for mainshock of the mainshock-triggered 
earthquake model for the September 15th, 2016 earthquake. 
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Figure 3-32: Parameter probability density function for the triggered earthquake of the mainshock-
triggered earthquake model for the September 15th, 2016 earthquake. 
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3.5.1.3 September 28th, 2016 

The two inversion approaches of the Mw 5.5 September 28th, 2016 earthquake, where models 

were spatially constrained to a NE-trending structure west of the Momotombo volcano and within the 

La Paz Centro fault zone, yielded different faulting styles. The model constrained to the western flank 

of Momotombo volcano has mostly dip-slip (28 cm, normal faulting) on a nearly vertical fault (dip of 

85°) with a strike of 202°, a fault length of 7.1 km and width of 3.3 km, and a misfit of 9.2 mm (Figure 

3-33 & Table 3-18). The model whose inversion was, to a lesser degree spatially (±20 km), constrained 

to the La Paz Centro fault zone, has a misfit of 12.6, produced a fault with a strike of 216°, a length of 

21 km, and a width of 4.9 km (Figure 3-34 & Table 3-19). The coseismic oblique slip of this model 

has equivalent components of right-lateral strike-slip (0.06 m) and dip-slip (0.04 m). The model that 

was constrained to the geomorphic structure west of the Momotombo has a fault trace that is coincident 

with the structure (Figure 3-35). The model that was constrained to the La Paz Centro fault zone has a 

fault trace that is aligned with mapped faults in the La Paz Centro fault zone (Figure 3-36). However, 

the fault trace also intersects NE-trending left-lateral faults that have been seismically active in the 

recent past (Díez et al., 2005; LaFemina et al., 2004). The parameter joint distributions of both models 

are plotted in Figures 3-37 and 3-38. The probability density functions for both models are plotted in 

Figures 3-39 and 3-40. 

Strike 22° ± 37° 
Dip 85° ± 5° 
Fault Depth 5.5 ± 1.9 km 
Fault Length 7.1 ± 3.8 km 
Fault Width 3.3 ± 0.7 km 
Strike-Slip Displacement -0.06 ± 0.2 m 
Dip-Slip Displacement -0.28 ± 0.1 m 
Poisson Ratio 0.31 ± 0.03 
Equivalent Mw 5.5 
Misfit 9.2 

Table 3-18. Faulting parameters for inversion of the September 28th, 2016 earthquake constrained to 
the western flank of the Momotombo volcanic complex. 
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Strike 311° ± 4° 
Dip 84° ± 8°  
Fault Depth 1.5 ± 2.8 km 
Fault Length 16.5 ± 1.9 km 
Fault Width 4.7 ± 1.2 km 
Strike-Slip Displacement 0.09 ± 0.5 m 
Normal Displacement -0.05 ± 0.2 m 
Poisson Ratio 0.39 ± 0.04 
Equivalent Mw 5.5 
Misfit 21.7 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3-33:  Inversion results for the September 28th, 2016 earthquake constrained to the western 
flank of the Momotombo volcanic complex. Focal mechanisms from GCMT (Dziewonski et al., 
1981; Ekström et al., 2012). 

Table 3-19: Faulting parameters for inversion of the September 28th, 2016 earthquake constrained to 
the La Paz Centro fault zone. 
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Figure 3-34: Inversion results for the September 28th, 2016 earthquake constrained to the La Paz 
Centro fault zone. Focal mechanisms from GCMT (Dziewonski et al., 1981; Ekström et al., 2012). 
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Figure 3-35:  Fault trace of the September 28th, 2016 earthquake model constrained to the western 
flank of the Momotombo volcanic complex. Focal mechanisms from GCMT (Dziewonski et al., 1981; 
Ekström et al., 2012). 
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Figure 3-36:  Fault trace of September 28th, 2016 earthquake model constrained to the La Paz 
Centro fault zone Focal mechanisms from GCMT (Dziewonski et al., 1981; Ekström et al., 2012). 
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Figure 3-37:  Parameter joint distribution limited to 2σ for inversion results of the September 28th, 
2016 earthquake model constrained to the western flank of the Momotombo volcanic center. 
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Figure 3-38:  Parameter joint distribution limited to 2σ for inversion results of September 28th, 2016 
earthquake model constrained to the La Paz Centro fault zone.  
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Figure 3-39: Parameter probability density function for the model spatially constrained to 
Momotombo for the September 28th, 2016 earthquake. 
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Figure 3-40: Parameter probability density function for the model spatially constrained to the La Paz 
Centro fault zone for the September 28th, 2016 earthquake. 
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3.5.2 Static Stress Change 

ΔCFS analyses were carried out to determine if these earthquakes are a triggered sequence 

and determine if there is any correlation of stress state following the April 10th, 2014 earthquake and 

the December 1st, 2015 eruption of Momotombo. The ΔCFS induced by the April 10th, 2014 earthquake 

was determined for receiver fault planes of the September 2016 earthquakes, which had an average 

strike of 40° and were left-lateral. The inverted model that was chosen for the April 10th earthquake is 

the right-lateral-slip-only model and its selection is detailed in the Discussion section. A ΔCFS analysis 

following the April 10th earthquake was also carried out to investigate if the seismically active faults 

of the Managua graben may have been pushed closer to failure. Two ΔCFS analyses were carried out 

for stress change induced by the September 15th earthquake for receiver faults of the September 28th 

earthquake and the triggered earthquake that occurred within 5 minutes after the mainshock. The 

December 2015 Momotombo eruption may have been due to the April 10th, 2014 earthquake dilating 

the magmatic plumbing system. To investigate this, a ΔCFS analysis was performed to explore the 

stress change following the April 10th earthquake for a left-lateral receiver fault that with a strike of 

30°. 

3.5.2.1 Mw 6.1 April 10th, 2014 ΔCFS for NE-Trending Left-Lateral Receiver Faults 

The April 10th earthquake may have promoted failure on the faults responsible for the 

September 15th and 28th earthquakes. Figure 3-41 shows the ΔCFS for a left-lateral receiver fault with 

a strike of 40° and a dip of 90° at depth of 6 km. Fault traces for both September 2016 earthquakes are 

in a positive ΔCFS lobe. Figure 3-43 also shows the same ΔCFS with relocated aftershocks. There is 

a correlation of positive ΔCFS and the location of aftershocks cluster southeast of the fault plane. 

These aftershocks were the Mw 5.2 April 14, 2014 earthquake, located in the vicinity of the Apoyoque 

volcano, with a discrete set of aftershocks. 
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3.5.2.2 Mw 6.1 April 10th, 2014 ΔCFS for N-Trending Left-Lateral Receiver Faults 

The Managua graben has many active faults that may have been pushed closer to failure after 

the April 10th earthquake. ΔCFS analysis was carried out for a north-striking left-lateral receiver fault 

with a vertical dip (Figure 3-44). The analysis shows that the main active faults, the Nijapa-Miraflores 

alignment, Tiscapa, and Confradia faults, all lie in a positive ΔCFS regime (Figure 3-42). Figure 3-42 

also shows the normal stress change where the Nijapa-Miraflores and Tiscapa faults are in a positive 

normal stress regime. 

 

  

  
 

Figure 3-41:  Left: ΔCFS for left-lateral receiver faults with a strike of 40° and a dip of 90° at depth 
of 6 km. Right: Same ΔCFS with relocated aftershocks that were translated to modeled fault trace. 
The modeled source fault is the green line. ΔCFS analysis used the right-lateral-slip-only model for 
the April 2014 earthquake. 
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3.5.2.3 Mw 5.7 Sept. 15th, 2016 ΔCFS for N-Trending Left-Lateral Receiver Faults 

The September 15th earthquake may have triggered the September 28th earthquake. It is also 

possible that the modeled triggered earthquake was triggered by the mainshock. To investigate this, 

using the mainshock-triggered earthquake model results, ΔCFS analysis was carried out after the 

September 15th earthquake for the receiver fault of the September 28th earthquake (Figures 3-43 & 3-

44) and the modeled triggered earthquake (Figures 3-45 & 3-46). The September 28th receiver fault 

had a strike of 22° and a dip of 85° with normal (i.e., dip-slip) motion. The receiver fault for the 

triggered earthquake had a strike of 47° and a dip of 86°. Figures 3-43 and 3-44 shows that the fault 

plane of the September 28th earthquake is in a ΔCFS state following the September 15th earthquake. 

The triggered earthquake’s fault plane is also in a ΔCFS state following the September 28th earthquake 

(Figures 3-45 & 3-46). 

 

 

Figure 3-42:  Left: ΔCFS for left-lateral receiver faults with a strike of 0° and a dip of 90° at a depth 
of 6 km. Right: The normal stress change for left-lateral receiver faults with a strike of 0° and vertical 
dip. ΔCFS analysis used the right-lateral-slip model for the April 2014 earthquake. NMA – Neja-
Miraflores alignment. TF – Tiscapa fault. CF – Confradia fault. 
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Figure 3-43:  ΔCFS for a normal receiver fault with a strike of 22° and a dip of 87° (September 28th

fault plane) at a depth of 7 km. Source fault is the green line, which is the mainshock of the September 
15th earthquake. 

 

 

Figure 3-44:  Cross-section (A to A’ in Figure 4-43) of ΔCFS for a normal receiver fault with a strike 
of 22° and a dip of 85° (September 28th fault plane, rightmost fault in figure). Source fault is the green 
line, which is the mainshock of the September 15th earthquake. 
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Momotombo erupted on December 1st, 2015, 19 months after the April 10th, 2014 earthquake. 

ΔCFS analysis was carried out to determine if the earthquake would have dilated the Momotombo 

magmatic system. This analysis used a receiver fault with a strike of 30° and a dip of 90°, which 

approximates the trend of many lineaments and surface ruptures mapped in the vicinity of Momotombo 

 

Figure 3-45: ΔCFS for a normal receiver fault with a strike of 47° and a dip of 86° (triggered 
earthquake) at a depth of 4 km.  Source fault is the green line. 

 

 

Figure 3-46:  Cross-section (A to A’ in Figure 3-32) of ΔCFS for a left-lateral receiver fault with a 
strike of 47° and a dip of 86° (leftmost fault). Source fault is the green line. 

3.5.2.4 Magma-Tectonic Interaction April 10th, 2014: April 10, 2014 Earthquake and December 

15, 2015 eruption of Momotombo 
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after the earthquake (INETER Bulletin, April 2014). Figures 3-47 to 3-51 show the normal stress 

change due to the April 10th, 2014 earthquake for depths of 2 km, 4 km, 6 km, and 8 km. There is up 

to 1.2 MPa normal stress change associated with the region beneath Momotombo. The dilatation due 

to the earthquake was also inspected (Figure 3-52 & 3-53). From the surface to a depth of 8 km beneath 

Momotombo would have experienced a dilatation of 2 x 10-4, after the earthquake.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 3-47:  Normal stress change at a depth of 2 km from the right-lateral-only April 2014 
earthquake model. Black triangle is the location of the Momotombo summit vent. 
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Figure 3-48:  Normal stress change at depth of 4 km. Black triangle is the location of the 
Momotombo summit vent. 

 

 

Figure 3-49:  Normal stress change at depth of 6 km from right-lateral-only April 2014 earthquake 
model. Black triangle is the location of the Momotombo summit vent. 
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Figure 3-50: Normal stress change at depth of 8 km from right-lateral-only April 2014 earthquake 
model. Black triangle is the location of the Momotombo summit vent. 

 

 

Figure 3-51:  Cross-section of normal stress change from right-lateral-only April 2014 earthquake 
model. Black triangle is the location of the Momotombo. 
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Figure 3-52:  Dilatation strain at a depth of 8 km due to the April 10th earthquake. 

 

 

Figure 3-53:  Cross-section of dilation strain due to the April 10th earthquake. 
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3.6 Discussion 

At obliquely convergent margins, strain portioning occurs between the megathrust and the 

overriding plate. Strain partitioning typically results in the development of margin-parallel shear often 

located near the volcanic arc. The CAFA sliver translates to the NW at a rate of 8 mm/yr to 14 mm/yr 

relative to the Caribbean plate (Ellis et al., 2019; Turner et al., 2007; Alvarado et al., 2010; Staller et 

al., 2016; LaFemina et al., 2009; Kobayashi et al., 2014). In the Nicaraguan segment of the CAFA, 

bookshelf faulting is the primary mechanism that accommodates this relative motion (LaFemina et al., 

2002). This project investigates three moderate magnitude upper-plate earthquakes that are a triggered 

sequence and identifies the faults that are associated with bookshelf faulting in NW Nicaragua. This 

project also highlights that in Nicaragua there is tectonic-magmatic interaction by presenting static 

stress changes in the vicinity of the Momotombo volcano following the Mw 6.1 April 10, 2014 

earthquake. The static stress field may have led to the VEI 2 December 1st, 2015 eruption of 

Momotombo. 

3.6.2 CAFA-CA Shear Accommodation 

Inversion of coseismic GPS displacements for the three earthquakes produced faults that are 

both right-lateral NW-trending and left-lateral and NE-trending. These fault trends and sense of motion 

reveal the complexity of shear accommodation in NW Nicaragua and support the bookshelf faulting 

model for accommodating the CAFA-CA shear. 

Three models of the Mw 6.1 April 2014 earthquake are considered: a right-lateral-slip-only 

with vertical dip model, a right-lateral-slip-only model, and an oblique-slip model. The right-lateral-

slip-only model, an inversion that also estimated the dip, is the preferred model even though it has a 

worse misfit (40.5) compared to the right-lateral-slip-only with vertical dip model (38.7) and the 

oblique-slip model (21.9) (Tables 3-13, 3-14, and 3-15). The ~1 m coseismic slip for the right-lateral-

slip-only with vertical dip model (Table 3-13) is unreasonably high for strike-slip faulting (Harris 
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2017). The oblique-slip model produced a fault that is longer (27 km) than the relocated aftershocks 

(Figure 3-15). The right-lateral-slip-only model produced a fault with strike (313°) and dip (78°) that 

is supported by relocated aftershocks (Figure 3-14). Consider the ratio of seismic moment of this 

forearc segment for the last 100 years and that of the seismic moment of the April 10th, 2014 earthquake 

is ~18, there is a high likelihood that the reoccurrence interval of this earthquake is short (< 200 years 

with a lower bound of 90 years) or there are other faults accommodating shear. If we consider a 

reoccurrence interval of 200 years then repeated earthquakes on this segment in the last 10,000 years 

would produce a ~48 m vertical offset. Lake Managua is shallow (~20 m) and while a 5 m scarp has 

been identified along the southwestern shore and described as a synthetic fault to the Mateare fault 

(Funk et al., 2009), there are no fault scarps that are coincident with the modeled fault, which lends 

support to the right-lateral-only slip model. 

Inversion of the GPS-derived coseismic displacements for the Mw September 15th, 2016 

earthquake yielded two models: a mainshock and a mainshock-triggered earthquake (Figures 3-22 & 

3-24). The single-fault mainshock model does not fit the observed GPS displacements well (Figure 3-

23), while the mainshock-triggered earthquake does fit the displacements, albeit with a higher misfit 

due to the penalty of the triggered earthquake having a greater magnitude (Mw 5.3) compared to the 

mb 4.7 earthquake that occurred 5 minutes after the mainshock. It is possible that GPS displacements 

are due to a doublet that cannot be distinguished during hypocenter determination or the reported 

magnitude of the earthquake that occurred 5 minutes later was underestimated. Following Scordilis 

(2006) the body wave magnitude of 4.7 is equivalent to Mw of 5.0 with an upper limit of 5.42. The 

mainshock-triggered model most likely represents the integrated coseismic displacements of the 

temporally close mainshock and triggered mb 4.7 earthquakes. Both earthquakes occurred on faults 

that are NE-trending and dip to the SE with a normal dip-slip component in the sense of motion (Table 
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3-17). The coseismic slip of the mainshock was 65 cm of oblique slip while the triggered earthquake’s 

coseismic slip was 7 cm of pure dip-slip motion. 

The inversion of the Mw 5.5 September earthquake was spatially constrained to a NE-trending 

geomorphic structure on the western flank of Momotombo volcano and the La Paz Center fault zone. 

The resulting two models have differing faulting styles with the Momotombo fault plane being NE-

trending with oblique slip with a left-lateral component (Figure 3-20), while the La Paz Centro fault 

plane is NW-trending and right-lateral oblique-slip (Figure 3-21). The La Paz Centro model not only 

has a poorer misfit than the Momotombo model but the fault trace intersects known active left-lateral 

faults of the fault zone (La Femina et al., 2004; Díez et al., 2005), and is therefore geologically not 

feasible. The alignment of the Momotombo model’s fault plane corresponds to a mapped structure on 

the western flank of the Momotombo volcano, making this the likely model that better represents the 

geodetic displacements observed. 

 

Figure 3-54:  Inversion fault traces (blue), known structures and faults associated with seismicity 
(black), and mapped faults (dashed black line). Brown lines are faults that bound the Managua 
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The faulting and sense of motion of three moderate magnitude earthquakes reveal that 

bookshelf faulting is accommodating CAFA-CA dextral shear in NW Nicaragua. Inversion of the 

September 2016 earthquakes revealed an array of faults that are NE-trending with normal faulting and 

left-lateral slip. The location of these faults, between volcanic centers, (Figure 3-46) supports the work 

of Cailleau et al. (2007) who found that the thermal regime of volcanic centers promotes stress in the 

stronger lithosphere between volcanos. Faults with similar strike and sense of motion have also been 

identified in the El Salvador Fault Zone where bookshelf faulting occurs (Alvarado et al., 2010).  The 

right-lateral fault of the April 10th, 2014 earthquake is a transition zone from the active Managua 

Graben (Figure 3-54) that is undergoing E-W extension, to bookshelf faulting in the volcanic arc of 

NW Nicaragua.  

3.6.2 Earthquake Sequence 

The three earthquakes constitute a triggered sequence. The ΔCFS analysis indicates that the 

April 2014 earthquake promoted failure of the faults for the two September 2016 earthquakes. The 

fault traces of the two earthquakes lie in a region of positive ΔCFS following the April 2014 

earthquakes (Figure 3-26). ΔCFS analysis also shows that the Mw 5.7 September 15th, 2016 triggered 

an earthquake five minutes after the mainshock and another Mw 5.5 earthquake that occurred 13 days 

later (Figures 3-29, 3-31 & 3-33). These earthquakes represent a triggered sequence, which indicates 

that seismicity can migrate through the central NW Nicaraguan volcanic arc. This has been observed 

before in the CAFA where sequences of earthquakes that occurred in the periods of 1951 to 1955 and 

1999 to 2000 indicate southwest migration of seismicity due to stress transfer (Cannon 2014). 

Migration of seismicity on parallel faults has also been observed in the South Iceland Seismic Zone, 

the Eastern California Shear Zone, and the Central Nevada Seismic Belt (Stefánsson et al., 2000; 

Scholz, 2010). 

Graben. CF – Confradia fault, MF – Mateare fault, NMA – Nejapa–Miraflores–Apoyeque alignment, 
PH – Punta Huete fault, TF – Tiscapa fault. 
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The static stress change following the April 10th, 2014 earthquake, also triggered the Mw 5.2 

April 14th earthquake near the Apoyoque volcano and imparted a positive ΔCFS on the faults in the 

Managua graben. The destructive Ms 6.2 1972 Managua earthquake occurred on the Tiscapa fault. 

The change in static stress for this fault implies that failure is promoted on the fault and the period of 

earthquake cycle may have been shortened, which has seismic hazard implications. 

3.6.3 Magma-Tectonic Interactions: April 10, 2014 and December 15, 2015 eruption of 

Momotombo 

In the CAFA there have been few observed cases of magma-tectonic interaction. The 1917 

San Salvador eruption occurred 30 minutes after a Ms 6.4 earthquake that was located 30 km west of 

the volcano (White et al., 1987). The August 1999 VEI 1 eruption of Cerro Negro volcano occurred 

11 hours after a swarm of moderate-magnitude earthquakes, whose strikes are aligned with those of 

the lineaments of the volcanic center, increased the static stress state of the volcano, allowing magma 

injection (Díez et al., 2005; La Femina et al., 2004). The December 1st, 2015 VEI 2 Momotombo 

strombolian eruption occurred ~19 months after the Mw 6.1 April 2014 earthquake. The volcano is 

persistently active since monitoring began (1975) but the last eruption was in 1905 (Moore et al., 

1981). There is evidence that a dilated dike and magma injection drove the eruption. The eruption was 

preceded by seismic swarms that began on November 24th (INETER Bulletin, November 2015) and 

no pre-eruption ground deformation was observed by a cGPS station on the southern flank of the 

volcano. This station was displaced ~6 cm after the April 10th, 2014 earthquake (Figure 3-4). Preceding 

the eruption, pressure within geothermal wells in the Momotombo geothermal field began increasing 

in June 2015 (personal communications ORMAT Momotombo Power Company). The April 2014 

earthquake may have dilated the dike and allowed magma injection and ascent.  
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Normal static stress change and dilatation strain analysis (Figures 3-47 to 3-53) shows that the 

magmatic plumbing, up to 8 km beneath Momotombo, would have experienced up to 1.2 MPa normal 

stress change, and dilation of 2 x 10-4. This change in the normal stress field is also correlated with a 

low-velocity zone beneath (<10 km) Momotombo (Obermann et al. 2019). La Femina et al. (2004) 

and Díez et al. (2005) demonstrated that a normal stress change of 0.01 to 0.1 MPa at the Cerro Negro 

volcano allowed the injection, extrusion, and fountaining of 0.001 km3 of magma. The April 2014 

earthquake would have induced a change in the state of the magmatic plumbing. Following the 

earthquake, and up to 7 months later, several M 0.9 to M 2 volcanic tectonic earthquakes were recorded 

around Momotombo (Figure 3-55). The earthquake and subsequent eruption do indicate a magma-

tectonic interaction but further studies that address melt origin, residence times, and ascent velocities 

are needed to understand the tectonic stress change and eruption relationship (Roman et al. 2019). 

 

Figure 3-55: Magnitude and date (year-month) of aftershocks and volcano tectonic earthquakes from 
April 10th, 2014 to November 23th, 2015. Earthquake data are sourced from the INETER catalog. 
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3.7 Conclusions 

Accommodation of CAFA-CA dextral shear in NW Nicaragua is complex where right-lateral 

NW-trending faulting in western Lake Managua represents a transitional zone from the Managua 

Graben undergoing E-W extension, to bookshelf faulting in the Maribios Range to the northwest. This 

was revealed by three moderate magnitude earthquakes. The Mw 6.1 April 10th, 2014 earthquake 

occurred on a southwest dipping fault with a strike of 313°. The Mw 5.7 September 15th, 2016 on a 

fault that had a vertical dip and strike of 55° while the earthquake that occurred 5 minutes after the 

mainshock had a dip of 86° and a strike of 47°. The Mw 5.5 September 28th earthquake occurred on a 

fault with a dip of 85° and strike of 22°. This sequence of earthquakes also represents the promotion 

of failure of the bookshelves following the initial event (i.e., a triggered sequence). The Mw 6.1 April 

10th, 2014 earthquake may have induced dike dilation of the Momotombo, thereby allowing magma 

injection and the December 1st, 2015 eruption. 
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Chapter 4 
The Across-Strike Geodetic Signature of the Central American Forearc-

Caribbean Plate in Nicaragua 

4.1 Introduction 

Strain partitioning between the overriding plate and subduction mega-thrust in convergence 

margins is attributed to oblique convergence (Jarrard 1986b; Fitch 1972) and strong coupling on the 

subduction interface (McCaffrey 1992). Strain partitioning may result in trench-parallel transport of 

the forearc, like the forearc of the Indo-Australia-Eurasian plate boundary in Sumatra, where the 

relative motion is accommodated by the Great Sumatran fault, a dextral transform fault system within 

the volcanic arc (Genrich et al., 2000; Sieh & Natawidjaja 2000). The Central American Forearc 

(CAFA), in the Cocos-Caribbean plate convergence zone, is an escaping tectonic unit due to oblique 

convergence and the collision and indentation of the Cocos-Ridge with the Caribbean plate ( LaFemina 

et al., 2009; Kobayashi et al., 2014), which initiated 0.5 to 3.5 Mya (Gardner et al., 1992; MacMillan 

et al., 2004; Morell et al., 2012 and references therein; Zeumann & Hampel 2017). The CAFA-CA 

relative motion in Central America is accommodated in the Holocene volcanic arc (LaFemina et al. 

2009; Kobayashi et al. 2014; Ellis et al. 2019). However, in Nicaragua, there is no through-going 

(margin parallel) dextral fault system, like the Great Sumatra Fault, that accommodates the CAFA-CA 

relative motion. In Nicaragua, margin normal faults, termed bookshelf faults, is the primary 

mechanism that accommodates CAFA-CA shear (La Femina et al., 2002).  

In Nicaragua, the CAFA-CA relative motion of ~14 mm/yr is accommodated by bookshelf 

faulting, where rotating tectonic units are separated by northeast-striking left-lateral faults (Figure 4-

1; LaFemina et al., 2002). Bookshelf faulting in the Nicaraguan segment of the CAFA is supported by 

earthquake studies where left-lateral motion occurs on arc-normal to transverse faults (Algermissen, 

et al., 1974; French et al., 2010; La Femina et al., 2002; White & Harlow, 1993). LaFemina et al. 

(2002), using focal mechanisms of upper-plate earthquakes and geomorphological trends, identified 
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the bookshelf faulting mechanism responsible for forearc transport in Nicaragua. In Nicaragua, 

shallow (<20 km) upper-plate earthquakes are destructive, frequent, have a maximum magnitude Ms 

6.5, and are confined to a 25 km band centered on the volcanic arc (White & Harlow 1993; Syracuse 

et al., 2008; Carr & Stoiber 1977; Dewey & Algermissen 1974; LaFemina et al., 2009; Kobayashi et 

al., 2014). The focal mechanisms of these earthquakes indicate that faulting could either be arc-normal 

and left-lateral or arc-parallel and right-lateral (Figure 4-2). The destructive Ms 6.2 1972 Managua 

earthquake occurred on the northeast striking left-lateral Tiscapa fault in the Managua graben 

(Algermissen et al., 1974; Brown et al., 1974; Ward et al., 1974). The results of Chapter 3 of this 

dissertation demonstrate that upper-plate earthquakes, within the volcanic arc of the northwestern 

Nicaraguan CAFA segment (Maribios Range), occur on left-lateral faults that are perpendicular to the 

direction of shear, as well as a margin parallel fault between the Momotombo and Apoyoque volcanoes 

in Lake Managua (Figure 4-2). Bookshelf faulting is the primary mechanism for accommodating the 

CAFA-CA shear in Nicaragua (Figure 4-3).  

 

Figure 4-1: Schematic of bookshelf faulting (from LaFemina in prep). 
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Figure 4-2: Nicaraguan segment of the Central American forearc (CAFA). The Nicaragua Depression 
is located between the Highlands and Pacific Plains. GF – Gulf of Fonseco. LM – Lake Managua. LN 
– Lake Nicaragua. Red triangles are Holocene volcanos. Focal mechanisms of earthquakes with a 
maximum depth of 20 km and minimum magnitude of Mw 5 from the GCMT catalog (Ekström et al., 
2012). Some focal mechanisms are offset from their epicentral locations by thin black lines for clarity. 
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 Cailleau et al., (2007), using finite element Coulomb failure analysis, showed that the 

thermally weakened lithosphere of volcanic centers promotes faulting and seismicity in the lithosphere 

between volcanic centers. The arc-normal bookshelf faults between volcanic centers are seismogenic 

but it is possible that faults cutting across volcanic centers (e.g., Van Wyk De Vries and Merle, 1998) 

creep. Volcanoes within the Holocene arc of the CAFA are characterized as having north-south 

alignments of vents and are spatially associated with north-striking grabens (McBirney & Williams, 

1964; Weinberg, 1992; LaFemina et al., 2002;). Telica, Momotombo, and Cerro Negro are active 

volcanos, all erupting several times in the last 30 years. At the time of writing, Telica has erupted 15 

times, Momotombo has erupted once, and Cerro Negro has erupted twice (Venzke 2020).  

The expected mechanism that could be accommodating CAFA-CA relative motion, a 

throughgoing right-lateral fault system, is not well expressed. The Nicaragua Depression, a 

Figure 4-3: Inversion derived fault traces from Chapter 3 (blue), known structures and faults associated 
with seismicity (black), and mapped faults (dashed black line). Brown lines are faults that bound the 
Managua Graben. CF – Confradia fault, MF – Mateare fault, NMA – Nejapa–Miraflores–Apoyeque 
alignment, PH – Punta Huete fault, TF – Tiscapa fault. 
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conspicuous geomorphic feature of western Nicaragua and the result of Miocene - Pliocene fore-arc 

extension due to slab retreat (Weinberg 1992; Cailleau and Oncken 2008), is a NW-trending structure 

and contains both Lakes Nicaragua and Managua. The Nicaragua Depression is bounded by the 

Nicaragua Highlands to the northeast and the Pacific Plains to the southwest and hosts the Late 

Pliocene to recent volcanic arcs (Figure 4-2; Saginor et al., 2013). The depression is a half-graben with 

normal (down-to-the-southwest) displacement on the southwest boundary (Funk et al., 2009), but no 

historical seismicity is associated with this structure. The boundary faults of the Nicaragua Depression 

are therefore unlikely to accommodate the CAFA-CA relative motion. 

Bookshelf faulting is not unique to this region as there are similar analogues such as the South 

Iceland Seismic Zone and Reykjanes Peninsula, Iceland, where east-west transform motion is 

accommodated by north-south trending faults, which approximates a transform fault in a ridge-

transform-ridge system (Decriem et al., 2010; Sigmundsson et al., 1995). Bookshelf faulting also 

occurs on the southern San Andreas fault, where, between the San Andreas and San Jacinto fault 

segments, small clockwise rotating crustal blocks are expressed as left-lateral and normal faults 

(Nicholson et al. 1986). The faults are reactivated faults from a previous phase of deformation 

(Nicholson et al. 1986). This project explores the geodetic signature that is observed across-strike of 

the Nicaraguan segment of the CAFA-CA boundary in northwestern Nicaragua using episodic and 

continuous Global Positioning System data and analytical dislocation and boundary element models. 

The model results show that the main features of the geodetic signature can be reproduced with an 

array of faults perpendicular to the direction of shear, i.e., the bookshelf faulting model. 
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4.2 Data 

Campaign-style and continuous Global Positioning Data (GPS) were used to investigate the 

across-strike geodetic signature of the Nicaraguan segment of the CAFA-CA shear zone. Daily GPS 

static positions were produced using the same strategy described in Chapter 2 and offsets due to 

megathrust earthquakes (e.g., 2012 Nicoya and El Salvador megathrust earthquakes), upper-plate 

earthquakes (see Chapter 3), and volcanic unrest episodes were removed. Seasonal signals in the 

continuous GPS daily position time series were also removed and velocities and their associated 

uncertainties (Figure 4-4 and Table 4-1) were estimated with the Hector software  (Bos et al., 2013). 

Velocities for campaign-style GPS daily position time series were estimated by linear least-squares 

and uncertainties determined by the RMS of residuals of the linear fit. 

The horizontal GPS velocities (Table 4-1) were rotated into the Caribbean plate reference 

frame (Table 4-2; Figure 4-4) (Kreemer et al., 2014). The resulting horizontal velocity field shows a 

maximum of ~14 mm/yr of NW translation of the CAFA at the Nicaraguan Pacific coast, the volcanic 

arc accommodating most of the CAFA-CA shear, and residual strain in the back-arc as velocities 

asymptotic to 2 mm/yr and do not approach 0 mm/yr (i.e., stable Caribbean Plate motion). The 

horizontal velocities were projected into an arc-parallel line with an azimuth of 302° (Figures 4-4). 

Arc-normal velocities profiles across the Telica, Cerro Negro, and Momotombo volcanic complexes 

were created (Figures 4-5 and 4-6).  
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Station Longitude 
(°) 

Latitude 
(°) 

Ve 
(mm/yr) 

Vn 
(mm/yr) 

σve (mm/yr) σvn (mm/yr) 

CALV -86.8456 12.5724 -23.4 -0.7 1.0 1.0 

CN22 -87.0447 12.3841 -25.6 -0.5 0.2 0.2 

CORI -87.1996 12.5166 -24.2 0.4 0.3 0.3 

DIA2 -86.7190 12.4846 -20.1 -2.2 2.1 0.7 

ELMA -86.6748 12.4658 -17.5 1.2 1.0 1.0 

HERH -86.8310 12.6093 -22.4 -0.7 0.2 0.2 

HOYN -86.8281 12.5987 -21.4 -3.7 0.2 0.2 

JCFI -86.8283 12.6837 -19.3 -5.7 0.2 0.2 

KIOS -86.7017 12.4943 -16.5 2.2 1.0 1.0 

LAGA -86.3132 12.5663 -14.7 -4.8 0.4 0.7 

LEME -86.9095 12.4274 -23.5 0.4 0.2 0.2 

LUIS -86.5763 12.6783 -16.2 -3.3 0.6 0.3 

MALP -86.6776 12.5460 -20.8 1.9 0.6 0.7 

MOM0 -86.5409 12.4061 -19.6 -3.9 1.0 0.2 

PAZC -86.5921 12.2948 -25.6 -2.4 0.5 0.4 

PLAP -86.7923 12.5010 -23.8 1.9 0.9 0.7 

POLS -86.8129 12.6493 -18.3 -3.7 0.2 0.2 

PONE -87.0209 12.3830 -23.7 -1.4 0.3 0.3 

QUEN -86.8519 12.5918 -22.4 -0.7 0.2 0.2 

ROSA -86.3727 12.7524 -14.8 -4.6 0.7 0.5 

SALN -86.8561 12.6177 -20.4 -2.7 0.2 0.2 

TECF -86.8383 12.6031 -22.4 -2.7 0.2 0.2 

TELN -86.8348 12.6064 -22.4 -2.7 0.2 0.2 

TROZ -86.6321 12.6156 -17.1 -3.2 0.8 1.5 
 

  

Table 4-1: Horizontal GPS velocities used in this project in the ITRF08  reference frame (Altamimi et 
al., 2012). 
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Station Longitude 
(°) 

Latitude 
(°) 

Ve 
(mm/yr) 

Vn 
(mm/yr) 

σve (mm/yr) σvn (mm/yr) 

CALV -86.8456 12.5724 -10.7 4.7 1.0 1.0 

CN22 -87.0447 12.3841 -12.8 4.8 0.2 0.2 

CORI -87.1996 12.5166 -11.4 5.5 0.3 0.3 

DIA2 -86.719 12.4846 -7.4 3.2 2.1 0.7 

ELMA -86.6748 12.4658 -4.8 6.6 0.2 0.2 

HERH -86.831 12.6093 -9.7 4.7 0.2 0.2 

HOYN -86.8281 12.5987 -8.7 1.7 0.2 0.2 

JCFI -86.8283 12.6837 -6.6 -0.3 0.2 0.2 

KIOS -86.7017 12.4943 -3.7 7.6 0.2 0.2 

LAGA -86.3132 12.5663 -2.0 0.7 0.4 0.7 

LEME -86.9095 12.4274 -10.8 5.7 0.2 0.2 

LUIS -86.5763 12.6783 -3.6 2.1 0.6 0.3 

MALP -86.6776 12.546 -8.1 7.3 0.6 0.7 

MOM0 -86.5409 12.4061 -6.8 1.5 1.0 0.0 

PAZC -86.5921 12.2948 -12.8 3.1 0.5 0.4 

PLAP -86.7923 12.501 -11.1 7.3 0.9 0.7 

POLS -86.8129 12.6493 -5.7 1.7 0.2 0.2 

PONE -87.0209 12.383 -10.9 3.8 0.3 0.3 

QUEN -86.8519 12.5918 -9.7 4.7 0.2 0.2 

ROSA -86.3727 12.7524 -2.1 0.9 0.7 0.5 

SALN -86.8561 12.6177 -7.7 2.7 0.2 0.2 

TECF -86.8383 12.6031 -9.7 2.7 0.2 0.2 

TELN -86.8348 12.6064 -9.7 2.7 0.2 0.2 

TROZ -86.6321 12.6156 -4.4 2.3 0.8 1.5 

VIST -86.4869 12.7052 -3.2 0.2 0.8 0.4 
 

  

Table 4-2: Horizontal GPS velocities used in this project. Velocities are in the Caribbean plate 
reference frame (GSRM 2.1; Kreemer et al., 2014). 
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Figure 4-4: Horizontal GPS velocities used in this project. Velocities are in the Caribbean plate 
reference frame (Kreemer et al., 2014). Black dashed line – volcanic arc axis (azimuth of 302°) that 
velocities are projected into. 
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Figure 4-5: Arc-parallel horizontal velocities on arc-normal profiles across the Telica (top panel), 
Cerro Negro (middle panel), and Momotombo (bottom panel) volcanoes. 
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The across-strike geodetic signature (Figures 4-5 and 4-6) indicates dextral-shear across the 

arc and is suggestive of a shear zone at depth and interseismic strain accumulation (e.g., Chapter 3 

study of the CA-SA transform plate boundary). This is evident in the asymptotic nature of the velocities 

in the back-arc. While there is not an equivalent amount of data for the three velocity profiles, the 

Telica and Cerro Negro velocity profiles do show a similar signature.  

  

Figure 4-6: Arc-parallel horizontal velocities on arc-normal profiles across the Telica (top panel), 
Cerro Negro (middle panel), and Momotombo (bottom panel) volcanoes with GPS stations on the 
volcanic systems removed.  
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4.2 Modeling 

The horizontal velocities across the CAFA-CA plate boundary indicate dextral shear centered 

on the volcanic arc. The velocity field is similar to other geodetically studied transform plate 

boundaries (e.g., Chapter 2). However, as previously described, the boundary is kinematically more 

similar to the South Iceland Seismic Zone and/or Reykjanes Peninsula, whereby dextral shear is 

accommodated on margin normal faults (i.e., the bookshelf faulting model). To explore the kinematics 

of how the CAFA-CA dextral shear is accommodated two modes of shear were tested: (1) arc-parallel 

faulting and (2) arc-normal faulting. A model of an arc-parallel throughgoing fault system was first 

attempted using the elastic dislocation (Savage and Burford, 1973) for the Telica, Cerro Negro, and 

Momotombo velocity profiles. Following the results of arc-parallel throughgoing fault, several other 

models were inverted to explain the observed velocities. The observed velocities could be attributed 

to two arc-parallel right-lateral faults and, for this reason, the velocities were inverted for a two-fault 

elastic dislocation model. The velocity signature may be due to change in crustal rheology or a 

compliant zone. For these reasons one- and two-fault hetero-elastic dislocation models (Le Pichon et 

al., 2005; Segall, 2010) were also inverted. To explore shear via arc-normal faults (bookshelf faulting) 

and the resulting surface displacements, the boundary element method was used (Gomberg and Ellis 

1993). 

Both the elastic and hetero-elastic dislocation models were inverted using the same hybrid 

Monte Carlo strategy as Chapter 2. The velocity profiles were perturbed by randomly sampling within 

the observed velocity uncertainties and the solution sought using the fmincon minimizer in the Matlab 

software. Uncertainties were calculated from the resulting probability distributions. To discount the 

possible influence of volcanic centers and associated processes, the elastic and hetero-elastic 

dislocation models were fitted to velocity profiles without GPS stations sited on the active volcanos. 

The exception was Momotombo because most of the stations are off the flanks of the volcano (Figure 
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4-4). Due to the paucity of data for the Momotombo velocity profile, inversions for two subparallel 

faults elastic and hetero-elastic dislocation models were also not performed. The fits of the dislocation 

models to the data were evaluated using the reduced chi-square statistic, which is described by 

Equation 1, 

 �̅� = 𝜒 /𝑣 4-13 

where 𝑣 is the degrees of freedom (i.e., number of data – number of parameters), and chi-square (𝜒 ) 

which is weighted by the square of the uncertainty of observed velocities 𝜎 , shown in Equation 2 

 
𝜒 =

(𝑜 − 𝑚 )

𝜎
 4-14 

where 𝑜 is the observed velocity and 𝑚 is the modeled velocity. 

4.2.1 Arc-Parallel Fault Elastic Dislocation Model 

4.2.1.1 Modeling 

The mode of shear via an arc-parallel right-lateral fault was explored by inverting the observed 

GPS velocities using the elastic dislocation model. The elastic dislocation model (Savage and Burford 

1973) describes the elastic strain of a strike-slip fault and assumes, if there is locking, the resultant 

surface displacements are due to shear beneath the locked fault. The elastic dislocation model is 

described by equation 3,  

 𝑣(𝑥) =
𝑣

𝜋
𝑡𝑎𝑛

𝑥

𝐷
 4-15 

where 𝑣(𝑥) is the velocity at 𝑥 distance from the fault, the fault is locked from the surface to depth 𝐷 

km,  𝑣  is the far-field velocity. The inversion solved for the locking depth, far-field velocity, and 

location of the fault relative to the volcanic arc. The constraints for all models are detailed in Table 4-

3.  
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Parameter Lower Bound Upper Bound 
x (km) -5 5 
Vff (mm/yr) 6 14 
D (km) 0 30 
C (mm/yr) 0 4 

 

4.2.1.2 Arc-Parallel Fault Elastic Dislocation Model Results and Discussion 

The results for the elastic dislocation model set are detailed in Table 4-4 and Figures 4-7 to 4-

12 where all inverted models yielded an equivalent far-field velocity of ~10 mm/yr. All models within 

this set produced shallow locking depths within uncertainty except the Cerro Negra profile that was 

inverted using the full data set, i.e., including velocities on the flanks of volcanos, yielded the deepest 

locking depth with a large uncertainty (22.6 ± 19.2 km; Table 4-4 and Figure 4-7c). The fit for the 

Cerro Negro and Telica profiles improved when the inversion included GPS data sited at volcanos 

(Table 4-4). 

 

Table 4-3: Constraints used during inversion of all one-fault dislocation models. x – fault location 
relative to volcanic arc. Vff  – the far-field velocity. D – locking depth. C – velocity profile offset.  
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Table 4-4: Elastic dislocation model results for one arc-parallel fault. x – fault location relative to volcanic arc. Vff  – the far-field velocity. D – 
locking depth. C – profile offset. 

Profile Model x (km) Vff 
(mm/yr) 

D (km) C (mm/yr) 𝝌𝟐 No. of 
GPS 
Velocities  

Telica 

With 
Volcano 
GPS 
Stations 

2.6 ± 0.3 8.8 ± 0.6 1.9 ± 0.7 3.6 ± 0.6 10.556 15 

No 
Volcano 
GPS 
Stations 

2.9 ± 0.4 10.3 ± 0.9 0.5 ± 6.9 2.5 ± 0.9 8.597 10 

Cerro Negro 

With 
Volcano 
GPS 
Stations 4.2 ± 3.6 14.0 ± 0.1 22.3 ± 3.5 1.0 ± 2.6 2.97 

12 

No 
Volcano 
GPS 
Stations 5.0 ± 0.6 8.4 ± 1.6 0.5 ± 1.6 8.0 ± 0.3 7.829 

7 

Momotombo -- -2.8 ± 2.6 10.5 ± 0.7 2.7 ± 7.2 3.3 ± 0.7 0.862 7 
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Figure 4-7: Elastic dislocation model profile for one arc-parallel fault. A – Telica velocity profile and 
model fit. B – Telica velocity profile and model fit for inversion that did not use velocities of GPS 
stations sited at volcanos. C – Cerro Negro velocity profile and model fit. D – Cerro Negro velocity 
profile and model fit for inversion that did not use velocities of GPS stations sited at volcanos. E – 
Momotombo velocity profile and model fit.  

Figure 4-8: Telica velocity profile parameter probability density functions of one-fault elastic 
dislocation model. Red line indicates parameter value for the best-fitting model. 
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Figure 4-9: Telica velocity profile parameter probability density functions of one-fault elastic 
dislocation model where GPS velocities for GPS stations on volcanos were excluded from inversion. 
Red line indicates parameter value for the best-fitting model. 

Figure 4-10. Cerro Negro velocity profile parameter probability density functions of one-fault elastic 
dislocation model. Red line indicates parameter value for the best-fitting model. 
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Figure 4-11: Cerro Negro velocity profile parameter probability density functions of one-fault elastic 
dislocation model where GPS velocities for GPS stations on volcanos were excluded from inversion. 
Red line indicates parameter value for the best-fitting model. 

Figure 4-12: Momotombo velocity profile parameter probability density functions of one-fault elastic 
dislocation model. Red line indicates parameter value for the best-fitting model. 
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The one-fault elastic dislocation model did not fit the data well, except for the Telica profile 

that did not include GPS stations on its flanks.  The residuals (Figure 4-13) show a consistent misfit 

for the geodetic velocities in the volcanic arc and back-arc. An arc-parallel throughgoing right-lateral 

fault system does not reproduce the observed velocities. 
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4.2.2 Two Arc-Parallel Faults Elastic Dislocation 

4.2.2.1 Modeling 

The one-fault elastic dislocation inversion did not fit the observed GPS velocities. However, 

the velocities in the back-arc (Figure 4-5) suggest that a two-fault system may be accommodating the 

CAFA-CA shear. To investigate this, the observed velocities were inverted using a model with two 

arc-parallel faults with the elastic dislocation model. The northeast extent of the Nicaragua Depression 

is 25 km to 30 km from the volcanic arc, which nominally should be located at 0 km across-strike. 

Beyond the northeast extent of the Nicaragua Depression is the Highlands and stable Caribbean plate, 

indicating that a likely candidate for a yet to be observed active fault should be within 30 km of the 

volcanic arc. Two model sets were tested: (1) one set that constrained the across-strike location of the 

NE fault to 30 km, and (2) one set that relaxed the location constraint allowing for a NE fault to be 

located between 20 km to 55 km. Models were also inverted (a) with and (b) without GPS velocities 

for stations located on the flanks of volcanos. Table 4-4 shows the parameter constraints for this model 

set. 

  

Figure 4-13: Results for the one-faults elastic dislocation model. Green circles are data. Red diamonds 
are the residuals of the model to the data. 
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Parameter Lower Bound Upper Bound 
x1 (km) -5 5 
x2 (km) 10 30*, 55 
Vff-1 (mm/yr) 2 14 
Vff-2 (mm/yr) 2 14 
D1 (km) 0 30  
D2 (km) 0 30 
C (mm/yr) 0 5 

Fault location constraints with * are for models where the location of the northeast fault was 
constrained to 30 km from volcanic arc. 
 
4.2.2.2 Two Arc-Parallel Faults Elastic Dislocation Model Results and Discussion 

It is possible that the CAFA-CA shear may be accommodated by a two-fault system 

considering GPS velocities show residual strain in the back-arc. These two faults would be located in 

the volcanic arc and proximal to the northeast boundary of the depression. This mechanism of shear 

was explored by inverting GPS velocities for the elastic dislocation model for two sub-parallel faults. 

Two sets of models were inverted: (1) the northeast fault was constrained to 30 km from the volcanic 

arc, and (2) the northeast fault constraint was relaxed to 55 km from the volcanic arc. The intention of 

models with relaxed constraints on the location of the northeast fault is to test if the two-fault 

dislocation models would place this fault in the Highlands (Figure 4-2), where no NW-trending right-

lateral fault has been identified. To discount the possible influence of volcanic processes, two model 

subsets were inverted for both the elastic and hetero-elastic dislocation models: (a) with and (b) without 

velocities of GPS stations sited at volcanic centers.  

4.2.2.2.1 Elastic Dislocation- Northeast Fault Constrained 

The results for the inversion of the two-fault elastic dislocation model subsets, where the 

location of the northeast fault is constrained to within 30 km of the volcanic arc, are detailed in Table 

4-6 and Figures 4-14 to 4-18. Inversion of the model set yielded locking depths of 0.0 km to 7.2 km 

on the volcanic arc fault and 2.8 km to 24.2 km on the northeast fault. The models of the Telica profile 

Table 4-5: Constraints used during inversion of all two-fault dislocation models. x1 – the along-profile 
location of volcanic arc fault. x2 – the along-profile location of northeast fault. Vff-1  – the far-field 
velocity for volcanic arc fault. . Vff-2  – the far-field velocity for northeast fault. D1 – locking depth of 
volcanic arc fault. D2 – locking depth of northeast fault. C – profile offset.  
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placed the northeast fault within 10 km of the volcanic (Table 4-6) while the models of Cerro Negro 

profiles placed the fault within ~23 km of the volcanic arc (Table 4-6). The total across-strike velocity 

is ~13 mm/yr for this model set. The models of the Telica profile that included and excluded volcano 

GPS stations produced far-field velocities that were lower for the volcanic arc fault (2.1 ± 3.4 mm/yr 

and 4.7 ± 2.5 mm/yr) than the northeast fault (12.6 ± 3.7 mm/yr and 6.3 ± 3.1 mm/yr) (Table 4-6). The 

model that used all data to fit the Cerro Negro profile had the most far-field velocity on the volcanic 

arc fault (9.7 ± 3.2 mm/yr). However, the model for the Cerro Negro profile that excluded GPS volcano 

stations produced far-field velocities that were lower (5.6 ± 3.2 mm/yr) for the volcanic arc fault 

compared to the northeast fault (8.4 ± 2.5 mm/yr) (Table 4-6). Except for the Cerro Negro profile 

inverted without GPS stations on the volcano flanks (Figure 4-14d), the model fit for the two-fault 

elastic dislocation model to the observed data were poor. 
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Profile Model x1 

(km) 
x2 
(km) 

Vff-1 
(mm/yr) 

Vff-2 
(mm/yr) 

D1 
(km) 

D2 
(km) 

C 
(mm/yr) 

𝝌𝟐 No. of 
GPS 
Velocities  

Telica 

With 
VGPS 

5.8 ± 
1.6 

10.6 ± 
8.9 2.1 ± 3.4 

12.6 ± 
3.7 

0.0 ± 
2.7 

24.2 ± 
11.5 0.0 ± 0.9 0.31 

15 

No 
VGPS 

0.1 ± 
1.7 

11.2 ± 
8.5 4.7 ± 2.5 6.3 ± 3.1 

0.2 ± 
2.4 

2.8 ± 
11.8 1.6 ± 0.9 0.56 

10 

Cerro 
Negro 

With 
VGPS 

-1.5 ± 
2.1 

26.5 ± 
6.1 9.7 ± 3.2 2.2 ± 2.2 

7.2 ± 
7.1 

4.0 ± 
9.2 1.6 ± 0.5 0.55 

12 

No 
VGPS 

5.0 ± 
4.1 

20.5 ± 
5.8 5.6 ± 2.3 8.4 ± 2.5 

2.1 ± 
12.7 

11.2 ± 
4.3 0.6 ± 1.0 3.21 

7 

Table 4-6. Elastic dislocation model results for model set with northeast fault constrained to within 30 km from the volcanic arc. x1 – the along-
profile location of volcanic arc fault. x2 – the along-profile location of northeast fault. Vff-1  – the far-field velocity for volcanic arc fault. . Vff-2  

– the far-field velocity for northeast fault. D – locking depth. C – profile offset.  
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Figure 4-14: Two-fault elastic dislocation model profile fits for two arc-parallel faults. During 
inversion location of the northeast fault was constrained to 20 km to 30 km. A – Telica velocity 
profile and model fit. B – Telica velocity profile and model fit for inversion that did not use 
velocities of GPS stations sited at volcanos. C – Cerro Negro velocity profile and model fit. D – 
Cerro Negro velocity profile and model fit for inversion that did not use velocities of GPS stations 
sited at volcanos. E – Momotombo velocity profile and model fit. 

Figure 4-1: Telica velocity profile parameter probability density functions of two-fault hetero-elastic 
dislocation model where the northeast fault was constrained to 20 km to 30 km. Red line indicates 
parameter value for the best-fitting model. 
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Figure 4-2: Telica velocity profile parameter probability density functions of one-fault hetero-elastic 
dislocation model where GPS velocities for GPS stations on volcanos were excluded from inversion 
and northeast fault was constrained to 20 km to 30 km. Red line indicates parameter value for the best-
fitting model. 

Figure 4-3: Cerro Negro velocity profile parameter probability density functions of two-fault hetero-
elastic dislocation model where the northeast fault was constrained to 20 km to 30 km. Red line 
indicates parameter value for the best-fitting model. 
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4.2.2.2.2 Elastic Dislocation- Relaxed Northeast Fault Constraint 

The inversion of the two-fault elastic dislocation model subsets with relaxed constraints on 

the location of the northeast fault (10 km to 55km) produced models that overall had better fits to the 

data compared to the northeast fault constrained models (Table 4-7; Figures 4-27 to 4-31). Inversion 

of all profiles yielded comparable locations of the northeast fault, within uncertainty, but the location 

is greater than 30 km. The inversion of this model set yielded a range of locking depths for the volcanic 

arc fault of 1.4 km to 7.3 km, while the range of locking depths for the northeast fault is 0.0 km to 4.6 

km. The total across-strike velocities for the models are comparable (~13 mm/yr), within uncertainty. 

Figure 4-18: Cerro Negro velocity profile parameter probability density functions of two-fault hetero-
elastic dislocation model where GPS velocities for GPS stations on volcanos were excluded from 
inversion and northeast fault was constrained to 20 km to 30 km. Red line indicates parameter value 
for the best-fitting model. 
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Profile Model x1 

(km) 
x2 
(km) 

Vff-1 
(mm/yr) 

Vff-2 
(mm/yr) 

D1 
(km) 

D2 
(km) 

C 
(mm/yr) 

𝝌𝟐 

Telica 

With 
VGPS 

-0.8 ± 
1.5 

32.7 ± 
14.6 9.2 ± 3.4 5.6 ± 3.6 

4.6 ± 
2.8 

4.6 ± 
12.1 0.5 ± 0.9 0.85 

No 
VGPS 

1.6 ± 
1.6 

34.5 ± 
12.8 8.0 ± 2.7 3.0 ± 3.1 

1.4 ± 
2.5 

5.8 ± 
11.9 1.7 ± 0.9 0.41 

Cerro 
Negro 

With 
VGPS 

-2.2 ± 
1.9 

32.8 ± 
11.6 9.3 ± 3.0 4.1 ± 2.2 

7.3 ± 
6.6 

1.2 ± 
9.2 0.9 ± 0.5 0.78 

No 
VGPS 

3.8 ± 
3.2 

32.5 ± 
5.9 8.6 ± 2.1 3.9 ± 2.4 

2.9 ± 
13.9 

0.0 ± 
4.1 1.8 ± 1.1 1.99 

Table 4-7: Two-fault elastic dislocation model results for model set with northeast fault constrained to within 55 km from the volcanic arc. x1 
– the along-profile location of volcanic arc fault. x2 – the along-profile location of northeast fault. Vff-1  – the far-field velocity for volcanic arc 
fault. Vff-2  – the far-field velocity for northeast fault. D1 – locking depth of volcanic arc fault. D2 – locking depth of northeast fault. C – profile 
offset. 
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Figure 4-19: Two-fault elastic dislocation model profile fits for two arc-traverse faults. During 
inversion location constraint of the northeast fault was relaxed (20 km to 55 km). A – Cerro Negro 
velocity profile and model fit. B – Cerro Negro velocity profile and model fit for inversion that did 
not use velocities of GPS stations sited at volcanos. C – Telica velocity profile and model fit. D – 
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Telica velocity profile and model fit for inversion that did not use velocities of GPS stations sited 
at volcanos. 

 

 

 

Figure 4-20: Telica velocity profile parameter probability density functions of two-fault elastic 
dislocation model where northeast fault location constraint was relaxed (20 km to 55 km). Red line 
indicates parameter value for the best-fitting model. 
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Figure 4-21: Telica velocity profile parameter probability density functions of two-fault elastic 
dislocation model where GPS velocities for GPS stations on volcanos were excluded from inversion 
and northeast fault location constraint was relaxed (20 km to 55 km). Red line indicates parameter 
value for the best-fitting model. 

Figure 4-22: Cerro Negro velocity profile parameter probability density functions of two-fault elastic 
dislocation model where northeast fault location constraint was relaxed (20 km to 55 km). Red line 
indicates parameter value for the best-fitting model. 
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4.2.3 Arc-Parallel Fault Hetero-Elastic Dislocation Model 

The one-fault and two-fault elastic dislocation models did not fit the data well. This may be 

due to an across-strike change in rheology, i.e., the rheology of the forearc, volcanic arc, back-arc may 

differ, or a compliant zone. This is may be the case given the presence of the active volcanic arc. The 

hetero-elastic dislocation model was used to investigate if there is any across-strike change in rheology 

and locking on an arc-parallel fault. 

4.2.3.1 Modeling 

The hetero-elastic dislocation model, a modification of the elastic dislocation model, 

parameterizes the rheology on each side of the fault interface and is ideal for this use case where the 

Holocene volcanic arc may have thermally weakened surrounding crust, or the CAFA may be 

rheologically different than the CA crust. The hetero-elastic dislocation is described by Equation 4, 

Figure 4-23: Cerro Negro velocity profile parameter probability density functions of two-fault elastic 
dislocation model where GPS velocities for GPS stations on volcanos were excluded from inversion 
and northeast fault location constraint was relaxed (20 km to 55 km). Red line indicates parameter 
value for the best-fitting model. 
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𝑣(𝑥) =

2𝐾𝑣

𝜋
𝑡𝑎𝑛

𝑥

𝐷
;   𝑥 ≥ 0 

𝑣(𝑥) =
2(1 − 𝐾)𝑣

𝜋
𝑡𝑎𝑛

𝑥

𝐷
;   𝑥 < 0, 

4-16 

 

where 𝑣(𝑥) is the velocity at 𝑥 distance from the fault, the fault is locked from the surface to depth 𝐷 

km,  𝑣  is the far-field velocity, and 𝐾 = 𝜇 (𝜇 + 𝜇 )⁄  is the asymmetry coefficient for which 𝜇  

and 𝜇  are the shear moduli for two regions on either side of the fault (Figure 4-24). 

 

 

The observed GPS velocities were inverted using hetero-elastic dislocation model with 

constraints that are similar to the one-fault elastic dislocation model where the parameters are identical 

(Table 4-8). The range for the shear modulus for either side of the fault was constrained to 20 GPa <  

µ  < 30 GPa (Heap et al., 2020). 

Figure 4-24: Schematic of the hetero-elastic fault system. Solid black is locked fault. The dashed line 
is fault creeping at depth. D – locking depth.  µ - shear modulus.  
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Parameter Lower 
Bound 

Upper Bound 

x (km) -5 5 
Vff (mm/yr) 6 14 
D (km) 0 30 
C (mm/yr) 0 4 
µ1 (GPa) 20 30 
µ2 (GPa) 20 30 

 

4.2.3.2 Arc-Parallel Fault Hetero-Elastic Dislocation Model Results and Discussion 

The results for the inversion of the hetero-elastic dislocation model sets produced equivalent 

far-field velocities (~14.6 mm/yr) with locking depths of 9 km – 18 km (Table 4-9; Figures 4-25 to 4-

30). This model set yielded no consistent value in the shear moduli for the forearc and back-arc (Table 

4-9). Inversions that did not use GPS stations sited at volcanoes produced shear moduli for the back-

arc that are equivalent to the upper bound of the constraint (30 GPa). All models produced shear moduli 

for the back-arc that were greater than the forearc, except for the Telica profile that included all data 

during inversion. The Telica profile, where the inversion used the full data set, had a shear modulus of 

27.2 ± 6.5 GPa for the back-arc and 22.3 ± 7.0 GPa for the forearc. This model also had the lowest 

reduced chi-square of the model set. 

Table 4-8: Constraints used during inversion of all one-fault dislocation models. x – fault location 
relative to volcanic arc. Vff – the far-field velocity. D – locking depth. C – velocity profile offset. µ1 – 
shear modulus of forearc. µ2 – shear modulus of back-arc. 
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Profile Model x (km) Vff (mm/yr) D (km) µ1 (GPa) µ2 (GPa) 𝝌𝟐 No. of 
GPS 
Velocities  

Telica 

With 
VGPS 

9.6 ± 5.8 14.9 ± 0.6 16.3 ± 6.2 22.3 ± 
7.0 

27.2 ± 6.5 0.24 15 

No 
VGPS 

6.0 ± 2.8 14.0 ± 0.6 9.8 ± 2.0 30.0 ± 
0.74 

23.2 ± 3.1 0.30 10 

Cerro Negro 

With 
VGPS 0.5 ± 3.0 14.6 ± 0.4 17.9 ± 3.9 

28.0 ± 
6.8 21.6 ± 1.6 0.86 

12 

No 
VGPS 10.0 ± 0.5 15.0 ± 0.2 11.3 ± 2.8 

30.0 ± 
10.0 20.0 ± 0.0 0.32 

7 

Momotombo With 
VGPS 6.2 ± 3.3 14.4 ± 0.6 18.1 ± 4.9 

29.3 ± 
1.6 20.5 ± 1.3 1.02 

7 

Table 4-9: Hetero-elastic dislocation model results for one arc-parallel fault. x – fault location relative to volcanic arc. Vff  – the far-field velocity. 
D – locking depth. µ1 – shear modulus of forearc. µ2 – shear modulus of back-arc. VGPS – GPS stations sited on volcanic centers. 
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Figure 4-25: Hetero-elastic dislocation model profile for one arc-parallel fault. A – Telica velocity 
profile and model fit. B – Telica velocity profile and model fit for inversion that did not use velocities 
of GPS stations sited at volcanos. C – Cerro Negro velocity profile and model fit. D – Cerro Negro 
velocity profile and model fit for inversion that did not use velocities of GPS stations sited at volcanos. 
E – Momotombo velocity profile and model fit. 

Figure 4-26: Telica velocity profile parameter probability density functions of one-fault hetero-elastic 
dislocation model. mu (µ) – shear modulus. Red line indicates parameter value for the best-fitting 
model. 
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Figure 4-27: Telica velocity profile parameter probability density functions of one-fault hetero-elastic 
dislocation model where GPS velocities for GPS stations on volcanos were excluded from inversion. 
mu (µ) – shear modulus. Red line indicates parameter value for the best-fitting model. 

Figure 4-28: Cerro Negro velocity profile parameter probability density functions of one-fault hetero-
elastic dislocation model. mu (µ) – shear modulus. Red line indicates parameter value for the best-
fitting model. 
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Figure 4-29: Cerro Negro velocity profile parameter probability density functions of one-fault hetero-
elastic dislocation model where GPS velocities for GPS stations on volcanos were excluded from 
inversion. mu (µ) – shear modulus. Red line indicates parameter value for the best-fitting model. 

Figure 4-30: Momotombo velocity profile parameter probability density functions of one-fault hetero-
elastic dislocation model. mu (µ) – shear modulus. Red line indicates parameter value for the best-
fitting model. 
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4.2.4 Two Arc-Parallel Faults Hetero-Elastic Dislocation 

4.2.4.1 Modeling 

If the CAFA-CA shear is being accommodated by two right-lateral transform faults, it is 

possible that these faults bound regions, in particular, the volcanic arc, that may have varying rheology 

or a compliant zone (Figure 4-31). To investigate if a change in rheology and two faults are responsible 

for the observed velocities, a two-fault hetero-elastic dislocation model was inverted. This model will 

solve for independent shear moduli for each region separated by two faults (Figure 4-31). Like the 

elastic-dislocation models, the model was divided into two sets that (1) constrain the across-strike 

location of the northeast fault to 30 km, and (2) relaxed constraint on the location of the northeast fault 

(10 km to 55 km). Models were also inverted with (a) the full GPS data set for each profile and (b) 

without the velocities of GPS stations on the flanks of volcanos. The constraints for the two subparallel 

hetero-elastic models are detailed in Table 4-10. The constraint for the shear modulus was 25 GPa <  

µ  < 30 GPa. 

 

 

Figure 4-31: Schematic of the two-fault hetero-elastic model in a dextral shear zone. Solid black is 
locked fault. The dashed line the fault slipping at depth. D – locking depth. µ - shear modulus.  
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Parameter Lower Bound Upper Bound 
x1 (km) -5 5 
x2 (km) 10 30*, 55 
Vff-1 (mm/yr) 2 14 
Vff-2 (mm/yr) 2 14 
D1 (km) 0 30  
D2 (km) 0 30 
µ1 (GPa) 25 31 
µ2 (GPa) 25 31 
µ3 (GPa) 25 31 

* Fault location constraints for models where the location of the northeast fault was constrained to 30 
km from volcanic arc. 
 
4.2.4.2 Two Arc-Parallel Faults Hetero-Elastic Dislocation Results and Discussion 

4.2.4.2.1 Hetero-Elastic Dislocation - Northeast Fault Constrained 

Inversion of the two-fault hetero-elastic dislocation model subset, where the location of the 

northeast fault was constrained to within 30 km of the volcanic, arc yielded results where almost all 

the parameters were estimated to be the lower or upper bound of their constraints (Table 4-11; Figures 

4-32 to 4-36). The estimated location of the northeast fault, for all models, was estimated to be 30 km 

within uncertainty, which is equivalent to the upper bound constraint. For all models that used the full 

GPS data set, the shear modulus of the forearc is 25 ± < 1.5 GPa (lower bound of the constraint), while 

models that did not include volcano GPS velocities yielded shear moduli of 31 ± < 2.0 GPa (upper 

bound of constraint) for the forearc (Table 4-11). Except for the model that fit the Cerro Negro profile 

that did not include volcano GPS velocities (Table 4-11, Figure 4-32d), all models produced shear 

moduli of ~25.0 GPa for the volcanic arc. There is no clear consistency in the shear moduli for the 

back-arc (Table 4-11). Most models produce a lower far-field velocity for the volcanic arc fault (~6.1 

mm/yr) than the northeast fault (~8 mm/yr). Only the model that fit the Cerro Negro profile using the 

Table 4-10: Constraints used during inversion of all two-fault hetero-elastic dislocation models. x1 – 
the along-profile location of volcanic arc fault. x2 – the along-profile location of northeast fault. Vff-1  

– the far-field velocity for volcanic arc fault. . Vff-2  – the far-field velocity for northeast fault. D1 – 
locking depth of volcanic arc fault. D2 – locking depth of northeast fault. µ1 – shear modulus of forearc. 
µ2 – shear modulus of region between the two faults. µ3 – shear modulus of back-arc. 
4.2.4.2 Two Arc-Parallel Faults Hetero-Elastic Dislocation Results and Discussion 
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full GPS data set produced a higher far-field velocity for the volcanic arc (11.3 ± 4.0 mm/yr) than the 

northeast fault (4.0 ± 3.8 mm/yr). The total across-strike far-field velocities are equivalent for this 

model set (~ 14 mm/yr). For all models, the fit worsened when inversion excluded volcano GPS 

velocities. 
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Profile Model x1 

(km) 
x2 
(km) 

Vff-1 
(mm/yr) 

Vff-2 
(mm/yr) 

D1 (km) D2 (km) µ1 
(GPa) 

µ2 
(GPa) 

µ3 
(GPa) 

𝝌𝟐 No. of 
GPS Vels  

Telica 

With 
VGPS 

-2.3 
± 3.1 

27.6 ± 
6.0 6.0 ± 3.0 8.5 ± 2.1 3.2 ± 15.2 20.8 ± 9.5 

26.4 ± 
4.0 

25.0 ± 
1.2 

31.0 ± 
1.9 0.71 

15 

No 
VGPS 

5.6 ± 
3.5 

25.0 ± 
3.8 6.2 ± 0.8 7.7 ± 1.4 3.7 ± 24.0 17.8 ± 7.0 

29.9 ± 
1.6 

25.8 ± 
3.5 

28.6 ± 
2.6 2.19 

10 

Cerro 
Negro 

With 
VGPS 

6.0 ± 
2.0 

30.0 ± 
7.4 

11.3 ± 
4.0 4.0 ± 3.8 13.3 ± 8.3 

16.8 ± 
10.4 

31.0 ± 
1.7 

25.0 ± 
1.2 

31.0 ± 
1.9 4.78 

12 

No 
VGPS 

6.0 ± 
3.8 

25.9 ± 
4.4 6.2 ± 0.8 8.1 ± 1.1 5.5 ± 22.3 

13.2 ± 
10.3 

29.4 ± 
1.4 

31.0 ± 
2.8 

25.0 ± 
1.7 0.37 

7 

Table 4-11: Two-fault hetero-elastic dislocation model results for model set with northeast fault constrained to within 30 km from the volcanic 
arc. x1 – the along-profile location of volcanic arc fault. x2 – the along-profile location of northeast fault. Vff-1  – the far-field velocity for volcanic 
arc fault. . Vff-2  – the far-field velocity for northeast fault. D1 – locking depth of volcanic arc fault. D2 – locking depth of northeast fault. µ1 – 
shear modulus of forearc. µ2 – shear modulus of region between the two faults. µ3 – shear modulus of back-arc. 
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Figure 4-32: Two-fault hetero-elastic dislocation model profile fits for two arc-transverse faults. 
During inversion location of the northeast fault was constrained to 20 km to 30 km. A – Cerro 
Negro velocity profile and model fit. B – Cerro Negro velocity profile and model fit for inversion 
that did not use velocities of GPS stations sited at volcanos. C – Telica velocity profile and model 
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fit. D – Telica velocity profile and model fit for inversion that did not use velocities of GPS 
stations sited at volcanos. 

 

 

Figure 4-33: Telica velocity profile parameter probability density functions of two-fault hetero-elastic 
dislocation model where northeast fault was constrained to 20 km to 30 km. mu (µ) – shear modulus. 
Red line indicates parameter value for the best-fitting model. 
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Figure 4-34: Telica velocity profile parameter probability density functions of two-fault hetero-elastic 
dislocation model where GPS velocities for GPS stations on volcanos were excluded from inversion 
and northeast fault was constrained to 20 km to 30 km. mu (µ) – shear modulus. Red line indicates 
parameter value for the best-fitting model. 

Figure 4-35: Cerro Negro velocity profile parameter probability density functions of two-fault hetero-
elastic dislocation model where the northeast fault was constrained to 20 km to 30 km. mu (µ) – shear 
modulus. Red line indicates parameter value for the best-fitting model. 
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4.2.4.2.2 Hetero-Elastic Dislocation - Relaxed Northeast Fault Constraint 

Inversion of the model set for the two-fault hetero-elastic dislocation model with relaxed 

constraints for the location of the northeast fault (20 km to 55 km) yielded improved model fits 

compared to the model set that constrained the location of the northeast fault (Table 4-12; Figures 4-

37 to 4-41). The location of the northeast fault for most models is greater than 30 km from the volcanic 

arc. The model of the Telica profile, which did not include volcano GPS velocities, is the only model 

that placed the northeast fault within 30 km of the volcanic arc, at an along profile distance of 18.7 ± 

6.0 km from the volcanic arc. The models produced locking depths for the volcanic arc fault of 1.0 km 

to 30 km and for the northeast faults, locking depths of 1.2 km to 23.4 km (Table 4-12). The model set 

also produced shear moduli that were at the lower (25 GPa) and upper bounds (30 GPa) of the 

constraints. All models produced a shear modulus of 25 ± <17 GPa for the forearc, except the model 

Figure 4-35: Cerro Negro velocity profile parameter probability density functions of two-fault hetero-
elastic dislocation model where GPS velocities for GPS stations on volcanos were excluded from 
inversion and northeast fault was constrained to 20 km to 30 km. mu (µ) – shear modulus. Red line 
indicates parameter value for the best-fitting model. 
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that fit the Cerro Negro profile that used all GPS velocities, which yielded a shear modulus of 27.7 ± 

2.5 GPa (Figure 4-37c; Table 4-23). This model produced a shear modulus of 25.0 ± 2.0 GPa for the 

volcanic arc while other models yielded shear moduli of ~30 GPa. All models produced a shear 

modulus of ~30 GPA for the back-arc with the exception of the model that fit the Telica profile that 

used all GPS velocities during inversion. The Telica profile that was inverted using the full data set 

produced a shear modulus of 26.3 ± 3.3 GPa for the back-arc. The far-field velocities for both the 

volcanic arc fault and the northeast fault are equivalent (~7 mm/yr) for all models except the Cerro 

Negro profile that was inverted using the full GPS data set (Table 4-12). The model that fit the Cerro 

Negro profile that used all GPS velocities produced far-field velocities of 11.9 ± 4.3 mm/yr across the 

volcanic arc and 4.0 ± 3.5 across the northeast fault (Table 4-12; Figure 4-37c). The total across-strike 

velocity is equivalent for all models (~15 mm/yr). Inversions that did not use volcanic GPS velocities 

produced model fits that are worse than inversions that do include volcanic GPS velocities. 
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Profile Model x1 

(km) 
x2 
(km) 

Vff-1 
(mm/yr) 

Vff-2 
(mm/yr) 

D1 
(km) 

D2 
(km) 

µ1 
(GPa) 

µ2 
(GPa) 

µ3 
(GPa) 

𝝌𝟐 No. of 
GPS Vels  

Telica 

With 
VGPS 

-3.9 
± 1.5 

37.1 ± 
12.7 6.0 ± 4.7 8.0 ± 3.1 

1.0 ± 
17.7 

15.5 ± 
12.4 

26.3 ± 
3.3 

31.0 ± 
5.0 

25.0 ± 
4.9 1.32 

15 

No 
VGPS 

1.3 
±2.4 

18.7 ± 
6.0 7.6 ± 1.4 7.8 ± 1.3 

29.9 ± 
5.2 

23.4 ± 
6.0 

29.6 ± 
1.7 

30.8 ± 
2.1 

25.2 ± 
1.6 0.52 

10 

Cerro 
Negro 

With 
VGPS 

-2.8 
± 1.8 

46.6 ± 
19.5 11.9 ± 4.3 4.0 ± 3.5 

13.9 ± 
7.9 

9.2 ± 
15.7 

31.0 ± 
3.0 

25.0 ± 
2.0 

27.7 ± 
2.5 3.26 

12 

No 
VGPS 

5.0 
±2.9 

33.1 ± 
10.2 7.6 ± 1.4 6.5 ± 2.4 

4.9 ± 
22.3 

7.2 ± 
15.4 

31.0 ± 
2.5 

28.7 ± 
1.7 

25.0 ± 
1.7 0.36 

7 

Table 4-12: Two-fault hetero-elastic dislocation model results for model set with northeast fault constrained to within 55 km from the volcanic 
arc. x1 – the along-profile location of volcanic arc fault. x2 – the along-profile location of northeast fault. Vff-1  – the far-field velocity for volcanic 
arc fault. . Vff-2  – the far-field velocity for northeast fault. D1 – locking depth of volcanic arc fault. D2 – locking depth of northeast fault. µ1 – 
shear modulus of forearc. µ2 – shear modulus of region between the two faults. µ3 – shear modulus of back-arc. 
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Figure 4-37: Two-fault hetero-elastic dislocation model profile fits for two arc-parallel faults. 
During inversion location constraint of the northeast fault was relaxed (20 km to 55 km). A – Cerro 
Negro velocity profile and model fit. B – Cerro Negro velocity profile and model fit for inversion 
that did not use velocities of GPS stations sited at volcanos. C – Telica velocity profile and model 
fit. D – Telica velocity profile and model fit for inversion that did not use velocities of GPS stations 
sited at volcanos. 

Figure 4-38: Telica velocity profile parameter probability density functions of two-fault hetero-elastic 
dislocation model where northeast fault location constraint was relaxed (20 km to 55 km). mu (µ) – 
shear modulus. Red line indicates parameter value for the best-fitting model. 
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Figure 4-39: Telica velocity profile parameter probability density functions of two-fault hetero-elastic 
dislocation model where GPS velocities for GPS stations on volcanos were excluded from inversion 
and northeast fault location constraint was relaxed (20 km to 55 km). mu (µ) – shear modulus. Red 
line indicates parameter value for the best-fitting model. 
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Figure 4-40: Cerro Negro velocity profile parameter probability density functions of two-fault hetero-
elastic dislocation model where northeast fault location constraint was relaxed (20 km to 55 km). mu 
(µ) – shear modulus. Red line indicates parameter value for the best-fitting model. 

Figure 4-41: Cerro Negro velocity profile parameter probability density functions of two-fault hetero-
elastic dislocation model where GPS velocities for GPS stations on volcanos were excluded from 
inversion and northeast fault location constraint was relaxed (20 km to 55 km). mu (µ) – shear 
modulus. Red line indicates parameter value for the best-fitting model. 
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4.2.3 Bookshelf Faulting – BEM 

Shear via an array of sinistral faults with strikes perpendicular to the direction of the dextral 

shear (i.e., bookshelf faulting) was investigated using the boundary element method (Gomberg and 

Ellis 1993). The boundary element method (BEM) is advantageous in that it is computationally 

efficient (compared to the finite element method) and will simultaneously solve for slip on all faults 

as they interact in a deformation field. A disadvantage of this method is that it does not incorporate 

heterogeneous rheology. The modeling strategy assumes that the rheology of the forearc and the back-

arc is the same. The forearc could be displaced by at most 40 km, given a CAFA translation rate of 14 

mm/yr and 3 Myr of ongoing translation since the onset of Cocos Ridge-Caribbean plate collision. 

This would make it unlikely that rheologically disparate regions are now adjacent like the Carrizo 

segment of the San Andreas where geodetic, seismic, and geologic evidence indicates an across-strike 

change in rheology (Schmalzle et al., 2006). It is also assumed that there are arc-normal faults that are 

creeping due to the presence of volcanic centers, seismogenic arc-normal faults creep at shallow depths 

(< 10 km), and the interseismic GPS velocities represent the displacement due to creep on these faults. 

BEM models were also created with slip imposed on faults to explore slip on faults that are locked but 

slip freely at depth down-dip. All BEM models used a Youngs modulus of 70 GPa. The resulting 

displacements from the BEM models were compared to observed velocities.  
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The resulting slip on freely slipping arc-normal faults from the BEM was also compared to 

the expected slip on bookshelf faults using the geometric relationships described by Sigmundsson et 

al., (1995) for the South Iceland Seismic Zone (Figure 4-42). The rate of rotation of the arc-normal 

faults in the CAFA-CA shear zone is described by Equation 5, 

 �̇� = 2𝑣/𝐿 17 

where 𝐿 is the length of each fault, and 𝑣 = ~7 mm/yr is half the CAFA-CA relative rate. The slip rate 

on each arc-normal fault is determined using Equation 6,  

 𝑆 = 𝑤 tan �̇� = 𝑤�̇� 18 

where 𝑤 is the spacing between arc-normal faults. 

The deformation field was created using four faults that simulated the motion of the CAFA 

(Figure 4-43). This was accomplished by imposing on four north striking faults, at the ends of the 

model space, either tensile opening or closing. For example, a tensile opening or closing of 7 mm 

resulted in a linear change in displacement across the model’s inspection area of 7 mm to -7 mm. The 

four faults were spaced 120 km apart, 200 km long, and at depths of the surface to 150 km. Models of 

arc-normal faults were created with varying fault lengths and spacings from which the surface 

Figure 4-42: Schematic bookshelf faulting system showing geometric relationships between faults. 
Modified from Sigmundsson et al., (1995). 
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displacements were inspected. The arc-normal faults are vertical and extend from the surface to 20 

km, with modeled lengths of 5 km, 10 km, 15 km, and 20 km and the spacings between these faults 

being 2 km, 5 km, and 10 km.  

Five BEM model sets were created to explore (1) freely slipping faults assuming there is no a 

priori knowledge of fault slip rates, (2) slip prescribed on arc-normal faults following the kinematic 

analysis of Sigmundsson et al., (1995). BEM model set were also implemented to explore simulated 

locked faults by using slip amounts from the bookshelf faulting kinematic analysis on arc-normal 

faults. The slip was imposed on the faults at down-dip depths of (3) 5 km to 20 km and (4) 10 km to 

20 km. To further explore locked arc-normal faults, (5) another model set was created with 10 mm and 

14 mm of slip prescribed on the arc-normal faults at down-dip depths of 5 km to 20 km. 

4.2.3.1 Freely Slipping Faults 

For the BEM model set that allowed faults to slip freely in the deformation field, two subsets 

of models, A and B, were created. Model set A only has arc-normal faults and model set B includes 

an arc-parallel fault at depth. The arc-parallel fault represents the shear of the lower lithosphere, where 

the ductility of the crust is expected to result in shear aligned with the direction of motion. The arc-

normal faults are at depths from the surface to 20 km. The arc-parallel fault is at depths of 20 km to 

55 km and is 100 km long, long enough to not introduce unwanted displacements at the fault tip in the 

model inspection area. No slip is prescribed on the arc-normal and arc-parallel faults but they are 

allowed to slip freely with only strike-slip displacement, i.e., no dip-slip is allowed. Figure 4-44 shows 

the configuration of models that include arc-normal and arc-parallel faults. Tables 4-13 and 4-14 detail 

the model names and varying parameters for BEM model sets A and B. A deformation field that 

created a linear change of -7 mm to 7 mm across the model inspection area was used. 
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Figure 4-43: Boundary element method model schematic for faults inducing deformation (dark blue), 
three arc-normal faults (green), an arc-parallel fault at depth (brown). The dashed line is the profile of 
the region from which surface displacements will be sampled. Fault lengths are not to scale.  

 

 

  

Figure 4-44. Schematic of the model set up for boundary element models that include arc-normal and 
arc-parallel faults. 
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Table 4-13: Boundary element method models set A with only arc-normal faults. 

Model Name Arc-Normal Fault Length (km) Arc-Normal Fault Spacing (km) 
A1 5 2 
A2 5 5 
A3 5 10 
A4 10 2 
A5 10 5 
A6 10 10 
A7 15 2 
A8 15 5 
A9 15 10 
A10 20 2 
A11 20 5 
A12 20 10 

 

Table 4-14: Boundary element method models set with arc-normal and arc-parallel faults. 

Model Name Arc-Normal Fault Length (km) Arc-Normal Fault Spacing (km) 
B1 5 2 
B2 5 5s 
B3 5 10 
B4 10 2 
B5 10 5 
B6 10 10 
B7 15 2 
B8 15 5 
B9 15 10 
B10 20 2 
B11 20 5 
B12 20 10 

 

Model sets A and B were further explored in different deformation fields considering that the 

GPS velocities of the CAFA range from 8 mm/yr to 14 mm/yr, which are limited to the coast and the 

volcanic arc (40 km). It is possible that there is a maximum velocity that is not observed due to the 

lack of further afield forearc GPS stations. Model set C, which is similar to model set A, was created 

with a deformation field that has a displacement gradient of -8 mm to 8 mm. Model set D is similar to 

model set B (arc-parallel fault at depth) and has a deformation field of -8 mm to 8 mm. Model set E is 
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similar to model set A but has a deformation field of -10 mm to 10 mm. Model set F is similar to model 

set B (arc-parallel fault at depth) but has a deformation field of -10 mm to -10 mm. Models names and 

configuration for model set C through E are detailed in Tables 4-15, 4-16, 4-17, and 4-18. 

Table 4-15: Models set C configuration. 

Model Name Arc-Normal Fault Length (km) Arc-Normal Fault Spacing (km) 
C1 5 2 
C2 5 5.5 
C3 5 10 
C4 10 2 
C5 10 5 
C6 10 10 
C7 15 2 
C8 15 5 
C9 15 10 
C10 20 2 
C11 20 5 
C12 20 10 

 

Table 4-16: Models set D configuration with arc-parallel fault. 

Model Name Arc-Normal Fault Length (km) Arc-Normal Fault Spacing (km) 
D1 5 2 
D2 5 5.5 
D3 5 10 
D4 10 2 
D5 10 5 
D6 10 10 
D7 15 2 
D8 15 5 
D9 15 10 
D10 20 2 
D11 20 5 
D12 20 10 
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Table 4-17: Models set E configuration 

Model Name Arc-Normal Fault Length (km) Arc-Normal Fault Spacing (km) 
E1 5 2 
E2 5 5.5 
E3 5 10 
E4 10 2 
E5 10 5 
E6 10 10 
E7 15 2 
E8 15 5 
E9 15 10 
E10 20 2 
E11 20 5 
E12 20 10 

 

Table 4-18: Models set F configuration with arc-parallel fault. 

Model Name Arc-Normal Fault Length (km) Arc-Normal Fault Spacing (km) 
F1 5 2 
F2 5 5.5 
F3 5 10 
F4 10 2 
F5 10 5 
F6 10 10 
F7 15 2 
F8 15 5 
F9 15 10 
F10 20 2 
F11 20 5 
F12 20 10 
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4.2.3.2 Slip Prescribed on Faults 

To investigate how slip on arc-normal and arc-parallel faults contribute to the across-strike 

geodetic signal, several models were created where slip was prescribed on faults. These model sets 

also examined the resulting displacements of these faults slipping with and without a background 

deformation field and with and without the 20 km deep arc-parallel fault that represents shear at depth. 

Models set G was created with the same fault configuration of the model set B (Figure 4-44), 

with slip imposed on the arc-normal faults (from the surface to 20 km) following the kinematic analysis 

of Sigmundsson et al., (1995), right-lateral slip of 14 mm on the arc-parallel fault, and a background 

deformation field of -7 mm to 7 mm. Model set H is similar to model set G but without the background 

deformation field. Model set I is also similar to model set G but without the arc-parallel fault. Table 

4-19 details the fault configuration and background deformation field for model sets G through I.  For 

model sets G through I, the arc-normal fault lengths are 20 km and models were created for fault 

spacings of 2 km, 5 km, and 10 km (Table 4-20). 

 

Table 4-19: Model sets G through I configuration.  

Model 
Name 

Deformation 
Field (min to 
max in mm) 

Arc-
parallel 
Fault Slip 
(mm) 

G 7 14 

H None 14 

I 7 None 
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Table 4-20: Model sets G through I fault spacings. 

Model 
Name 

Arc-Normal Fault 
Length (km) 

Arc-Normal Fault 
Spacing (km) 

Arc-Normal Fault Slip 
(mm) 

G1 20 2 1.4 
G2 20 5 3.8 
G3 20 10 7 
H1 20 2 1.4 
H2 20 5 3.8 
H3 20 10 7 
I1 20 2 1.4 
I2 20 5 3.8 
I3 20 10 7 

 

The bookshelf faults in Nicaragua are seismogenic and the across-strike interseismic GPS 

velocities may be due to slip down-dip, below the locked part of the faults. Several models were created 

to explore locked faults with slip down-dip. The slip on these faults follows the kinematic analysis of 

Sigmundsson et al., (1995). These models also investigated the surface displacements of these locked 

faults with and without a background deformation field. Model set J has a similar configuration of 

model set B (includes an arc-parallel fault) with arc-normal faults slip at 10 km to 20 km down-dip 

and there is no background deformation field. Model set K is similar to model set J but without an arc-

parallel fault. Model set L is similar to model set J but with a background deformation field of -7 mm 

to 7 mm. Model set M is similar to model set J but without a background deformation field nor an arc-

parallel fault and slip is imposed on the arc-normal faults down-dip at 5 km to 20 km. Model set N is 

similar to model set M but with a background deformation field of -7 mm to 7 mm. Table 4-21 details 

the configuration and background deformation for model sets J through N. For model sets J through 

N, all arc-normal faults were 20 km long, and spaced 2 km, 5 km, and 10 km (Table 4-22). 
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Table 4-21: Model sets J through N configuration. 

Model 
Name 

Deformation Field  
(-min to +max in mm) 

Arc-parallel 
Fault Slip 
(mm) 

Slip at Down-
Dip (km) 

J None 14 15 - 20 

K None None 10 - 20 

L 7 None 10 - 20 

M None None 5 - 20 

N 7 None 5 - 20 
 

Table 4-22: Model sets G through I fault spacings. 

Model 
Name 

Arc-Normal Fault 
Length (km) 

Arc-Normal Fault 
Spacing (km) 

Arc-Normal Fault Slip 
(mm) 

J1 20 2 1.4 
J2 20 5 3.8 
J3 20 10 7 
K1 20 2 1.4 
K2 20 5 3.8 
K3 20 10 7 
L1 20 2 1.4 
L2 20 5 3.8 
L3 20 10 7 
M1 20 2 1.4 
M2 20 5 3.8 
M3 20 10 7 
N1 20 2 1.4 
N2 20 5 3.8 
N3 20 10 7 

 

Locked arc-normal faults were further investigated by creating models with imposed slip of 

10 mm and 14 mm on arc-normal faults. The imposed slip exceeds that of what the kinematic analysis 

of bookshelf faulting predicts. Model set O has a similar configuration of model set B, i.e., there is an 

arc-parallel fault at depth, but without the background deformation field and slip of 10 mm was 

imposed on arc-normal faults at 5 km to 20 km down-dip. Model set P is similar to model set O except 

a background deformation field of -7 mm to 7 mm is included. Model set Q is similar to model set O 

but 14 mm of slip was imposed on arc-normal faults. Likewise, the model set R is similar to model set 
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P except 14 mm of slip was imposed on arc-normal faults. Table 4-23 details the configuration and 

background deformation for model sets O through R. For model sets O through R, all arc-normal faults 

were 20 km long, and spaced 2 km, 5 km, and 10 km (Table 4-24). 

 

Table 4-23: Model sets O through R configuration. 

Model Name 
 

 

Deformation Field 
(min to max in mm) 

Arc-normal 
fault Slip (mm) 

Slip at Down-
Dip (km) 

O None 10 5 - 20 

P 7 10 5 - 20 

Q None 14 5 - 20 

R 7 14 5 - 20 
 

Table 4-24: Model sets O through R fault spacings. 

Model 
Name 

Arc-Normal Fault 
Length (km) 

Arc-Normal Fault 
Spacing (km) 

Arc-Normal Fault Slip 
(mm) 

O1 20 2 1.4 
O2 20 5 3.8 
O3 20 10 7 
P1 20 2 1.4 
P2 20 5 3.8 
P3 20 10 7 
Q1 20 2 1.4 
Q2 20 5 3.8 
Q3 20 10 7 
R1 20 2 1.4 
R2 20 5 3.8 
R3 20 10 7 
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The slip on all faults and background deformation field for all model sets are detailed in Table 

4-25. 

Table 4-25: All BEM model configurations. 

Model 
Name 

Deformation 
Field (min to 
max in mm) 

Arc-parallel 
Fault Slip (mm) 

Arc-normal 
fault Slip 
(mm) 

Slip Down-Dip (km) 

A 7 F None 0 - 20 

B 7 F F 0 - 20 

C 8 F None 0 - 20 

D 8 F F 0 - 20 

E 10 F None 0 - 20 

F 10 F F 0 - 20 

G 7 14 S 0 - 20 

H None 14 S 0 - 20 

I 7 None S 0 - 20 

J None 14 S 15 - 20 

K None None S 10 - 20 

L 7 None S 10 - 20 

M None None S 5 - 20 

N 7 None S 5 - 20 

O None None 10 5 - 20 

P 7 None 10 5 - 20 

Q None None 14 5 - 20 

R 7 None 14 5 - 20 
F – free to slip. S – Slip from kinematic analysis (Sigmundsson et al., 1995).   
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4.2.3.3 Bookshelf Faulting Results 

The surface displacements generated by the arc-normal bookshelf faults were explored using 

the boundary element method. A deformation field was created by prescribing on four faults tensile 

opening or closing of 7 mm, which created a displacement gradient of 7 mm to -7 mm across (bottom 

to the top of model space) the model’s inspection area (Figures 4-45 and 4-46). To ensure that the 

expected deformation field is generated, a model was implemented with an arc-parallel fault (left to 

right of model space) with fault width from the surface to 30 km and length of 100 km that yielded 

displacements which approximate an expected step function (Figures 4-47 and 4-48). 

 

Figure 4-45: Surface displacement produced by the initial deformation field where the four faults 
(black lines) are opening or closing to simulate forearc translation. Cyan line is profile line where 
surface displacements will be inspected. 
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Figure 4-46: Displacements sampled within a 4 km width along profile line (cyan line in Figure 4-45). 
Top panel – profile displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°) where westward 
velocities are positive. Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile 
displacements in the y-direction. 
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Figure 4-47: Surface displacement produced by four opening or closing faults (black lines) and 
horizontal or arc-parallel fault (black line) at depths of 0 km to 30 km and length of 100 km. 
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Figure 4-48:  Displacement sampled within a 4 km width of profile produced by four opening or 
closing faults (black lines) and arc-parallel fault at depths of 0 km to 30 km and length of 100 km. Top 
panel – profile displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). Middle panel – profile 
displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. 
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4.3.3.1 Freely Slipping Faults 

4.3.3.1.1 Model Sets A & B 

All BEM models incorporated arc-normal faults, but to investigate how shear in the ductile 

lithosphere at depth induces surface displacements, two model sets were created: (i) model set A only 

incorporated arc-normal faults and (ii) model set B included an arc-parallel fault at depth (30 km to 55 

km). The resulting surface displacements are compared to observed displacements (observed GPS 

velocities over a year). The surface displacements for model set A are plotted in Figures 4-49 to 4-60. 

The displacements projected into an arc-parallel (left to right of the model space) profile for model set 

A are plotted in Figures 4-61 to 4-73. The surface displacements for model set B are plotted in Figures 

4-74 to 4-85. The displacements model set B that were projected into an arc-normal profile are plotted 

in Figures 4-86 to 4-98. Model set A, compared to model set B, better approximates the observed 

displacements. Both model sets A and B with fault lengths of 15 km and 20 km and spacings of 2 km, 

5.5 km, and 10 km appear to well fit the observed displacements in the back-arc, forearc, and about 

~10 km away from the volcanic arc (models A7, A8, A9, A10 A11, A12, B7, B8, B9, B10, B11, B12; 

Figures 4-68 to 4-73 & 4-93 to 4-98). 
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Figure 4-49. Model A1: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-normal 
faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 5 km and 2 km respectively. This model has 5 arc-normal 
faults.  
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Figure 4-50. Model A2: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-
normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 5 km and 5 km respectively. This model has 4 
arc-normal faults.  
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Figure 4-51: Model A3: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-normal 
faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 5 km and 10 km respectively. This model has 4 arc-normal 
faults.  
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Figure 4-52: Model A4: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-normal 
faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 10 km and 2 km respectively. This model has 5 arc-normal 
faults. 
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Figure 4-53: Model A5: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-normal 
faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 10 km and 5 km respectively. This model has 4 arc-normal 
faults. 
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Figure 4-54: Model A6: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-normal 
faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 10 km and 10 km respectively. This model has 4 arc-normal 
faults. 
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Figure 4-55: Model A7: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-normal 
faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 15 km and 2 km respectively. This model has 5 arc-normal 
faults. 
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Figure 4-56: Model A8: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-normal 
faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 15 km and 5 km respectively. This model has 4 arc-normal 
faults. 
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Figure 4-57: Model A9: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-normal 
faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 15 km and 10 km respectively. This model has 4 arc-normal 
faults. 
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Figure 4-58: Model A10: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-
normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 20 km and 2 km respectively. This model has 5 arc-
normal faults. 
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Figure 4-59: Model A11: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-
normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 20 km and 5 km respectively. This model has 4 arc-
normal faults. 
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Figure 4-60: Model A12: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-
normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 20 km and 10 km respectively. This model has 4 
arc-normal faults.  
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 Figure 4-61: All BEM model set A surface profiles (cyan line in Figures 4-49 to 4-60). 
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Figure 4-62. Model A1: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 5 km 
and 2 km respectively. Top panel – profile displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 
270°). Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile displacements 
in the y-direction. ‘Model Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to 
the model displacements. 
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Figure 4-63. Model A2: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 5 km 
and 5 km respectively. Top panel – profile displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 
270°). Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile displacements 
in the y-direction. ‘Model Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to 
the model displacements. 
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Figure 4-64: Model A3: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 5 km 
and 10 km respectively. Top panel – profile displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 
270°). Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile displacements 
in the y-direction. ‘Model Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to 
the model displacements. 
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Figure 4-65: Model A4: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 10 km 
and 2 km respectively. Top panel – profile displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 
270°). Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile displacements 
in the y-direction. ‘Model Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to 
the model displacements.  
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Figure 4-66: Model A5: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 10 km 
and 5 km respectively. Top panel – profile displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 
270°). Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile displacements 
in the y-direction. ‘Model Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to 
the model displacements. 
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Figure 4-67: Model A6: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 10 km 
and 10 km respectively. Top panel – profile displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 
270°). Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile displacements 
in the y-direction. ‘Model Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to 
the model displacements. 
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Figure 4-68: Model A7: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 15 km 
and 2 km respectively. Top panel – profile displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 
270°). Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile displacements 
in the y-direction. ‘Model Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to 
the modeled displacement. 
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Figure 4-69: Model A8: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 15 km 
and 5 km respectively. Top panel – profile displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 
270°). Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile displacements 
in the y-direction. ‘Model Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to 
the modeled displacement. 
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Figure 4-70. Model A9: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 15 km 
and 10 km respectively. Top panel – profile displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 
270°). Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile displacements 
in the y-direction. ‘Model Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to 
the modeled displacement. 
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Figure 4-71. Model A10: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 20 
km and 2 km respectively. Top panel – profile displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth 
= 270°). Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile displacements 
in the y-direction. ‘Model Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to 
the model displacements. 
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Figure 4-72. Model A11: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 20 
km and 5 km respectively. Top panel – profile displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth 
= 270°). Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile displacements 
in the y-direction. ‘Model Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to 
the model displacements. 
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Figure 4-73. Model A12: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 20 
km and 10 km respectively. Top panel – profile displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth 
= 270°). Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile displacements 
in the y-direction. ‘Model Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to 
the model displacements. 
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Figure 4-74. Model B1: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-normal 
faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 5 km and 2 km respectively. This model has 5 arc-normal 
faults. 
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Figure 4-75. Model B2: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-normal 
faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 5 km and 5 km respectively. This model has 4 arc-normal 
faults. 
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Figure 4-76. Model B3: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-normal 
faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 5 km and 10 km respectively. This model has 4 arc-normal 
faults. 
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Figure 4-77. Model B4: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-normal 
faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 10 km and 2 km respectively. This model has 5 arc-normal 
faults. 
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Figure 4-78. Model B5: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-normal 
faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 10 km and 5 km respectively. This model has 4 arc-normal 
faults. 
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Figure 4-79. Model B6: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-normal 
faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 10 km and 10 km respectively. This model has 4 arc-normal 
faults. 
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Figure 4-80. Model B7: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-normal 
faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 15 km and 2 km respectively. This model has 4 arc-normal 
faults. 
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Figure 4-81. Model B8: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-normal 
faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 15 km and 5 km respectively. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure 4-82: Model B9: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-normal 
faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 15 km and 10 km respectively. This model has 4 arc-normal 
faults. 
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Figure 4-83: Model B10: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-
normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 20 km and 2 km respectively. This model has 5 arc-
normal faults. 
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Figure 4-84. Model B11: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-normal 
faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 20 km and 5 km respectively. This model has 4 arc-normal 
faults. 
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Figure 4-85. Model B12: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-normal 
faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 20 km and 10 km respectively. This model has 4 arc-normal 
faults. 

Figure 4-86. All BEM model B set surface profiles (cyan line in Figures 4-74 to 4-85). 
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Figure 4-87: Model B1: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 5 km 
and 2 km respectively. Top panel – profile displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 
270°). Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile displacements 
in the y-direction. ‘Model Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to 
the model displacements. 
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Figure 4-88: Model B2: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 5 km 
and 5 km respectively. Top panel – profile displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 
270°). Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile displacements 
in the y-direction. ‘Model Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to 
the model displacements. 
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Figure 4-89: Model B3: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 5 km 
and 10 km respectively. Top panel – profile displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 
270°). Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile displacements 
in the y-direction. ‘Model Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to 
the model displacements. 
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Figure 4-90: Model B4: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 10 km 
and 2 km respectively. Top panel – profile displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 
270°). Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile displacements 
in the y-direction. ‘Model Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to 
the model displacements. 
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Figure 4-91: Model B5: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 10 km 
and 5 km respectively. Top panel – profile displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 
270°). Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile displacements 
in the y-direction. ‘Model Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to 
the model displacements. 
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Figure 4-92: Model B6: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 10 km 
and 10 km respectively. Top panel – profile displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 
270°). Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile displacements 
in the y-direction. ‘Model Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to 
the model displacements. 
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Figure 4-93: Model B7: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 15 km 
and 2 km respectively. Top panel – profile displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 
270°). Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile displacements 
in the y-direction. ‘Model Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to 
the model displacements. 
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Figure 4-94: Model B8: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 15 km 
and 5 km respectively. Top panel – profile displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 
270°). Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile displacements 
in the y-direction. ‘Model Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to 
the model displacements. 
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Figure 4-95: Model B9: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 15 km 
and 10 km respectively. Top panel – profile displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 
270°). Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile displacements 
in the y-direction. ‘Model Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to 
the model displacements. 
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Figure 4-96: Model B10: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 20 
km and 2 km respectively. Top panel – profile displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth 
= 270°). Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile displacements 
in the y-direction. ‘Model Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to 
the model displacements. 
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Figure 4-97. Model B11: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 20 
km and 5 km respectively. Top panel – profile displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth 
= 270°). Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile displacements 
in the y-direction. ‘Model Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to 
the model displacements. 
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Figure 4-98: Model B12: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 20 
km and 10 km respectively. Top panel – profile displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth 
= 270°). Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile displacements 
in the y-direction. ‘Model Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to 
the model displacements. 
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The slip of the elements for the arc-normal faults were inspected. For both model sets A and 

B, all elements of arc-normal faults underwent left-lateral displacement. The maximum left-lateral slip 

on the arc-normal faults for BEM model set A is 2.5 mm and for model set B, which includes an arc-

parallel fault (left to right of model space) at depth, the maximum slip is 6.8 mm (Tables 4-26 & 4-

27). The average and maximum slip on arc-normal faults for both model sets are detailed in Tables 4-

26 and 4-27. Figures B-1 to B-24 (in Appendix B) show the frequency of left-lateral slip of elements 

for the arc-normal faults where the element are at depths of 1.5 km, 4.5 km, 7.5 km, 10 km, and 13.5 

km. The fits of the model sets A and B to the observed data were calculated using the reduced chi-

square and are detailed in Table 4-28. 

Model 

Average 
Slip at -
1.5 km 
(mm) 

Average 
Slip at -4.5 
km (mm) 

Average 
Slip at -7.5 
km (mm) 

Average Slip 
at -10.5 km 
(mm) 

Average 
Slip at -13.5 
km (mm) 

Max Slip 
(mm) 

A1 0.9 0.8 0.8 0.7 0.6 1.1 

A2 1 0.9 0.9 0.8 0.7 1.1 

A3 1 1 0.9 0.9 0.8 1.5 

A4 1.1 1.1 1 0.9 0.8 1.5 

A5 1.7 1.6 1.5 1.4 1.1 2.1 

A6 2 1.9 1.8 1.6 1.3 2.8 

A7 1.2 1.1 1 0.9 0.8 1.7 

A8 2 1.9 1.8 1.6 1.3 2.6 

A9 2.5 2.4 2.2 2 1.5 3.7 

A10 1.2 1.1 1 0.9 0.8 2.1 

A11 2.1 2 1.9 1.7 1.3 2.9 

A12 2.7 2.6 2.4 2.1 1.6 4.1 
 

  

Table 4-26: Average downdip arc-normal faults in model set A. 
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Model 

Average 
Slip at -1.5 
km (mm) 

Average 
Slip at -4.5 
km (mm) 

Average Slip 
at -7.5 km 
(mm) 

Average Slip 
at -10.5 km 
(mm) 

Average Slip 
at -13.5 km 
(mm) 

Max Slip 
(mm) 

B1 1.2 1.2 1.3 1.5 1.9 2.7 

B2 1.3 1.3 1.4 1.7 2.1 2.8 

B3 1.3 1.3 1.4 1.7 2.2 3.1 

B4 1.6 1.6 1.7 1.7 1.8 3.7 

B5 2.4 2.4 2.5 2.6 2.7 4.2 

B6 2.7 2.7 2.7 2.9 2.9 4.8 

B7 1.6 1.7 1.7 1.6 1.7 4.1 

B8 2.9 2.9 2.9 2.9 2.8 5.1 

B9 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.3 6 

B10 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6 4.5 

B11 3 3 3 2.9 2.8 5.7 

B12 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.7 3.4 6.8 
 

 

Model  𝝌𝟐 Model  𝝌𝟐 

A1 3.939 B1 3.947 

A2 3.809 B2 3.745 

A3 3.796 B3 3.713 

A4 3.354 B4 3.462 

A5 3.409 B5 3.594 

A6 3.426 B6 3.554 

A7 3.120 B7 3.332 

A8 3.262 B8 3.299 

A9 3.361 B9 3.791 

A10 3.368 B10 3.621 

A11 3.451 B11 4.465 

A12 3.676 B12 4.28 
 

The results of kinematic analysis of the expected slip on bookshelf faults (Sigmundsson et al., 

1995), using the same fault configuration (lengths and spacings) as the BEM model sets A and B, are 

detailed in Table 4-29. This analysis shows that the maximum slip of 28 mm/yr will occur on arc-

Table 4-27: Average downdip arc-normal faults in model set B. 

Table 4-28: Model set A and B fits. 
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normal faults where their length is 5 km and spacing is 10 km. The minimum amount of slip, on 

bookshelf faults is 1.4 mm/yr, where arc-normal fault lengths are 20 km and spaced every 2 km. 

Length 
(km) 

Spacing 
(km)   (µrads/yr)  Slip (mm/yr) 

5 2 2.8 5.6 

5 5.5 2.8 15.4 

5 10 2.8 28 

10 2 1.4 2.8 

10 5.5 1.4 7.7 

10 10 1.4 14 

15 2 0.9 1.9 

15 5 0.9 4.7 

15 10 0.9 9.3 

20 2 0.7 1.4 

20 5.5 0.7 3.8 

20 10 0.7 7 
 

4.3.3.1.2 Model Sets C, D, E, & F 

GPS velocities of the CAFA range from 8 mm/yr to 14 mm/yr but GPS stations are limited to 

40 km across-strike the CAFA, i.e., from the coast to the volcanic arc. The maximum CAFA velocity 

may not have been observed. To investigate this, model sets C and D (with arc-parallel fault) with a 

background deformation field of -8 mm to 8 mm were created. The surface displacements for model 

sets C and D are plotted in Figures B-25 to B-36 and B-48 to B-59 (in Appendix B), respectively, and 

their displacement profile in Figures B-47 to B-48 and B-61 to B-73, respectively. Model sets E and F 

(with arc-parallel fault) were created with a background deformation field of -10 mm to 10 mm. The 

surface displacements for model sets E and F are plotted in Figures B-73 to B-84 and B-97 to B-108, 

respectively, and their displacement profile in Figures B-85 to B-96 and B-109 to B-120, respectively. 

Model sets C, D, E, and F did not fit the observed displacements in the forearc and back-arc. 

 

Table 4-29: Results from geometric analysis of expected slip on bookshelf faults.  - rotation rate of 
fault. 
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4.3.3.2 Slip Prescribed on Faults 

4.3.3.2.1 Model Sets G, H, & I 

Model sets G, H, and I explore imposing slip on the arc-normal faults using the kinematic 

analysis of Sigmundsson et al. (1995) and arc-parallel fault (slip of 14 mm) with and without a 

background deformation field. Plots for models that did not fit the data are in Appendix B. Model G 

has a deformation field of -7 mm to 7 mm and its surface displacements are plotted in Figures B-121 

to B-123 while its displacement profile is plotted in Figures B-124 to B-126. Model set H does not 

have a background deformation field and its surface displacements are plotted in Figures B-127 to B-

129 while the model set displacement profiles are plotted in Figures B-130 to B-132. Model set I has 

a background displacement field of -7 mm to 7 mm but does not have an arc-parallel fault. The surface 

displacements of model set I are plotted in Figures B-133 to B-135 and the displacement profiles are 

plotted in Figures B-136 to B-138. Model sets G, H, and I did not fit the observed displacement, except 

for model I2 (Figures 4-99 and 4-100). 
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Figure 4-99: Model I2: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-normal 
faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 20 km and 5 km respectively. This model has 4 arc-normal 
faults. 
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Figure 4-100: Model I2: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 20 km 
and 5 km respectively. Top panel – profile displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 
270°). Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile displacements 
in the y-direction. ‘Model Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to 
the model displacements. 
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4.3.3.2.2 Model Sets J, K, L, M, & N 

Model sets J, K, L, M, and N were created to investigate surface displacements of locked arc-

normal faults that slip down-dip at an amount described by the kinematic analysis of Sigmundsson et 

al. (1995). Plots for models that did not fit the data are in Appendix B. Model set J has no deformation 

field, slip on arc-normal faults at down-dip 15 km to 20 km, and an arc-parallel fault at depth with slip 

of 14 mm. Surface displacements for model set J are plotted in Figures B-134 to B-136 and 

displacement profiles are plotted in Figures B-137 to B-139. Model set K has no background 

deformation field, no arc-parallel fault, and arc-normal faults that slip at down-dip depths of 10 km to 

20 km. Surface displacements for model set K are plotted in Figures B-140 to B-142 and displacement 

profiles are plotted in Figures B-143 to B-145. Model set L has a background deformation field of -7 

mm to 7 mm, no arc-parallel fault, and arc-normal faults slip at down-dip depths of 10 km to 20 km. 

Surface displacements for model set L are plotted in Figures B-146 to B-148 and displacement profiles 

are plotted in Figures 4-221 to 4-223. Model set M has no background deformation field, no arc-

parallel fault, and arc-normal faults slip at down-dip depths of 5 km to 20 km. Surface displacements 

for model set M are plotted in Figures B-101 to B-103 and displacement profiles are plotted in Figures 

B-104 to B-106. Model N has a background deformation field of -7 mm to 7 mm, no arc-parallel fault, 

and arc-normal faults slip at down-dip depths of 5 km to 20 km. Surface displacements for model set 

N are plotted in Figures B-107 to B-109 and displacement profiles are plotted in Figures 4-224, 4-225, 

and B-110. Model sets J, K, L, M, and N poorly fit the observed displacements. However, models L1, 

L2, and L3 (spacings of 2km, 10 km, and 5 km, Figures 4-101 to 4-103) and models N1 and N2 

(spacings of 2km and 5 km, Figures 4-104 & 4-105) did fit the observed displacements in the back-

arc and forearc. Models L1, L2, N1, and N2 had background displacement fields. 
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Figure 4-101: Model L1: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 20 
km and 2 km respectively and had 1.4 mm of slip imposed on them. Top panel – profile displacements 
projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. 
Bottom panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model Displacement in CA’ data sets was 
created by adding an offset of 7 mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure 4-102: Model L2: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 20 
km and 5 km respectively and had 3.8 mm of slip imposed on them. Top panel – profile displacements 
projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. 
Bottom panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model Displacement in CA’ data sets was 
created by adding an offset of 7 mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure 4-103: Model L3: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 20 
km and 10 km respectively and had 7 mm of slip imposed on them. Top panel – profile displacements 
projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. 
Bottom panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model Displacement in CA’ data sets was 
created by adding an offset of 7 mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure 4-104: Model N1: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 20 
km and 2 km respectively and had 1.4 mm of slip imposed on them. Top panel – profile displacements 
projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. 
Bottom panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model Displacement in CA’ data sets was 
created by adding an offset of 7 mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure 4-105: Model N2: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 20 
km and 5 km respectively and had 3.8 mm of slip imposed on them. Top panel – profile displacements 
projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. 
Bottom panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model Displacement in CA’ data sets was 
created by adding an offset of 7 mm to the model displacements. 
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4.3.3.2.3 Model Sets O, P, Q, & R 

Model sets O, P, Q, and R were created to investigate arc-normal faults shallowly locked, i.e., 

slip at down-dip depths of 5 km to 20 km. Plots for models that did not fit the data are in Appendix B. 

Models were created that imposed slip of 10 mm (model sets O and P) and 14 mm (model sets Q and 

R) on the arc-normal faults, which exceeds what is predicted by the kinematic analysis described by 

Sigmundsson et al. (1995). Model set O had no deformation field while model set P has a background 

deformation field of -7 mm to 7 mm. The model set Q also has no deformation field while model set 

R has a background deformation field of -7 mm to 7 mm. The surface displacements for model sets O 

and P are plotted in Figures B-160 to B-162 and B-166 to B-168, respectively, and their displacement 

profile in Figures B-163 to B-165 and B-169 to B-171, respectively. The surface displacements for 

model sets Q and R are plotted in Figures B-172 to B-174 and B-178 to B-180, respectively, and their 

displacement profile in Figures B-175 to B-177 and B-181 to B-183, respectively. Model sets O, P, Q, 

and R did not fit the observed displacements.  
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4.3 Discussion 

At the CAFA-CA boundary, there is no well-expressed throughgoing right-lateral transform 

fault system (La Femina et al., 2002). Instead, bookshelf faulting appears to be the primary mechanism 

of accommodating the relative motion, at least in northwestern Nicaragua and Lake Nicaragua (La 

Femina et al., 2002). Bookshelf faulting can approximate a transform fault and has been observed in 

the South Iceland Seismic Zone where a system of north-south trending faults approximates a 

transform fault that connects two ridges (Sigmundsson et al. 1995). A similar type of shear mechanism 

has been found in the central Afar rift system in Africa where strain is accommodated on bookshelf 

faults between disconnected rift segments (Sigmundsson 1992; Manighetti et al. 2001). The geodetic 

signature of this mode of shear has not been previously investigated and the modeling results 

previously presented suggest that surface displacements can be reproduced with slip on arc-normal 

faults and shear at depth. 

Dislocation models were inverted using GPS velocity data to explore if the CAFA-CA shear 

can be accommodated by an arc-parallel one-fault or two-fault systems, along with whether there are 

regions of contrasting rheology. The dislocation models do fit the observed GPS velocities but some 

models (5 out of 18) overfitted the data (χ  < 1). Regardless of model fit, many models failed to capture 

the geodetic signature in the back-arc or the full 14 mm/yr across-strike velocity. The one-fault elastic 

dislocation model set could not fit this signal and had the worse model fits (χ  > 15), with the exception 

of the Momotombo profile which overfitted the data (χ  = 0.862). The one-fault elastic dislocation 

models could not fit the velocity profile in the back-arc. The two-fault elastic dislocation models fit 

(χ  < 5) both the Cerro Negro and Telica velocity profiles better than the one-fault dislocation models 

(χ  ~15). The two-fault elastic dislocation models suggest a northeast fault maybe within 30 to 35 km 

from the volcanic arc, in the Highlands (Figure 4-2), outside the Nicaragua Depression. No such NW-

trending right-lateral fault has been identified in the Highlands of Nicaragua. The one-fault hetero-
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elastic model fit the observed velocities well but all model inversions produced unrealistic shear 

moduli (<25 GPa). The one-fault hetero-elastic dislocation models do better at fitting the data than the 

one-fault elastic dislocation model. However, these models do not capture the velocities in the forearc 

(Figure 4-25) and may have been biased by more data in the back-arc. Results of the two-fault hetero-

elastic dislocation models and their fits suggest that the northeast fault is located between 25 km and 

37 km from the volcanic arc. For the three velocity profiles, all model fits worsen when inverting data 

without velocities of GPS stations on volcanic centers, which may suggest that the GPS stations sited 

at volcanos record the CAFA-CA shear. The elastic and hetero-elastic dislocation models do fit 

observed GPS velocities but cannot capture the main features of the observed geodetic signature and 

do not honor the real-world fault configuration. 

The boundary element method was used to demonstrate that the observed geodetic signature 

can be reproduced using arc-normal faults perpendicular to the direction of shear (bookshelf faulting). 

Model sets A and B were created to allow arc-normal faults and an arc-parallel fault at depth to freely 

slip in a deformation field that is a displacement gradient of -7 mm to 7 mm. Both model sets A and B 

produced the main features of the geodetic signal. The surface displacements of Model set A fit the 

observed data better than Model set B, which had an arc-parallel fault at depths of 20 km to 55 km 

(e.g., Figure 4-71). In particular, models with arc-normal fault lengths of 15 km and 20 km, and 

spacings of 2 km, 5 km, 10 km for both model sets A and B, better approximate the observed 

displacements (Table 4-28). The best fitting model is A7 (Table 4-28, Figure 4-68), which has arc-

normal fault lengths of 15 km and spacings of 2 km and the lowest reduced chi-square value (3.12). 

However, model A8, with arc-normal fault lengths of 15 km and spacing of 5 km, had a comparable 

reduced chi-square value of 3.26 (Table 4-28; Figure 4-69). Models A4 and B4, with arc-normal fault 

lengths of 10 km with spacings of 2 km (Table 4-28; Figures 4-65 and 4-90), also fit the observed 

displacements but it is likely that the real-world faults of the CAFA-CA shear zone are longer given 
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the mapped structures presented by La Femina et al. (2002) and the results of Chapter 3 of this 

dissertation. It should be noted that only the model B10 from model set B, with a reasonable fault 

configuration (lengths of 20 km and spacings of 2 km) and had a better fit than its equivalent in model 

set A (A10) (Table 4-28; Figure 4-96). Model sets A and B indicate that it is possible that the shear of 

the northwestern Nicaraguan segment of the CAFA-CA boundary is accommodated by arc-normal 

faults of lengths 15 km to 20 km and spacings of 5 km or less (Figure 4-106).  

 

 

Model set B included an arc-parallel fault at depths of 20 km to 55 km to represent the expected 

shear of the ductile lithosphere below the brittle-ductile transition zone. This model set did not fit the 

observed data as well as model set A but the geodynamic reality is that this shear zone at depth must 

exist and is responsible for most of the geodetic signature observed in northwestern Nicaragua. If such 

a shear zone exists beneath the volcanic arc, then it would also be shearing the magmatic bodies that 

supply the arc with magma. Such emplaced sheared magmatic bodies have been observed in the 

Figure 4-106: Across profile displacements of models A10 and B10. Data is a combination of Telica 
and Cerro Negro velocity profiles.  
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Cathedral Park Range Late Cretaceous granitic batholiths in the Sierra Nevada, California (Tikoff and 

Teyssier 1992). The elongated batholiths were emplaced in a strike-slip shear zone associated with the 

oblique convergence margin of the then Farallon-North American boundary (Tikoff & Teyssier, 1992; 

and references therein). Likewise, emplaced magmatic bodies in the modern Nicaraguan volcanic arc 

must be undergoing shear and the modeled shear zone (arc-parallel fault at depth) is a real feature. 

Also, the fit for model set B to the data would improve if translated +5 km along the profile, albeit, it 

does not capture many of the displacements in the volcanic arc (Figure 4-107). 

 

 

Models A8 and B8, with arc-normal fault lengths of 15 km and spacing of 5 km, might be the 

closest analogue to the real-world as the faulting of three upper-plate earthquakes described in Chapter 

3 of this dissertation found ruptured arc-normal faults that were spaced 5.5 km on average. The average 

slip on arc-normal faults for Models A8 and B8 is ~2 mm and ~3 mm, which has implications for the 

return period of shallow moderate magnitude earthquakes that occur in the volcanic arc. If the average 

Figure 4-107: Across profile displacements of models A10 and B10 translated +5km along profile. 
Data is a combination of Telica and Cerro Negro velocity profiles.  
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slip rate of a seismogenic arc-normal fault is 3 mm/yr, and the fault is 10 km along-strike and 5 km 

down-dip, and it ruptures to produce a Mw 5.5 earthquake, then the reoccurrence interval for this 

earthquake would be 50 years. 

The arc-normal fault slip produced by the kinematic analysis of Sigmundsson et al. (1995) 

(Table 4-27), when considering the same fault configurations of model sets A and B, are not equivalent 

to that produced by model sets A and B (Tables 4-26 & 4-27). The kinematic analysis produced slip 

on the arc-normal faults that were much larger. The kinematic model is ideal and works well for faults 

of the bookshelf fault model that are separated by distances greater than 10 km. The kinematic model 

does not take into account the interaction of spatially close faults where a superposition of the 

displacement fields produced by the faults would reduce the slip on the faults. 

Several models were created to explore how prescribed slip on the arc-normal faults and an 

arc-parallel fault and the deformation field contributes to an across-strike signature. Model sets G, H, 

and I imposed slip following Sigmundsson et al. (1995) on 20 km long arc-normal faults at down-dip 

depths of the surface to 20 km. The model set also explored the resulting surface displacements with 

and without a deformation field and with and without an arc-parallel fault. From these model sets, only 

model I2 fit the observed displacements in the back-arc and fore-arc (Figure 4-100). Model I2 had arc-

normal faults with length of 20 km and spacing of 5 km, imposed slip of 3.8 mm, no arc-parallel fault 

at depth, and a background deformation field of -7 mm to 7 mm. This model configuration is equivalent 

to model A11, which only had a maximum induce slip on the arc-normal faults of ~3 mm. Model sets 

G, H, and I demonstrated that slip on the arc-normal faults and arc-parallel fault do contribute to the 

features of the observed geodetic signatures. 

Model sets J, K investigated locked arc-normal faults with imposed slip amounts following 

Sigmundsson et al., 1995 at down-dip depths of 15 km to 20 km, and 10 km to 20 km, respectively. 

The model set did not have a background deformation field. Model sets J and K produced sub-
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millimeter surface displacements and show that locked arc-normal faults that slip at depth do not 

contribute to the surface displacements (Figures B-137 to B-139 & B-92 to B-98). Model set M is 

similar to model sets J and K but slip was imposed on arc-normal faults at down-dip depths of 5 km 

to 20 km. Model set M also reinforces that locked arc-normal faults do not contribute much to the 

surface displacements (Figures B-152 to B-154). Models L1 and L2 had a background deformation 

field of -7 mm to 7 mm, fault spacings of 2 km (L1) and 5 km (L2), and imposed slip on arc-normal 

faults of 1.4 mm (L1) and 3.8 mm (L2) at down-dip depths of 10 km to 20 km. Both models L1 and 

L2 fit the observed geodetic signature (Figures 4-101 & 4-102). As did model N1 (Figures 4-103), 

which is similar to models L1 except slip was imposed on arc-normal faults at down-dip depths of 5 

km to 20 km. Results of model sets J through N demonstrated that the background deformation field, 

which, for these models, is the shear at depth, is required to reproduce the observed geodetic signature 

and that locked arc-normal faults do not contribute much to this signature. 

Model sets O through R impose slip that exceeds that predicted by the kinematic analysis on 

arc-normal faults at down-dip depths of 5 km to 10 km. The slips that were imposed were 10 mm, for 

model sets O and P and 14 mm for model sets Q and R. Model sets O and Q did not have a deformation 

but, as expected with increase slip on the arc-normal faults, the surface displacements were greater 

(Figures B-163 to B-165 & B-175 to B-177) than previous models that explored surface displacements 

with ≤ 7 mm of slip down-dip, beneath the locked parts of the faults (model sets J, K, and M). Model 

sets P and R had a background deformation field but did not fit the observed displacements. 

There are limitations to using the BEM to simulate CAFA-CA shear. The BEM models were 

implemented to produce the first-order features of the geodetic signature of the CAFA in Nicaragua, 

especially the velocity signature in the back-arc. The observed velocity in the back-arc and fore-arc is 

not due to an unaccounted change in crustal thickness from the coast to the Nicaragua Depression-

Highlands boundary or vertical rheological differences. MacKenzie et al. (2008), using seismic 
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receiver functions to image the crust of the CAFA and back-arc (volcanic arc to Nicaragua Depression-

Highlands boundary), has shown that the crustal thickness is consistently 30 km. There is likely no 

across-strike change in rheology as the CAFA has only been displaced by at most 40 km, which would 

make it unlikely that rheologically disparate regions are now adjacent. Furthermore, the Nicaraguan 

segment of the CAFA is accreted oceanic crust and has been called the Siuna Terrane in the literature 

(Andjić et al., 2019; Flores & Gazel, 2020; and references therein). The base of the forearc lithosphere 

may be compositionally different, and hence, rheologically different, as oceanic crust is transformed 

to continental crust through melt-crust interaction (Gazel et al. 2019) but these changes are too deep 

to cause the observed geodetic signal. The BEM strategy does not take into account the thermally 

weakened crust of the active volcanic centers. The rheology of the local shallow crust may vary and 

could explain near-field features of the surface displacement but it is unlikely to contribute to the 

displacements observed in the back-arc. The near-arc displacements (i.e., velocities within 5 km of the 

volcanic arc), may also be difficult to model given that the arc-normal fault array produces vortices of 

surface displacements between faults (Figures 4-108 & 4-109) and the strike and length of these faults 

will vary in reality. 
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Figure 4-108: Surface displacements sampled in a 2 km by 2 km grid of a model with arc-normal faults 
(length 20 km) and arc-parallel faults free to slip in a background deformation field of -7 mm to 7 mm. 
Inset is a plot of just the arc-normal faults and surface displacements. 
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  Figure 4-109: Displacement profile for model shown in Figure 4-108. 
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4.4 Conclusion 

While two-fault elastic dislocation models can fit the geodetic signature across-strike the 

Nicaraguan segment of the CAFA and back-arc, they do not reflect the fault configuration. Instead, 

Bookshelf faulting approximates a transform fault in northwestern Nicaragua. The slip on creeping 

parts of the arc-normal faults of Bookshelf faulting and shear at depth are responsible for the first-

order features of the observed GPS velocities of the CAFA in Nicaragua. Locked arc-normal faults 

between volcanos do not contribute to the observed geodetic signal. The maximum velocity of the 

CAFA is 14 mm/yr and the maximum expected slip rate on the arc-normal faults is 3 mm/yr, while the 

minimum average spacing between these faults is 5 km. Locked arc-normal faults could produce Mw 

~5 earthquakes with reoccurrence intervals of 50 years. 
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Chapter 5 
Dynamics of Trapdoor Faulting During the 2018 Sierra Negra Eruption 

5.1 Introduction 

The Sierra Negra volcano, in southern Isabela Island, Galapagos, Ecuador (Figure 5-1), is a 

basaltic shield volcano where magma movement, fissure location, caldera morphology, and eruptive 

behavior diverges from its global analogs. Sierra Negra, like all volcanoes of the western province of 

the Galapagos, has circumferential and radial fissures (Reynolds et al., 1995; Harpp and Geist, 2018; 

Bell et al., 2021; Bagnardi et al., 2013; Chadwick and Dieterich, 1995; Corbi et al., 2015) and no rift 

system like that of Kilauea, Hawaii (Neal et al. 2019; Anderson et al. 2019; Tilling and Dvorak 1993) 

and Bardarbunga, Iceland (Sigmundsson et al., 2014; Gudmundsson et al., 2016). The Sierra Negra 

volcano is a hot-spot fed volcano, with 13 historical eruptions since 1813 (Siebert et al., 2011; D. J. 

Geist et al., 2008; Bell et al., 2021), and is the most voluminous shield volcano with the largest caldera 

in the western volcanic province of the Galapagos Islands (Reynolds et al., 1995; Munro and Rowland, 

1996; Harpp and Geist, 2018). The summit caldera is 9.5 km by 7.5 km in extent and 100 m deep 

(Munro and Rowland, 1996; Harpp and Geist, 2018) and contains a ~14 km long arcuate sinuous ridge 

ringing the northern, western, and southern section of the caldera. The intra-caldera sinuous ridge is 

comprised of inward dipping reverse faults that were formed gradually over time by the pivoting of 

the caldera floor in a “trap door” fashion, leading to the western section rising above the caldera rim 

(Figures 5-1b & 5-2; Reynolds et al., 1995; Jónsson et al., 2005; Bell et al., 2021). The Trap Door 

Fault (TDF), with its hinge in the northeast caldera, governs magma movement and eruptive fissure 

location (Munro and Rowland 1996; Jónsson 2009; Gregg et al., 2018; Bell et al., 2021). The TDF 

within the Sierra Negra caldera is also different from the piston-like caldera collapse that occurred 

during the 2018 eruption at Kilauea (Neal et al., 2019; Anderson et al., 2019). 
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Figure 5-1: a) Isabella Island, Galapagos, Ecuador with a white box highlighting summit caldera of 
Sierra Negra. Topography and bathymetry from ETOPO1 (Amante and Eakins 2009). b) Summit 
caldera of Sierra Negra where black triangles show the locations of GPS stations, sinuous ridge (dashed 
black lines) and topography profiles 1 and 2 (dashed white lines) in Figure 5-2. Caldera DEM from 
Copernicus GLO-30 Digital Elevation Model.  

 

 

 

Calderas are subcircular topographic depressions created by the collapse of a magma chamber, 

withdrawal or lateral migration of magma, or effusive or explosive eruptions (Cole et al., 2005; 

Figure 5-2: Topographic profiles 1 and 2 (Copernicus GLO-30 Digital Elevation Model) across Sierra 
Negra caldera. Profile locations are dashed white line in Figure 5-1.  
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Holohan et al., 2013; e.g., Gudmundsson et al., 2016; Howard et al., 2018;). The vertical displacement 

on the TDF plays a role in the building a resurgent caldera, which is the cumulative result of inflation 

and deflation episodes throughout many (>1000) eruption cycles (Bell et al. 2021; Acocella 2007; 

Galetto et al. 2019). Caldera resurgence via inflation and deflation, along with sub-horizontal sill 

propagation and radial and circumferential fissures are the two components of building the shield 

volcanos of the western volcanic province of the Galapagos (Bell et al., 2021; Bagnardi et al., 2013; 

Galetto et al., 2019). Sierra Negra has gently sloping flanks but the upper flanks steepen towards the 

caldera rim, which is a feature of repetitive inflation and TDF events (Bell et al., 2021 and references 

therein).  

The Trap Door Fault (TDF) is an intra-caldera fault system where, over the eruptive cycle of 

the October 22nd, 2005 and June 26th, 2018 eruptions, episodes of rapid vertical displacement have 

been observed (Amelung et al., 2000; Jónsson et al., 2005; Geist et al., 2006; Chadwick et al., 2006; 

Bell et al., 2021). The 2005 eruption was preceded 3 hours by a Mw 5.4 earthquake on the TDF (Geist 

et al., 2008) and, likewise, ~8 hours prior to the 2018 eruption, a Mw 5.3 earthquake occurred on the 

TDF (Bell et al., 2021). Prior to the October 15th, 2005 eruption, there was a mb 4.5 earthquake on 

April 16th that produced a maximum of 0.85 m uplift of the caldera floor (Geist et al. 2008). This 

indicates that the TDF is a feature that accommodates a portion of the uplift of the caldera floor. 

Previous authors have found the TDF to be an important component of the eruption dynamics of the 

Sierra Negra volcano. Amelung et al. (2000), using Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (InSAR), 

with two scenes of the Sierra Negra caldera that span 1997 to 1998 (before the 2005 eruption), modeled 

an opening sill and displacements on the southern intra-caldera fault. The modeled fault had four 

segments and followed the mapped southern limb of the TDF. The authors’ model results yielded a 

sill that was roughly the same extent of the caldera floor and at a depth of 2.3 km to 2.9 km with 

variable thickness. The authors' modeling of the TDF earthquake produced reverse slip of 1.2 m on 
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the faults with a fixed dip of 75°. Chadwick et al. (2006), using both GPS and InSAR data, modeled 

the sill and the mb 4.6 April 16th, 2005 TDF earthquake before the October 22nd, 2005 eruption. The 

modeled sill was at a depth of 2.2 km, and the fault had a maximum of 1.9 m of reverse slip, with 13% 

percent of the slip being strike-slip, on a fault that had a dip of 71° and strike of 259°, a length of 3.3 

km, and located along the southern limb of the TDF. The authors also performed Coulomb static stress 

change analysis and found that the stress change due to the faulting of the earthquake would prevent 

sill or dike growth further to the south of the caldera. Jonsson et al. (2009), using the same GPS and 

InSAR datasets as Chadwick et al. (2006), also modeled the sill and the April 16th TDF earthquake. 

The authors found the sill was at a depth of 2.2 km, and a maximum of 2 m reverse slip, with 16% 

being right-lateral strike-slip, on a 3 km long fault with a strike of 259° and dip of 71°. The previously 

mentioned studies and Yun et al. (2006) have all inverted geodetic data to determine that the sub-

caldera sill is shallow, at ~2 km. This indicates that the down-dip width of the TDF is from the surface 

to ~2 km. 

The TDF is also responsible for caldera growth where inflation and deflation episodes build 

the sinuous ridge (Figure 5-2). This was observed before and after the 2018 eruption due to the benefit 

of a denser GPS and seismic network and that recorded events of rapid uplift and subsidence of the 

trapdoor. During the inflation period, GPS stations recorded a maximum of 6.5 m of inflation of the 

caldera floor (2005 to 2018) and from January 1st to June 26th there was 12 Ml >4 earthquakes on the 

TDF with mixed focal mechanisms that primarily indicate uplift (Figure 5-3; Bell et al., 2021). The 

syn-eruption Mw 5.3 June 26th earthquake displaced GV09 vertically by 1.8 m and its focal mechanism 

suggests reverse slip with a strike-slip component (Bell et al., 2021). During the eruption, which ended 

on August 23rd  there was a maximum of 8.5 m of subsidence of the caldera floor (Figure 5-4) and 15 

Ml >4 earthquakes on the TDF (Figure 5-3) with focal mechanisms indicating mostly normal faulting. 

After the eruption, there was a net 1.5 m of uplift recorded at GV06 and GV09 (Bell et al., 2021). A 
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portion of the recorded uplift and subsidence was due to earthquakes on the TDF (Bell et al., 2021).  

After the 70 day long deflation period, inflation immediately reinitiated (Bell et al., 2021). At the time 

of writing, since the 2018 eruption, there has been >2.0 m of uplift within the caldera floor (Figure 5-

4). 

 

 

Figure 5-3: Relocated earthquakes from Bell et al. (2021) with magnitudes greater than Ml 4. 
Earthquakes with focal mechanisms are earthquakes with magnitudes greater than Ml 4.8 that produced 
sufficient enough displacements to be used in this study. Aside from the June 26th earthquake, there 
were no Ml >5 earthquakes in the catalog. 
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Earthquakes on the TDF play an important role in magma movement and eruptive fissure 

location at the Sierra Negra volcano. Gregg et al. (2018) modeled the static stress after the Mw 5.4 

earthquake that occurred 3 hours before the 2005 eruption, using a fault in the lower-left corner of the 

arcuate sinuous ridge. The authors chose the fault location, strike, and length based on observed GPS 

displacements. Their Coulomb static stress change models show that there was increased tensile stress 

in the northeastern caldera which is where the eruptive fissure was located. After the June 26th, 2018 

earthquake, Bell et al. (2021) documented the movement of magma along the northern caldera rim and 

the eventual fissure opening located on the northeastern caldera rim. The authors calculated the normal 

stress change for the northern caldera faults system and found that the normal stress regime favored 

dike propagation along the northern caldera rim and fissure opening in the northeastern caldera rim.  

Understanding the faulting events on the TDF is useful in forecasting future fissure locations and sill 

emplacement at this volcano and the processes of caldera building. This project will use high 

Figure 5-4: GPS displacements during the deflation phase of the eruption (2018-06-26 to 2018-09-01). 
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temporally sampled (30 s) continuous GPS data to model the fault orientation, geometry, and slip of 

the June 26th, 2018, Mw 5.3 earthquake that preceded the 2018 eruption, and deflation phase 

earthquakes that occurred on July 5th and July 22nd, with magnitudes of Ml 4.9 and Ml 4.8, respectively.  

 

5.2 Data 

This project uses high-rate (30-second interval) GPS positions to determine the faulting of the 

June 26th, July 5th, and 22nd earthquakes on the TDF. The use of high-rate positions was necessary due 

to the pre- and post-eruption dynamics where rapid inflation before the June 26th earthquake and the 

syn-eruption deflation would alias the earthquake displacements recorded in the GPS daily static 

positions (Figure 5-4). There are 7 continuous GPS (cGPS) within the caldera and two cGPS stations 

on the caldera rim. Unfortunately, during these earthquakes, only 6 cGPS stations were operational at 

the time. The June 26th, July 5th, and 22nd earthquakes were also the only Ml >4.5 earthquakes that 

produced detectable offsets in the high-rate time series. 

GPS high-rate data was processed using the kinematic processing procedures in the GIPSY-

OASIS software. To limit the effects of the troposphere, tropospheric delays were first estimated, for 

each station, for the days of the earthquakes (see Malservisi et al., 2015).  Tropospheric delays were 

estimated using the same approach as determining the daily static positions outlined in Chapters 2 and 

3.  

Figure 5-5: Vertical time series for GPS station GV04. Blue line is the June 26th 2018 eruption. See 
Figure 5-3 for the location of GV04. 
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Earthquake displacements and uncertainties (Tables 5-1, 5-2, & 5-3; Figures 5-6, 5-7, & 5-8) 

were calculated by averaging positions one half hour before and after each earthquake. Figures 5-6, 5-

7, and 5-8, for comparison, also show the displacements and uncertainties from GPS daily static 

positions, which were calculated using GPS static positions 5 days before and 5 days after the 

earthquake (Appendix C; Tables C-1, C-2, & C-3). The GPS static daily position analysis is the same 

as previously described in estimating tropospheric delay. It should be noted that the uncertainties of 

the vertical displacements derived from high-rate analysis are consistently greater than 1 cm. In 

particular, the GV06 station has uncertainties of its vertical displacements of 10 cm for the July 5th and 

22nd earthquakes. 
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Station Longitude Latitude 
Easting 
(mm) 

Northing 
(mm) 

Vertical 
(mm) 

 σE 

(mm) 
  σN 

(mm) 
  σV 

(mm) 
GV01 -91.113 -0.782 -87 -16 -20 5 7 16 

GV05 -91.121 -0.805 -14 -19 -253 10 10 20 

GV06 -91.128 -0.834 781 511 1425 7 9 17 

GV08 -91.134 -0.842 508 -41 -272 9 9 22 

GV09 -91.147 -0.837 841 -110 1834 6 6 29 

GV10 -91.151 -0.849 227 36 -66 5 7 12 
 

Station Longitude Latitude 
Easting 
(mm) 

Northing 
(mm) 

Vertical 
(mm) 

 σE 

(mm) 
  σN 

(mm) 
  σV 

(mm) 

GV01 -91.1134 -0.782 14 -1 -8 8 5 19 

GV04 -91.1381 -0.811 -87 26 -64 13 7 29 

GV06 -91.1281 -0.834 -230 -151 -730 31 20 100 

GV08 -91.1344 -0.842 -286 1 146 39 9 28 

GV09 -91.1474 -0.837 29 144 -153 6 20 24 

GV10 -91.1511 -0.849 -28 -14 18 6 5 17 
 

Station Longitude Latitude 
Easting 
(mm) 

Northing 
(mm) 

Vertical 
(mm) 

 σE 

(mm) 
  σN 

(mm) 
  σV 

(mm) 

GV01 -91.1134 -0.782 13 -1 -3 7 6 15 

GV04 -91.1381 -0.811 -22 -3 -1 6 7 83 

GV06 -91.1212 -0.805 -2 -5 -7 7 6 102 

GV08 -91.1281 -0.834 -40 -63 -108 8 10 62 

GV09 -91.1344 -0.842 -88 7 38 14 7 67 

GV10 -91.1474 -0.837 -13 66 -64 5 11 65 
 

Table 5-1: Displacements for the Mw 5.3 June 26th earthquake. 

Table 5-2: Displacements for the Ml 4.9 July 5th earthquake. 

Table 5-3: Displacements for the Ml 4.8 July 5th earthquake. 
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Figure 5-6: Displacements for June 26th Mw 5.3 earthquake. Left- Displacements from high-rate GPS. 
Right – Displacements from daily GPS positions. White vectors are the observed horizontal 
displacements. Red vectors are the observed vertical displacements without error ellipses. Focal 
mechanism from Bell et al. (2021). 

Figure 5-7: Displacements for July 5th Ml 4.9 earthquake. Left – Displacements from high-rate GPS. 
Right – Displacements from daily GPS positions. White vectors are the observed horizontal 
displacements. Red vectors are the observed vertical displacements without error ellipses. Focal 
mechanism from Bell et al. (2021). 
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5.3 Methods 

The inversion strategy employed in Chapter 3 of this dissertation was also implemented in 

determining the faulting of the three Ml >4.8 TDF earthquakes. Inversion for the June 26th, 2018, Mw 

5.3 July 5th, and 22nd earthquakes were constrained to the southern TDF. Unlike the methodology of 

Chapter 3, the surface trace of the fault was not inverted to find the start and end of the fault, instead, 

a midpoint, fault azimuth, and fault half-length were solved for during inversion. Inversion constraints 

of the June 26th, July 5th, and 22nd earthquakes are detailed in Tables 5-4, 5-5, and 5-6, respectively. 

Stations GV06, GV08, and GV09 were downweighted due to their large vertical displacements during 

all three events and the stations possibly being in the damage zone of the TDF, which tends to amplify 

displacements (Manconi et al., 2007). Vertical displacements were also downweighted due to the large 

uncertainties for the inversion of the July 5th and 22nd earthquakes. 

  

Figure 5-8: Displacements for July 22nd Ml 4.8 earthquake. Left – Displacements from high-rate GPS. 
Right – Displacements from daily GPS positions. White vectors are the observed horizontal 
displacements. Red vectors are the observed vertical displacements without error ellipses. Focal 
mechanism from Bell et al. (2021). 
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Fault Midpoint Longitude -91.128° 
Fault Midpoint Latitude -0.838° 
Midpoint-x ± 2.5 km 
Midpoint-y ± 0.5 km 
70°< azimuth < 110° 
1 km < half-length < 4 km 
65°< dip < 90° 
0 km < fault top < 1 km 
1.0 km <fault width < 2.8 km 
0.3 < Poisson Ratio < 0.4 
0 m < right-lateral slip < 3 m 
1 m < reverse slip < 5 m 

 
 

Fault Midpoint Longitude -91.128° 
Fault Midpoint Latitude -0.838° 
Midpoint-x ± 2.5 km 
Midpoint-y ± 0.5 km 
70°< azimuth < 110° 
1 km < half-length < 4 km 
65°< dip < 90° 
0 km < fault top < 1 km 
1.0 km <fault width < 2.8 km 
0.3 < Poisson Ratio < 0.4 
-3 m < right-lateral slip < 3 m 
1 m < reverse slip < 5 m 

 

Fault Midpoint Longitude -91.128° 
Fault Midpoint Latitude -0.838° 
Midpoint-x ± 2.5 km 
Midpoint-y ± 0.5 km 
70°< azimuth < 110° 
1 km < half-length < 4 km 
65°< dip < 90° 
0 km < fault top < 1 km 
1.0 km <fault width < 2.8 km 
0.3 < Poisson Ratio < 0.4 
-3 m < right-lateral slip < 3 m 
1 m < reverse slip < 5 m 

 

Table 5-4: Inversion constraints for the June 26th earthquake. 

Table 5-5: Inversion constraints for the July 5th earthquake. 

Table 5-6: Inversion constraints for the July 22nd earthquake. 
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5.4 Results 

The displacements due to the syn-eruption June 26th Mw 5.4 earthquake and the post-eruption 

July 5th Ml 4.9 and July 22nd Ml 4.8 earthquakes were inverted to characterize the faulting of the TDF 

and gain insight into building a resurgent caldera. The June 26th earthquake for one fault plane was 

inverted and constrained to the southern sinuous ridge. Likewise, the July 5th and July 22nd earthquakes 

were inverted for one fault plane with fault surface trace constrained to the southern limb of the sinuous 

ridge. 

Inversion results for of the June 26th earthquake yielded a fault of length 4.8 km, a dip of 73°, 

a width from surface to 1.8 km, and a strike of 264° that closely approximates the mapped fractures of 

the sinuous ridge (Table 5-7; Figure 5-9). The model also yielded 1.8 meters of right-lateral slip and 

4.5 m of reverse slip. The parameters’ joint distribution and probability density function for this model 

is plotted in Figure 5-10 and Figure 5-11, respectively. 

Inversion of the July 5th and July 22nd normal faulting earthquakes were constrained the 

southern sinuous ridge. Results for the July 5th earthquake (Table 5-8; Figure 5-12) indicate that the 

fault did not rupture to the surface with the top of the fault being at 0.5 km. The width of the ruptured 

fault plane is 1.8 km. The model had 0.4 m of left-lateral slip and 3.2 m of dip-slip on a 1.7 km long 

fault that dips at 71° with a strike of 259°. The inversion results of the July 22nd earthquake also yielded 

a fault plane of 1.8 km in length and 0.9 km in width (Table 5-9; Figure 5-13) the top of the fault at a 

depth of 0.7 km, a width of 0.8 km, a dip of 81°, and a strike of 263°. The model yielded right-lateral 

slip of 0.4 m and dip-slip of 1.7 m. The parameter joint distributions and probability density functions 

for the inversions of the July 5th earthquakes are plotted in Figures 5-14 and 5-15, respectively. The 

parameter joint distributions and probability density functions for and July 22nd earthquake are plotted 

in Figures 5-16 and 5-17, respectively.  
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An inversion that did not allow right-lateral slip was performed for the July 22nd earthquake. 

That inversion produced a 2.1 km long fault, which had a fault top at a depth of 0.6, a width of 1.2 km, 

a dip of 77°, and a strike of 261° (Table 5-10; Figure 5-18). The inversion produced no strike-slip 

motion and 1.7 m of coseismic dip-slip. The parameter joint distributions and probability density 

functions for the inversion of the July 22nd earthquake that did not allow any right-slip are plotted in 

Figures 5-19 and 5-20. 

Strike 264° ± 4° 
Dip 73° ± 4° 
Fault Depth 0.2 ± 0.1 km 
Fault Length 4.7 ± 0.4 km 
Fault Width 1.5 ± 0.4 km 
Strike-Slip Displacement 1.8 ± 0.7 m 
Reverse Displacement 4.5 ± 1.1 m 
Poisson Ratio 0.39 ± 0.1 
Equivalent Mw 5.8 
WRMS 29.26 

Table 5-7: Results for June 26th earthquake for the one-fault model constrained to the southern sinuous 
ridge. 
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Figure 5-9: Best-fitting model for June 26th one-fault model constrained to the southern sinuous ridge. 
Black line is the surface trace of the fault. White vectors are the observed horizontal displacements. 
Red vectors are the observed vertical displacements without error ellipses. Blue vectors are the 
modeled vertical displacements. Green vectors are the modeled horizontal displacements. 
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Figure 5-10: Joint distribution, limited to 2σ, for inversion of the June 26th earthquake displacements 
that was constrained to the southern sinuous ridge.  
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 Figure 5-11: Probability density functions for parameters for June 26th earthquake inversion. 
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Table 5-8: Results for July 5th earthquake. 

Strike 259° ± 1° 
Dip 71° ± 0.01° 
Fault Depth 0.5 ± 0.2 km 
Fault Length 1.7 ± 0.3 km 
Fault Width 1.8 ± 0.5 km 
Strike-Slip Displacement -0.4 ± 0.8 m 
Reverse Displacement -3.2 ± 1.2 m 
Poisson Ratio 0.38 ± 0.1 
Equivalent Mw 5.6 
WRMS 2.42 

Figure 5-12: Best-fitting model for July 5th one-fault model. Black line is the surface trace of the fault. 
White vectors are the observed horizontal displacements. Red vectors are the observed vertical 
displacements without error ellipses. Blue vectors are the modeled vertical displacements. Green 
vectors are the modeled horizontal displacements. 
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Table 5-9: Results for July 22nd earthquake. 

Strike 263° ± 1° 
Dip 81° ± 0.1° 
Fault Depth 0.6 ± 0.3 km 
Fault Length 1.7 ± 0.4 km 
Fault Width 0.9 ± 0.4 km 
Strike-Slip Displacement 0.4 ± 0.8 m 
Reverse Displacement -1.7 ± 0.9 m 
Poisson Ratio 0.38 ± 0.1 
Equivalent Mw 5.2 
WRMS 0.86 

Figure 5-13: Best-fitting model for July 22nd one-fault model. Black line is the surface trace of the 
fault. White vectors are the observed horizontal displacements. Red vectors are the observed vertical 
displacements without error ellipses. Blue vectors are the modeled vertical displacements. Green 
vectors are the modeled horizontal displacements. 
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Figure 5-14: Joint distribution, limited to 2σ, for inversion of the July 5th earthquake displacements. 
Plots with dip are not empty, the inversion produced a small standard deviation for the dip of 0.01°. 
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 Figure 5-15: Probability density functions for parameters for July 5th earthquake inversion. 
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Figure 5-16: Joint distribution, limited to 2σ, for inversion of the July 22nd earthquake displacements. 
Plots with dip are not empty, the inversion produced a small standard deviation for the dip of <0.01°. 
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Figure 5-17: Probability density functions for parameters for July 5th earthquake inversion. 
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Strike 262° ± 4° 
Dip 77° ± 4° 
Fault Depth 0.6 ± 0.1 km 
Fault Length 2.1 ± 0.4 km 
Fault Width 1.4 ± 0.4 km 
Strike-Slip Displacement 0.0 ± 0.7 m 
Reverse Displacement 1.2 ± 1.1 m 
Poisson Ratio 0.39 ± 0.1 
Equivalent Mw 5.2 
WRMS 1.05 

 

 

Table 5-10: Results for July 22nd earthquake that did not allow left-lateral slip. 

Figure 5-18: Best-fitting model for July 22nd one-fault model that did not allow left-lateral slip. Black 
line is the surface trace of the fault. White vectors are the observed horizontal displacements. Red 
vectors are the observed vertical displacements without error ellipses. Blue vectors are the modeled 
vertical displacements. Green vectors are the modeled horizontal displacements. 
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Figure 5-19: Joint distribution, limited to 2σ, for inversion of the July 22nd earthquake displacements 
that did not allow right-lateral slip. 
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Figure 5-20: Probability density functions for parameters for July 5th earthquake inversion that did not 
allow right-lateral slip. 
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5.4 Discussion 

In many basaltic shield volcanos caldera collapse occurs due to magma withdrawal from a 

shallow reservoir. Such events occur over varying timescales, e.g., caldera collapse took 200+ days 

during the 2014 Bardarbunga eruption (Gudmundsson et al. 2016), and, during the 2018 Kilauea 

eruption, caldera collapse occurred over ~10 days (Neal et al., 2019). The 2005 and 2018 eruptions of 

the Sierra Negra volcano highlight the mechanism by which it undergoes caldera subsidence via 

trapdoor faulting after the shallow magma reservoir had been drained (Bell et al., 2021; and references 

therein). The 2018 eruption benefited from having a denser seismic network and more operational GPS 

stations compared to the 2005 eruption and offered an opportunity to observe the rapid uplift and 

subsidence of the caldera floor via earthquakes on the TDF. The observations also highlights that the 

TDF is a key component in building the resurgent caldera as there was a net vertical displacement of 

~1.5 m near the TDF (Bell et al., 2021). Using GPS displacements this project explored the faulting of 

the 2018 TDF earthquakes that were a source of rapid uplift and subsidence. These earthquakes were 

the syn-eruption June 26th Mw 5.3, July 5th Ml 4.9 and July 22nd Ml 4.8 earthquakes. The results of this 

project show that significant slip is required to raise and subside the Sierra Negra caldera floor, which 

is key for caldera resurgence. 

The best-fitting model for the June 26th earthquake places the fault on mapped fractures of the 

southern sinuous ridge, with a fault width from the surface to the sill (1.5 km to 2 km; Amelung et al., 

2000; Chadwick et al., 2006; Jónsson, 2009; Yun et al., 2006). The model yielded coseismic slip in 

both strike-slip and dip-slip that were above 1 m, with 28% of the slip being right-lateral and 72% 

being dip-slip slip (reverse faulting). This slip is supported by the focal mechanism for this earthquake, 

which indicates oblique-slip with a right-lateral component (Figure 5-6). The morphology of the 

western intra-caldera faults (Figure 5-1b) also lends credence to the slip derived by this model. The 

western sinuous ridge is steeper (Figure 5-2, Profile 1)  compared to the southern section of the sinuous 
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ridge (Figure 5-2, Profile 2; Reynolds et al., 1995). Repetitive TDF earthquakes with a significant 

amount of right-lateral slip would be required to move the caldera floor to create these well-expressed 

fault scarps. This would be a long-lived feature if there is ongoing caldera resurgence and syn-eruption 

earthquakes are larger than the earthquakes during the deflation period, which was the case in the 2018 

eruption. 

Inversion results of the July 5th and 22nd earthquakes show events of quick subsidence of the 

trapdoor after the eruption. The coseismic motion of the July 5th earthquake was left-lateral with 

normal faulting. A model of the July 22nd earthquake yielded right-lateral and normal faulting with a 

fault width of 0.9 km. The inversion that did not allow right-lateral slip for the July 22nd earthquake 

produced pure dip-slip (normal faulting) with a fault width of 1.4 km, which is comparable to the July 

5th earthquake. The more agreeable fault width of the July 22nd inversion that did not allow right-lateral 

motion makes this model the preferred model. Models of both earthquakes indicate that there was a 

total of 4.3 m of rapid dip-slip motion on the TDF. The results also show that, for these two 

earthquakes, the TDF did not rupture at the surface but at depths ~0.5 km to ~2 km. It is possible the 

lower 2 km portions of the TDF recovered the vertical displacements during inflation, where there 

were many reverse faulting earthquakes during this period, including the syn-eruptive June 26th 

earthquake. This is in line with the thermomechanical modeling that was performed by Gregg et al. 

(2018). The authors modeling of the inflating sill prior to the 2005 eruption shows that increase in 

temperature of the host rock is critical in limiting stress accumulation and preventing sill failure. They 

conclude that weakened (lower elastic moduli) host rocks allowed for prolonged inflation of a stable 

sill without dike propagation. The rocks down-dip the interface of the TDF may be weaker than those 

further up-dip. It might also be possible that the top 0.5 km of the TDF is a compliant zone that does 

not behave elastically. Regardless, the rupturing of the TDF at downdip depths of 0.5 km to the sill 

after an eruption may also be a component of caldera resurgence. July 5th and 22nd earthquakes are a 
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very small fraction of the total seismic moment released by the southern limb of the TDF during the 

deflation phase (Figure 5-21). However, the July 5th and 22nd earthquakes indicate that not all of the 

TDF slips in large earthquakes and that some parts of the upper portions of the TDF interface are fixed 

to some degree, leading to the net increase in uplift observed over the eruption. The surface traces of 

the July 5th and 22nd earthquakes are coincident and fall on the sinuous ridge (Figure 5-22) implying 

that the earthquakes happened on the same fault. The surface traces also have strikes that are similar 

to the June 26th fault but are offset to the north by 0.3 km, which indicates a sub-parallel ring fault 

system, which is supported by the anastomosing southern sinuous ridge (Figure 5-22). 

 

 

Figure 5-21: Cumulative moment release for earthquakes for the deflationary period of June 26th, 2018 
to September 1st, 2018. Earthquakes are from the relocated catalog of Bell et al. (2021). Earthquakes 
used in the analysis are those associated with the southern limb of the sinuous ridge. 
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Model results of the June 26th Mw 5.3, July 5th Ml 4.9, and July 22nd Ml 4.8 earthquakes 

indicate the active TDF before and during the 2018 eruption is the ~5 km southern sinuous ridge. The 

total coseismic dip-slip (normal faulting) of the July earthquakes is 4.3 m compared to 4.5 m of dip-

slip (reverse faulting) of the syn-eruption June 26th earthquake, which corroborates the net surface 

uplift of 1.5 m reported by Bell et al. (2021). The coseismic right-lateral displacement of the June 26th 

earthquake was 1.8 m while the total left-lateral coseismic displacement for the deflation period 

earthquakes is 0.4 m. This net right-lateral coseismic slip of 1.3 m on the TDF may be building the 

steep western sinuous ridge (Figure 5-2) as the sill roof is being pushed to the south over eruptive 

cycles. Many of the best-fitting models did not well fit vertical displacements, and in some cases, some 

horizontal displacements, for GV08, GV09, and GV06. This is most likely because these stations are 

Figure 5-22: Surface traces for all earthquakes. Black line is the fault trace for the June 26th earthquake. 
Purple line is the fault trace for the July 5th earthquake. Red line is the fault trace of the July 22nd 
earthquake. Dashed line is outline of the sinuous ridge. 
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in the damage zone of the TDF and may not behave elastically and record amplified displacements. It 

also possible that the TDF has a more complex geometry that the number of data cannot resolve. 

5.5 Conclusion 

The earthquakes on the TDF play an important role in the caldera resurgence and magma 

movement at the Sierra Negra volcano. Modeling of the syn-eruption June 26th showed that the 

southern limb of the TDF ruptured with reverse dip-slip motion. Results for the July 5th and July 22nd 

earthquakes, both occurring during the deflation period, show that the events were normal faulting and 

southern TDF ruptured with dip-slip motion. The three earthquakes, which occurred over the course 

of the eruption, had a net coseismic dip-slip of 0.2 m, which is sufficient enough to produce the 

observed net uplift over the eruption, leading to building the resurgent caldera.  These three 

earthquakes also had significant strike-slip components, which explains the steep western sinuous 

ridge as the sill roof is pushed to the south. The constraint in the location of the active TDF this project 

presents will aid in forecasting future eruptive fissure locations. 
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Appendix A 
 

Strain Partitioning and Interseismic Fault Behavior Along the Caribbean-South 
American Transform Plate Boundary 

A.1 GPS Velocities 

Station Long (°) Lat (°) 
Ve 
(mm/yr) 

Vn 
(mm/yr) 

σVe 
(mm/yr) 

σVn 
(mm/yr) 

 
ALTA -66.178 9.866 -5.1 9.2 0.5 0.5  

ARI0 -63.749 10.511 11.1 12.3 0.2 0.2  

ARR -64.291 10.370 0.8 13.2 0.3 0.2  

ARY0 -64.236 10.571 10.8 14.3 0.2 0.2  

AUD0 -64.081 10.447 1.3 14.3 0.1 0.1  

BIC0 -63.965 10.770 13.5 15.0 0.2 0.2  

BLAN -64.599 11.822 10.7 15.0 2.5 1.8  

BNKR 10.340 -61.459 8.7 0.8 11.4 0.7  

CAC0 -63.837 10.553 11.6 12.8 0.3 0.3  

CALD* -60.731 11.196 15.0 0.0 14.0 0.0  

CAMB 11.320 -60.556 14.2 0.3 14.7 0.5  

CASI -66.960 9.926 -4.2 12.0 0.5 0.5  

CHA0 -64.156 10.841 13.7 15.1 0.3 0.2  

CN45* -60.938 10.837 13.0 0.0 13.0 0.0  

CN46* -61.427 12.487 12.0 0.0 16.0 0.0  

COI0 -63.116 10.415 -1.6 15.0 0.4 0.4  

COR0 -64.184 10.831 13.9 15.1 0.3 0.2  

COV0 -63.603 10.136 -2.7 13.2 0.2 0.2  

CUMA -64.195 10.429 1.2 15.0 0.1 0.1  

FORT* -61.683 10.171 -1.0 0.0 11.0 0.0  

FTMD 11.154 -60.843 14.7 0.4 15.6 0.7  

GAL0 -64.188 10.802 13.7 14.9 0.2 0.2  

GALE* -60.995 10.147 1.0 0.0 7.0 0.0  

Table A-1: GPS Velocities from this study Reinoza et al. (2015), Pérez et al. (2018), and Weber et al. 
(2020) in the ITRF2008 reference frame (Altamimi et al., 2012). Stations with an asterisk indicate 
reanalyzed cGPS velocities. 
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GRAN* -61.128 10.586 12.0 0.0 12.0 0.0  

GSPO 10.334 -61.423 -4.8 1.1 10.5 0.7  

HOR0 -64.291 10.965 14.6 15.6 0.2 0.2  

IPU0 -63.751 10.122 -2.9 12.0 1.0 0.9  

ISL0 -63.896 10.884 14.7 14.7 0.2 0.2  

LFAB 10.098 -61.658 -3.1 0.6 12.7 0.4  

LLNE 10.081 -61.317 -3.3 0.7 10.9 0.8  

MAN0 -63.895 11.156 15.0 14.6 1.0 0.9  

MARG -64.360 11.042 16.7 16.5 0.2 0.2  

MAYO 10.359 -61.364 -5.4 2.2 8.9 1.3  

MCH0 -63.811 10.707 13.2 15.0 0.2 0.2  

MOC0 -64.344 10.346 -1.3 15.3 0.2 0.2  

MTTB 10.681 -61.396 11.9 0.3 12.2 0.6  

PALM 10.292 -61.406 -2.4 0.6 9.2 1.0  

PAR0 -64.231 10.508 8.7 14.4 0.2 0.2  

PCN0 -63.637 10.636 14.0 13.9 0.2 0.2  

PER0 -63.767 10.446 -2.4 13.3 0.4 0.3  

PIG0 -64.083 10.637 11.9 13.8 0.3 0.2  

PLND 10.191 -61.602 -3.5 4.6 3.7 2.3  

POST 10.649 -61.514 12.8 0.7 11.8 1.0  

PPI0 -62.404 10.547 12.7 14.0 1.0 0.9  

PUND 10.377 -61.419 11.8 0.9 11.8 0.3  

RAG0 -62.974 10.582 15.0 15.1 0.4 0.4  

RES0 -64.209 11.053 14.7 15.2 0.2 0.2  

RIC0 -63.120 10.701 15.0 15.3 0.2 0.2  

RQUE -66.678 11.953 14.0 13.4 2.4 1.8  

SAL0 -62.274 10.604 12.6 17.8 1.5 1.3  

SMI1 -63.519 10.492 2.8 14.5 0.2 0.2  

SMRY 10.185 -61.311 -5.4 1.7 7.8 0.7  

SNDO 10.281 -61.459 -4.0 2.0 10.2 1.0  

SRUX 10.653 -61.401 10.9 0.3 13.8 0.3  

SUL0 -63.910 10.757 14.1 14.7 0.3 0.2  

SVNH 10.669 -61.513 8.5 1.3 10.2 1.1  

TAC0 -63.977 9.954 -3.8 16.3 0.3 0.3  

TANK 10.395 -61.438 10.7 0.3 11.8 0.6  
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TET0 -64.127 10.963 14.9 15.7 0.3 0.3  

TOR0 -63.569 10.352 -3.8 16.9 0.2 0.2  

TORT -65.227 10.963 13.3 13.3 2.0 1.7  

TTPA 10.594 -61.347 10.9 1.5 14.8 1.2  

TTSF* -61.466 10.277 -2.0 0.0 10.0 0.0  

TTUW* -61.399 10.640 12.0 0.0 14.0 0.0  

USB0 -66.792 10.409 -1.1 12.0 0.5 0.5  

USB1 -66.883 10.411 -1.4 12.1 0.5 0.5  

WESS 10.333 -61.425 -2.3 1.4 9.6 1.3  

* Denotes cGPS. 

A.2 InSAR Data 

Figures A-1 and A-2 show interferograms where displacement is detected along-strike the 

CRF. Figure A-6 shows the perpendicular and temporal baselines for interferograms that were used in 

SBAS calculations. Figure S4 shows the interferograms that were used in SBAS calculated velocities. 

Figure A-5 shows the SBAS produced LOS velocities that appear to have planar trends that may be 

influenced by persistent atmospherics associated with the relief high of the CRF fault. There are two 

long-wavelength features in the SBAS calculated velocities (Figure A-5) that were further detrended 

(Figure A-7). Figure A-8 shows the change in relief of the Central Range, from west to east, which we 

believe is responsible for atmospheric errors in most interferograms. Profile I1 is across an area of low 

relief. 
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Figure A-1: Wrapped interferogram produced by phase differentiating SAR scenes acquired on 
2017/02/01 and 2018/03/28. Interferogram resolves the full fault trace of the CRF. The Caroni swamp, 
in the northwest of the island, and the Nariva swamp, in the east of the land are not masked out. 
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Figure A-2: Wrapped interferogram produced by phase differentiating SAR scenes acquired on 
2017/02/01 and 2019/03/27. Interferogram resolves the full fault trace of the CRF. The Caroni swamp, 
in the northwest of the island, and the Nariva swamp, in the east of the land are not masked out. 
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Figure A-3: Baseline plot for 19 ALOS-2 interferograms used in SBAS analysis. Perp. Baseline 
(perpendicular baseline) is the distance between the satellite at two acquisitions. 
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Figure A-4: Interferograms used in the SBAS algorithm. 
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Figure A-4: (Continued) Interferograms used in the SBAS algorithm. 
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Figure A-5: SBAS calculated displacements. There are two long-wavelength planar trends that were 
removed. 
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Figure A-6: SBAS calculated RMS. 
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Figure A-7: Terrain profile of the Central Range. 
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A.3 Elastic Dislocation Modeling Statistics 

 

Figure A-8: Modeling statistics for the Monte Carlo inversion of the SSF. Top left panel:  Locking 
depth vs χ2 with a dot being the most likely locking depth. Top right panel: Far-field velocity vs 
locking depth with a dot representing the most likely values. Bottom left panel: histogram of locking 
depth. Bottom right panel: histogram of far-field velocities. 
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Figure A-9: Modeling statistics for the Monte Carlo inversion of the LVF. Top left panel:  Locking 
depth vs χ2 with a dot being the most likely locking depth. Top right panel: Far-field velocity vs 
locking depth with a dot representing the most likely values. Bottom left panel: histogram of locking 
depth. Bottom right panel: histogram of far-field velocities. 
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Figure A-10: Modeling statistics for the Monte Carlo inversion of Profile A for the EPF. Top left panel:  
Locking depth vs χ2 with a dot being the most likely locking depth. Top right panel: Far-field velocity 
vs locking depth with a dot representing the most likely values. Bottom left panel: histogram of locking 
depth. Bottom right panel: histogram of far-field velocities. 
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Figure A-11: Modeling statistics for the Monte Carlo inversion of Profile B for the EPF. Top left panel:  
Locking depth vs χ2 with a dot being the most likely locking depth. Top right panel: Far-field velocity 
vs locking depth with a dot representing the most likely values. Bottom left panel: histogram of locking 
depth. Bottom right panel: histogram of far-field velocities. 
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Figure A-12: Modeling statistics for the Monte Carlo inversion of Profile C for the EPF. Top left panel:  
Locking depth vs χ2 with a dot being the most likely locking depth. Top right panel: Far-field velocity 
vs locking depth with a dot representing the most likely values. Bottom left panel: histogram of locking 
depth. Bottom right panel: histogram of far-field velocities. 
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Figure A-13: Modeling statistics for the Monte Carlo inversion of Profile D for the EPF. Top left panel:  
Locking depth vs χ2 with a dot being the most likely locking depth. Top right panel: Far-field velocity 
vs locking depth with a dot representing the most likely values. Bottom left panel: histogram of locking 
depth. Bottom right panel: histogram of far-field velocities. 
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Figure A-14: Modeling statistics for the Monte Carlo inversion of Profile E for the EPF. Top left panel:  
Locking depth vs χ2 with a dot being the most likely locking depth. Top right panel: Far-field velocity 
vs locking depth with a dot representing the most likely values. Bottom left panel: histogram of locking 
depth. Bottom right panel: histogram of far-field velocities. 
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Figure A-15: Modeling statistics for the Monte Carlo inversion of Profile I1 for the CRF. Top left 
panel:  Locking depth vs χ2 with a dot being the most likely locking depth. Top right panel: Far-field 
velocity vs locking depth with a dot representing the most likely values. Bottom left panel: histogram 
of locking depth. Bottom right panel: histogram of far-field velocities. 
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Figure A-16: Modeling statistics for the Monte Carlo inversion of Profile I2 for the CRF. Top left 
panel:  Locking depth vs χ2 with a dot being the most likely locking depth. Top right panel: Far-field 
velocity vs locking depth with a dot representing the most likely values. Bottom left panel: histogram 
of locking depth. Bottom right panel: histogram of far-field velocities. 
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Figure A-17: Modeling statistics for the Monte Carlo inversion of Profile I3 for the CRF. Top left 
panel:  Locking depth vs χ2 with a dot being the most likely locking depth. Top right panel: Far-field 
velocity vs locking depth with a dot representing the most likely values. Bottom left panel: histogram 
of locking depth. Bottom right panel: histogram of far-field velocities. 
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Figure A-18: Modeling statistics for the Monte Carlo inversion of GPS velocity profile for the CRF. 
Top left panel:  Locking depth vs χ2 with a dot being the most likely locking depth. Top right panel: 
Far-field velocity vs locking depth with a dot representing the most likely values. Bottom left panel: 
histogram of locking depth. Bottom right panel: histogram of far-field velocities. 
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Figure A-20: Modeling statistics for the Monte Carlo inversion of GPS velocity profile for the STTF. 
Top left panel:  Locking depth vs χ2 with a dot being the most likely locking depth. Top right panel: 
Far-field velocity vs locking depth with a dot representing the most likely values. Bottom left panel: 
histogram of locking depth. Bottom right panel: histogram of far-field velocities. 
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Figure A-21: Modeling statistics for the Monte Carlo inversion of GPS velocity profile for the SCF. 
Top left panel:  Locking depth vs χ2 with a dot being the most likely locking depth. Top right panel: 
Far-field velocity vs locking depth with a dot representing the most likely values. Bottom left panel: 
histogram of locking depth. Bottom right panel: histogram of far-field velocities. 
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Figure A-23: Modeling statistics for the Monte Carlo inversion of GPS velocity profile for the Trinidad 
and Tobago faults where SCF and STTF locking depths were fixed to 0.1 km. Top left panel:  CRF 
locking depth vs χ2 with a dot being the most likely locking depth. Top center panel: CRF far-field 
velocity vs locking depth with a dot representing the most likely values. Top right panel: histogram of 
far-field velocities of STTF. Bottom left panel: histogram of locking depth of CRF. Bottom center 
panel: histogram of far-field velocities of CRF. Bottom right panel: histogram of far-field velocities 
of SCF. 
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Figure A-24: Modeling statistics for the Monte Carlo inversion of GPS velocity profile for the Trinidad 
and Tobago faults where SCF and STTF locking depths were fixed to 2 km. Top left panel:  CRF 
locking depth vs χ2 with a dot being the most likely locking depth. Top center panel: CRF far-field 
velocity vs locking depth with a dot representing the most likely values. Top right panel: histogram of 
far-field velocities of STTF. Bottom left panel: histogram of locking depth of CRF. Bottom center 
panel: histogram of far-field velocities of CRF. Bottom right panel: histogram of far-field velocities 
of SCF. 
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Figure A-25: Modeling statistics for the Monte Carlo inversion of GPS velocity profile for the Trinidad 
and Tobago faults where SCF and STTF locking depths were fixed to 5 km. Top left panel:  CRF 
locking depth vs χ2 with a dot being the most likely locking depth. Top center panel: CRF far-field 
velocity vs locking depth with a dot representing the most likely values. Top right panel: histogram of 
far-field velocities of STTF. Bottom left panel: histogram of locking depth of CRF. Bottom center 
panel: histogram of far-field velocities of CRF. Bottom right panel: histogram of far-field velocities 
of SCF. 
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Figure A-26: Modeling statistics for the Monte Carlo inversion of GPS velocity profile for the Trinidad 
and Tobago faults where SCF and STTF locking depths were fixed to 10 km. Top left panel:  CRF 
locking depth vs χ2 with a dot being the most likely locking depth. Top center panel: CRF far-field 
velocity vs locking depth with a dot representing the most likely values. Top right panel: histogram of 
far-field velocities of STTF. Bottom left panel: histogram of locking depth of CRF. Bottom center 
panel: histogram of far-field velocities of CRF. Bottom right panel: histogram of far-field velocities 
of SCF. 
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Figure A-27: Modeling statistics for the Monte Carlo inversion of GPS velocity profile for the Trinidad 
and Tobago faults where SCF and STTF locking depths were fixed to 15 km. Top left panel:  CRF 
locking depth vs χ2 with a dot being the most likely locking depth. Top center panel: CRF far-field 
velocity vs locking depth with a dot representing the most likely values. Top right panel: histogram of 
far-field velocities of STTF. Bottom left panel: histogram of locking depth of CRF. Bottom center 
panel: histogram of far-field velocities of CRF. Bottom right panel: histogram of far-field velocities 
of SCF. 
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Figure A-28: Modeling statistics for the Monte Carlo inversion of GPS velocity profile for the Trinidad 
and Tobago faults where SCF and STTF locking depths were fixed to 20 km. Top left panel:  CRF 
locking depth vs χ2 with a dot being the most likely locking depth. Top center panel: CRF far-field 
velocity vs locking depth with a dot representing the most likely values. Top right panel: histogram of 
far-field velocities of STTF. Bottom left panel: histogram of locking depth of CRF. Bottom center 
panel: histogram of far-field velocities of CRF. Bottom right panel: histogram of far-field velocities 
of SCF. 
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Appendix B  
Bookshelf Faulting Plots 

B.1 Slip on Arc-Normal Faults for Model Sets A and B 

 

Figure B-4: Arc-normal fault downdip elements displacements for model A1. 
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Figure B-5: Arc-normal fault downdip elements displacements for model A2. 
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Figure B-6: Arc-normal fault downdip elements displacements for model A3. 
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Figure B-7: Arc-normal fault downdip elements displacements for model A4. 
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Figure B-8: Arc-normal fault downdip elements displacements for model A5. 
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Figure B-9: Arc-normal fault downdip elements displacements for model A6. 
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Figure B-10: Arc-normal fault downdip elements displacements for model A7. 
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Figure B-11: Arc-normal fault downdip elements displacements for model A8. 
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Figure B-12: Arc-normal fault downdip elements displacements for model A9. 
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Figure B-13: Arc-normal fault downdip elements displacements for model A10. 
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Figure B-14: Arc-normal fault downdip elements displacements for model A11. 
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Figure B-15: Arc-normal fault downdip elements displacements for model A12. 
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Figure B-16: Arc-normal fault downdip elements displacements for model B1. 
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Figure B-17: Arc-normal fault downdip elements displacements for model B2. 
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Figure B-18: Arc-normal fault downdip elements displacements for model B3. 
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Figure B-19: Arc-normal fault downdip elements displacements for model B4. 
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Figure B-20: Arc-normal fault downdip elements displacements for model B6. 
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Figure B-21: Arc-normal fault downdip elements displacements for model B6. 
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Figure B-22: Arc-normal fault downdip elements displacements for model B7. 
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Figure B-23: Arc-normal fault downdip elements displacements for model B8. 
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Figure B-24: Arc-normal fault downdip elements displacements for model B9. 
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Figure B-25: Arc-normal fault downdip elements displacements for model B10. 
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Figure B-26: Arc-normal fault downdip elements displacements for model B11. 
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Figure B-27: Arc-normal fault downdip elements displacements for model B12. 
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B.3 Model Set C Plots

 

Figure B-28: Model C1: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-normal 
faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 5 km and 2 km respectively. This model has 5 arc-normal faults.  
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Figure B-29: Model C2: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-normal 
faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 5 km and 5 km respectively. This model has 4 arc-normal faults.  
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Figure B-30: Model C3: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-normal 
faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 5 km and 10 km respectively. This model has 4 arc-normal 
faults. 

 
Figure B-31: Model C4: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-normal 

faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 10 km and 2 km respectively. This model has 5 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure B-32: Model C5: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-normal 

faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 10 km and 5 km respectively. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure B-33: Model C6: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-normal 
faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 10 km and 10 km respectively. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 

 

Figure B-34: Model C7: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-normal 
faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 15 km and 2 km respectively. This model has 5 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure B-35: Model C8: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-normal 
faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 15 km and 5 km respectively. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 

 

Figure B-36: Model C9: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-normal 
faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 15 km and 10 km respectively. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure B-37: Model C10: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-normal 
faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 20 km and 2 km respectively. This model has 5 arc-normal faults. 

 

Figure B-38: Model C11: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-normal 
faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 20 km and 5 km respectively. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure B-39: Model C12: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-normal 
faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 20 km and 10 km respectively. This model has 4 arc-normal faults.  
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Figure B-40: Model C1: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 5 km 
and 2 km respectively. Top panel – profile displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). Middle 
panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model 
Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure B-41: Model C2: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 5 km 
and 5 km respectively. Top panel – profile displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). Middle 
panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model 
Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure B-42: Model C3: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 5 km 
and 10 km respectively. Top panel – profile displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). 
Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. 
‘Model Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure B-43: Model C4: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 10 km 
and 2 km respectively. Top panel – profile displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). Middle 
panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model 
Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to the model displacements.  
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Figure B-44: Model C5: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 10 km 
and 5 km respectively. Top panel – profile displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). Middle 
panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model 
Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure B-45: Model C6: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 10 km 
and 10 km respectively. Top panel – profile displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). 
Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. 
‘Model Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure B-46: Model C7: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 15 km 
and 2 km respectively. Top panel – profile displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). Middle 
panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model 
Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to the modeled displacement. 
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Figure B-47: Model C8: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 15 km 
and 5 km respectively. Top panel – profile displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). Middle 
panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model 
Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to the modeled displacement. 
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Figure B-48: Model C9: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 15 km 
and 10 km respectively. Top panel – profile displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). 
Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. 
‘Model Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to the modeled displacement. 
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Figure B-49: Model C10: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 20 km 
and 2 km respectively. Top panel – profile displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). Middle 
panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model 
Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure B-50: Model C11: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 20 km 
and 5 km respectively. Top panel – profile displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). Middle 
panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model 
Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure B-51: Model C12: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 20 km 
and 10 km respectively. Top panel – profile displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). 
Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. 
‘Model Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to the model displacements. 
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B.3 Model Set D Plots 

 

Figure B-52: Model D1: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-
normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 5 km and 2 km respectively. This model has 5 
arc-normal faults. 
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Figure B-53: Model D2: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-normal 
faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 5 km and 5 km respectively. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 

 

Figure B-54: Model D3: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-normal 
faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 5 km and 10 km respectively. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure B-55: Model D4: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-normal 
faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 10 km and 2 km respectively. This model has 5 arc-normal faults. 

 

Figure B-56: Model D5: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-normal 
faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 10 km and 5 km respectively. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure B-57: Model D6: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-normal 
faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 10 km and 10 km respectively. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 

 

Figure B-58: Model D7: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-normal 
faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 15 km and 2 km respectively. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure B-59: Model D7: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-normal 
faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 15 km and 5 km respectively. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure B-60: Model D6: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-normal 
faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 15 km and 10 km respectively. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 

 

Figure B-61: Model D7: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-normal 
faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 20 km and 2 km respectively. This model has 5 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure B-62: Model D8: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-normal 
faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 20 km and 5 km respectively. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 

 

Figure B-63: Model D9: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-normal 
faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 20 km and 10 km respectively. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure B-64: Model D1: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 5 km 
and 2 km respectively. Top panel – profile displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). Middle 
panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model 
Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure B-65: Model D2: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 5 km 
and 5 km respectively. Top panel – profile displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). Middle 
panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model 
Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure B-66: Model D3: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 5 km 
and 10 km respectively. Top panel – profile displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). 
Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. 
‘Model Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure B-67: Model D4: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 10 km 
and 2 km respectively. Top panel – profile displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). Middle 
panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model 
Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure B-68: Model D5: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 10 km 
and 5 km respectively. Top panel – profile displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). Middle 
panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model 
Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure B-69: Model D6: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 10 km 
and 10 km respectively. Top panel – profile displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). 
Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. 
‘Model Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure B-70: Model D7: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 15 km 
and 2 km respectively. Top panel – profile displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). Middle 
panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model 
Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure B-71: Model D8: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 15 km 
and 5 km respectively. Top panel – profile displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). Middle 
panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model 
Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure B-72: Model D9: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 15 km 
and 10 km respectively. Top panel – profile displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). 
Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. 
‘Model Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure B-73: Model D10: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 20 
km and 2 km respectively. Top panel – profile displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). 
Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. 
‘Model Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure B-74: Model D11: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 20 
km and 5 km respectively. Top panel – profile displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). 
Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. 
‘Model Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure B-75: Model D12: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 20 
km and 10 km respectively. Top panel – profile displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). 
Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. 
‘Model Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to the model displacements. 
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B.3 Model Set E Plots 

 

Figure B-76: Model E1: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-normal 
faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 5 km and 2 km respectively. This model has 5 arc-normal faults.  
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Figure B-77: Model E2: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-normal 
faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 5 km and 5 km respectively. This model has 4 arc-normal faults.  
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Figure B-78: Model E3: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-normal 
faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 5 km and 10 km respectively. This model has 4 arc-normal 
faults. 
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Figure B-79: Model E4: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-normal 

faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 10 km and 2 km respectively. This model has 5 arc-normal faults. 
 
 

 
Figure B-80: Model E5: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-normal 

faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 10 km and 5 km respectively. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure B-81: Model E6: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-normal 
faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 10 km and 10 km respectively. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 

 

Figure B-82: Model E7: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-normal 
faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 15 km and 2 km respectively. This model has 5 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure B-83: Model E8: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-normal 
faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 15 km and 5 km respectively. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 

 

Figure B-84: Model E9: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-normal 
faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 15 km and 10 km respectively. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure B-85: Model E10: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-normal 
faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 20 km and 2 km respectively. This model has 5 arc-normal faults. 

 

Figure B-86: Model E11: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-normal 
faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 20 km and 5 km respectively. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure B-87: Model E12: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-normal 
faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 20 km and 10 km respectively. This model has 4 arc-normal faults.  
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Figure B-88: Model E1: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 5 km 
and 2 km respectively. Top panel – profile displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). Middle 
panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model 
Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure B-89: Model E2: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 5 km 
and 5 km respectively. Top panel – profile displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). Middle 
panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model 
Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure B-90: Model E3: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 5 km 
and 10 km respectively. Top panel – profile displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). 
Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. 
‘Model Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure B-91: Model E4: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 10 km 
and 2 km respectively. Top panel – profile displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). Middle 
panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model 
Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to the model displacements.  
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Figure B-92: Model E5: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 10 km 
and 5 km respectively. Top panel – profile displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). Middle 
panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model 
Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure B-93: Model E6: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 10 km 
and 10 km respectively. Top panel – profile displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). 
Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. 
‘Model Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure B-94: Model E7: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 15 km 
and 2 km respectively. Top panel – profile displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). Middle 
panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model 
Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to the modeled displacement. 
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Figure B-95: Model E8: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 15 km 
and 5 km respectively. Top panel – profile displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). Middle 
panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model 
Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to the modeled displacement. 
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Figure B-96: Model E9: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 15 km 
and 10 km respectively. Top panel – profile displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). 
Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. 
‘Model Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to the modeled displacement. 
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Figure B-97: Model E10: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 20 km 
and 2 km respectively. Top panel – profile displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). Middle 
panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model 
Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure B-98: Model E11: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 20 km 
and 5 km respectively. Top panel – profile displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). Middle 
panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model 
Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure B-99: Model E12: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 20 km 
and 10 km respectively. Top panel – profile displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). 
Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. 
‘Model Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to the model displacements. 
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B.3 Model Set F Plots 

 

Figure B-100: Model F1: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-normal 
faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 5 km and 2 km respectively. This model has 5 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure B-101: Model F2: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-normal 
faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 5 km and 5 km respectively. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 

 

Figure B-102: Model F3: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-normal 
faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 5 km and 10 km respectively. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure B-103: Model F4: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-normal 
faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 10 km and 2 km respectively. This model has 5 arc-normal faults. 

 

Figure B-104: Model F5: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-normal 
faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 10 km and 5 km respectively. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure B-105: Model F6: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-normal 
faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 10 km and 10 km respectively. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 

 

Figure B-106: Model F7: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-normal 
faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 15 km and 2 km respectively. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure B-107: Model F7: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-normal 
faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 15 km and 5 km respectively. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure B-108: Model F6: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-normal 
faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 15 km and 10 km respectively. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 

 

Figure B-109: Model F7: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-normal 
faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 20 km and 2 km respectively. This model has 5 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure B-110: Model F8: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-normal 
faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 20 km and 5 km respectively. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure B-111: Model F9: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-
normal faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 20 km and 10 km respectively. This model has 4 
arc-normal faults. 
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Figure B-112: Model F1: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 5 km 
and 2 km respectively. Top panel – profile displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). Middle 
panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model 
Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure B-113: Model F2: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 5 km 
and 5 km respectively. Top panel – profile displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). Middle 
panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model 
Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure B-114: Model F3: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 5 km 
and 10 km respectively. Top panel – profile displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). 
Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. 
‘Model Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure B-115: Model F4: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 10 km 
and 2 km respectively. Top panel – profile displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). Middle 
panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model 
Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure B-116: Model F5: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 10 km 
and 5 km respectively. Top panel – profile displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). Middle 
panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model 
Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure B-117: Model F6: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 10 km 
and 10 km respectively. Top panel – profile displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). 
Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. 
‘Model Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure B-118: Model F7: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 15 km 
and 2 km respectively. Top panel – profile displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). Middle 
panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model 
Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure B-119: Model F8: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 15 km 
and 5 km respectively. Top panel – profile displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). Middle 
panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model 
Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure B-120: Model F9: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 15 km 
and 10 km respectively. Top panel – profile displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). 
Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. 
‘Model Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure B-121: Model F10: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 20 
km and 2 km respectively. Top panel – profile displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). 
Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. 
‘Model Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure B-122: Model F11: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 20 
km and 5 km respectively. Top panel – profile displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). 
Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. 
‘Model Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure B-123: Model F12: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 20 
km and 10 km respectively. Top panel – profile displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). 
Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. 
‘Model Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to the model displacements. 
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B.3 Model Set G Plots 

 

Figure B-124: Model G1: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-normal 
faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 20 km and 2 km respectively and had 1.4 mm of slip imposed on 
them. This model has 5 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure B-125: Model G2: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-normal 
faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 20 km and 5 km respectively and had 3.8 mm of slip imposed on 
them. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure B-126: Model G3: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-normal 
faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 20 km and 10 km respectively and had 7 mm of slip imposed on them. 
This model has 4 arc-normal faults.  
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Figure B-127: Model G1: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 20 
km and 2 km respectively and had 1.4 mm of slip imposed on them. Top panel – profile displacements projected 
into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – 
profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset 
of 7 mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure B-128: Model G2: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 20 
km and 5 km respectively and had 3.8 mm of slip imposed on them. Top panel – profile displacements projected 
into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – 
profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset 
of 7 mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure B-129: Model G3: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 20 
km and 10 km respectively and had 7 mm of slip imposed on them. Top panel – profile displacements projected 
into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – 
profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset 
of 7 mm to the model displacements. 
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B.4 Model Set H Plots 

 

Figure B-130: Model H1: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-normal 
faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 20 km and 2 km respectively. This model has 5 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure B-131: Model H2: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-normal 
faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 20 km and 5 km respectively. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure B-132: Model H3: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-normal 
faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 20 km and 10 km respectively. This model has 4 arc-normal faults.  
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Figure B-133: Model H1: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 20 
km and 2 km respectively. Top panel – profile displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). 
Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. 
‘Model Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure B-134: Model H2: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 20 
km and 5 km respectively. Top panel – profile displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). 
Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. 
‘Model Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure B-135: Model H3: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 20 
km and 10 km respectively. Top panel – profile displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). 
Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. 
‘Model Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to the model displacements. 
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B.5 Model Set I Plots 

 

Figure B-136: Model I1: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-normal 
faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 20 km and 2 km respectively. This model has 5 arc-normal faults. 
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B.6 Model Set J Plots 

 

Figure B-137: Model J1: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-normal 
faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 20 km and 2 km respectively and had 1.4 mm of slip imposed on 
them. This model has 5 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure B-138: Model J2: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-normal 
faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 20 km and 5 km respectively and had 3.8 mm of slip imposed on 
them. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure B-139: Model J3: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-normal 
faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 20 km and 10 km respectively and had 7 mm of slip imposed on them. 
This model has 4 arc-normal faults.  
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Figure B-140: Model J1: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 20 km 
and 2 km respectively and had 1.4 mm of slip imposed on them. Top panel – profile displacements projected 
into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – 
profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset 
of 7 mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure B-141: Model J2: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 20 km 
and 5 km respectively and had 3.8 mm of slip imposed on them. Top panel – profile displacements projected 
into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – 
profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset 
of 7 mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure B-142: Model J3: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 20 km 
and 10 km respectively and had 7 mm of slip imposed on them. Top panel – profile displacements projected into 
horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile 
displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm 
to the model displacements. 
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B.6 Model Set K Plots 

 

Figure B-143: Model K1: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-normal 
faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 20 km and 2 km respectively and had 1.4 mm of slip imposed on 
them. This model has 5 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure B-144: Model K2: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-normal 
faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 20 km and 5 km respectively and had 3.8 mm of slip imposed on 
them. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure B-145: Model K3: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-normal 
faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 20 km and 10 km respectively and had 7 mm of slip imposed on them. 
This model has 4 arc-normal faults.  
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Figure B-146: Model K1: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 20 
km and 2 km respectively and had 1.4 mm of slip imposed on them. Top panel – profile displacements projected 
into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – 
profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset 
of 7 mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure B-147: Model K2: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 20 
km and 5 km respectively and had 3.8 mm of slip imposed on them. Top panel – profile displacements projected 
into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – 
profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset 
of 7 mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure B-148: Model K3: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 20 
km and 10 km respectively and had 7 mm of slip imposed on them. Top panel – profile displacements projected 
into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – 
profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset 
of 7 mm to the model displacements. 
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B.7 Model Set L Plots 

 

Figure B-149: Model L1: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-normal 
faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 20 km and 2 km respectively and had 1.4 mm of slip imposed on 
them. This model has 5 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure B-150: Model L2: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-normal 
faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 20 km and 5 km respectively and had 3.8 mm of slip imposed on 
them. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure B-151: Model L3: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-normal 
faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 20 km and 10 km respectively and had 7 mm of slip imposed on them. 
This model has 4 arc-normal faults.  

B.8 Model Set M Plots 
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Figure B-152: Model M1: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-normal 
faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 20 km and 2 km respectively and had 1.4 mm of slip imposed on 
them. This model has 5 arc-normal faults. 

 

Figure B-153: Model M2: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-normal 
faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 20 km and 5 km respectively and had 3.8 mm of slip imposed on 
them. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure B-154: Model M3: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-normal 
faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 20 km and 10 km respectively and had 7 mm of slip imposed on them. 
This model has 4 arc-normal faults.  
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Figure B-155: Model M1: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 20 
km and 2 km respectively and had 1.4 mm of slip imposed on them. Top panel – profile displacements projected 
into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – 
profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset 
of 7 mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure B-156: Model M2: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 20 
km and 5 km respectively and had 3.8 mm of slip imposed on them. Top panel – profile displacements projected 
into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – 
profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset 
of 7 mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure B-157: Model M3: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 20 
km and 10 km respectively and had 7 mm of slip imposed on them. Top panel – profile displacements projected 
into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – 
profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset 
of 7 mm to the model displacements. 
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B.9 Model Set N Plots 

 

Figure B-158: Model N1: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-normal 
faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 20 km and 2 km respectively and had 1.4 mm of slip imposed on 
them. This model has 5 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure B-159: Model N2: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-normal 
faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 20 km and 5 km respectively and had 3.8 mm of slip imposed on 
them. This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure B-160: Model N3: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-normal 
faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 20 km and 10 km respectively and had 7 mm of slip imposed on them. 
This model has 4 arc-normal faults.  
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Figure B-161: Model N3: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 20 
km and 10 km respectively and had 7 mm of slip imposed on them. Top panel – profile displacements projected 
into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – 
profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset 
of 7 mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure B-162: Model I3: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-normal 
faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 20 km and 10 km respectively. This model has 4 arc-normal faults.  

B.10 Model Set O Plots 
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Figure B-163: Model O1: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-normal 
faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 20 km and 2 km respectively and had 10 mm of slip imposed on them. 
This model has 5 arc-normal faults. 

 

Figure B-164: Model O2: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-normal 
faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 20 km and 5 km respectively and had 10 mm of slip imposed on them. 
This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure B-165: Model O3: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-normal 
faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 20 km and 10 km respectively and had 10 mm of slip imposed on 
them. This model has 4 arc-normal faults.  
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Figure B-166: Model O1: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 20 
km and 2 km respectively and had 10 mm of slip imposed on them. Top panel – profile displacements projected 
into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – 
profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset 
of 7 mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure B-167: Model O2: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 20 
km and 5 km respectively and had 10 mm of slip imposed on them. Top panel – profile displacements projected 
into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – 
profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset 
of 7 mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure B-168: Model O3: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 20 
km and 10 km respectively and had 10 mm of slip imposed on them. Top panel – profile displacements projected 
into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – 
profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset 
of 7 mm to the model displacements. 
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B.11 Model Set P Plots 

 

Figure B-169: Model P1: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-normal 
faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 20 km and 2 km respectively and had 10 mm of slip imposed on them. 
This model has 5 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure B-170: Model P2: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-normal 
faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 20 km and 5 km respectively and had 10 mm of slip imposed on them. 
This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure B-171: Model P3: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-normal 
faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 20 km and 10 km respectively and had 10 mm of slip imposed on 
them. This model has 4 arc-normal faults.  
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Figure B-172: Model P1: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 20 km 
and 2 km respectively and had 10 mm of slip imposed on them. Top panel – profile displacements projected into 
horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile 
displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm 
to the model displacements. 
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Figure B-173: Model P2: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 20 km 
and 5 km respectively and had 10 mm of slip imposed on them. Top panel – profile displacements projected into 
horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile 
displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm 
to the model displacements. 
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Figure B-174: Model P3: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 20 km 
and 10 km respectively and had 10 mm of slip imposed on them. Top panel – profile displacements projected 
into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – 
profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset 
of 7 mm to the model displacements. 
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B.12 Model Set Q Plots 

 

Figure B-175: Model Q1: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-normal 
faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 20 km and 2 km respectively and had 14 mm of slip imposed on them. 
This model has 5 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure B-176: Model Q2: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-normal 
faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 20 km and 5 km respectively and had 14 mm of slip imposed on them. 
This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure B-177: Model Q3: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-normal 
faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 20 km and 10 km respectively and had 14 mm of slip imposed on 
them. This model has 4 arc-normal faults.  
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Figure B-178: Model Q1: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 20 
km and 2 km respectively and had 14 mm of slip imposed on them. Top panel – profile displacements projected 
into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – 
profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset 
of 7 mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure B-179: Model Q2: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 20 
km and 5 km respectively and had 14 mm of slip imposed on them. Top panel – profile displacements projected 
into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – 
profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset 
of 7 mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure B-180: Model Q3: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 20 
km and 10 km respectively and had 14 mm of slip imposed on them. Top panel – profile displacements projected 
into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – 
profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset 
of 7 mm to the model displacements. 
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B.13 Model Set R Plots 

 

Figure B-181: Model R1: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-normal 
faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 20 km and 2 km respectively and had 14 mm of slip imposed on them. 
This model has 5 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure B-182: Model R2: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-normal 
faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 20 km and 5 km respectively and had 14 mm of slip imposed on them. 
This model has 4 arc-normal faults. 
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Figure B-183: Model R3: surface displacements (red vectors) along-profile line (cyan line). Arc-normal 
faults’ (green lines) length and spacing are 20 km and 10 km respectively and had 14 mm of slip imposed on 
them. This model has 4 arc-normal faults.  
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Figure B-184: Model R1: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 20 km 
and 2 km respectively and had 14 mm of slip imposed on them. Top panel – profile displacements projected into 
horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile 
displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm 
to the model displacements. 
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Figure B-185: Model R2: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 20 km 
and 5 km respectively and had 14 mm of slip imposed on them. Top panel – profile displacements projected into 
horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile 
displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm 
to the model displacements. 
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Figure B-186: Model R3: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 20 km 
and 10 km respectively and had 14 mm of slip imposed on them. Top panel – profile displacements projected 
into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – 
profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset 
of 7 mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure B-187: Model I1: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 20 km 
and 2 km respectively. Top panel – profile displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). Middle 
panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. ‘Model 
Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to the model displacements. 
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Figure B-188: Model I3: displacements along-profile. Arc-normal faults’ length and spacing are 20 km 
and 10 km respectively. Top panel – profile displacements projected into horizontal line (azimuth = 270°). 
Middle panel – profile displacements in the x-direction. Bottom panel – profile displacements in the y-direction. 
‘Model Displacement in CA’ data sets was created by adding an offset of 7 mm to the model displacements. 
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Appendix C 
GPS Displacements from Daily Positions 

 

Station Longitude Latitude 
Easting 
(mm) 

Northing 
(mm) 

Vertical 
(mm) 

 σE 

(mm) 
  σN 

(mm) 
  σV 

(mm) 

GV01 -91.1134 -0.7824 174.7 915.6 583 -72.7 -130.5 -787.6 

GV03 -91.1329 -0.7978 -1051.8 3462.4 2919.4 -72.9 -405.5 -1053.3 

GV04 -91.1381 -0.8115 -1463.7 1890.8 6281.4 -140.1 -261 -2176.8 

GV05 -91.1212 -0.8049 940.9 2241.5 5665.8 -227.4 -284.5 -1245.5 

GV06 -91.1281 -0.8343 985.4 -4062.8 3563.6 -187.1 -381 -887.3 

GV08 -91.1344 -0.8420 178.1 -2198.3 1510.6 -38.4 -205.2 -186.6 

GV09 -91.1474 -0.8373 -710.7 -3459.8 1057.2 -96.2 -320.3 -1115.7 

GV10 -91.1511 -0.8493 -277.5 -994.1 607.2 -24.5 -83.6 -165.7 
 

Station Longitude Latitude 
Easting 
(mm) 

Northing 
(mm) 

Vertical 
(mm) 

 σE 

(mm) 
  σN 

(mm) 
  σV 

(mm) 

GV01 -91.1134 -0.7824 178.2 923.2 589.4 -69.7 -122.2 -788.7 

GV03 -91.1329 -0.7978 -1051.6 3467 2942.9 -90.9 -436.9 -1026.4 

GV04 -91.1381 -0.8115 -1467.9 1903.3 6348.3 -151.9 -252.5 -2100.6 

GV05 -91.1212 -0.8049 952.4 2245.8 5698.7 -213.2 -301.5 -1206.5 

GV06 -91.1281 -0.8343 996.5 -4016 3608.2 -155.8 -580.7 -779.6 

GV08 -91.1344 -0.8420 175.2 -2167.2 1496.2 -44.6 -334 -229.7 

GV09 -91.1474 -0.8373 -718 -3426.8 1103 -67.5 -472.8 -1093.2 

GV10 -91.1511 -0.8493 -275.8 -985.3 605.4 -33.5 -127.7 -182 
 

  

Table C-1: Displacements for the Mw 5.3 June 26th earthquake from GPS daily static positions. 

Table C-2: Displacements for the Ml 4.9 July 5th earthquake from GPS daily static positions. 
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Station Longitude Latitude 
Easting 
(mm) 

Northing 
(mm) 

Vertical 
(mm) 

 σE 

(mm) 
  σN 

(mm) 
  σV 

(mm) 

GV01 -91.1134 -0.7824 179.2 921 591.1 -70.7 -151.3 -795.3 

GV03 -91.1329 -0.7978 -1039.5 3432.5 2941.2 -157.7 -611.7 -1012 

GV04 -91.1381 -0.8115 -1455.4 1894 6341.1 -225.9 -323.5 -2095.7 

GV05 -91.1212 -0.8049 951.4 2216.3 5653.8 -234.9 -428 -1331.4 

GV06 -91.1281 -0.8343 973.2 -3875.2 3522.9 -217.2 -937.9 -898.7 

GV08 -91.1344 -0.8420 166.9 -2090.6 1450.1 -57.6 -520.8 -336 

GV09 -91.1474 -0.8373 -702.9 -3311.5 1109.7 -126.3 -779.2 -1043.8 

GV10 -91.1511 -0.8493 -268.8 -955.1 591.6 -55.4 -213.5 -229.9 

Table C-1: Displacements for the Ml 4.8 July 5th earthquake from GPS daily static positions. 
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